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Authors’ Note
Almost 2,500 years ago, the ancient Greeks

began designing their homes to capture winter

sunlight. This book describes the major ad-

vances in solar architecture and technology

that have occurred since that time. Its empha-
sis is on developments occurring in Western

civilization, but it also touches on important

work from China and Japan. In writing this

book, we took an evolutionary approach. We
have tried to show the step-by-step develop-

ment of solar architecture and technology, and

to describe the process of discovery and the

popularization of these applications. Thus,

technological developments are always dis-

cussed within the economic, political, social

and cultural milieux of each period.

In writing this history, we obtained help

from many people. We would especially like to

thank the following individuals who gave

generously of their time and effort

—

Greek and

Roman Solar Architecture: Dr. Borimir Jordan,

Professor of Classics at the University of Cali-

fornia at Santa Barbara; Dr. J. Walter Graham,
Professor Emeritus of Fine Arts at the Univer-

sity of Toronto; and Dr. Norman Neuerburg,

Professor of Art at California State University,

Dominguez Hills. Power from the Sun: Frank

Shuman. Solar Water Heating: William J.

Bailey, Jr., Edward Arthur, William Crandall,

Harold Heath, and Walter van Rossem. Solar

House Heating: Wilhelm von Moltke, former

Chairman of the Department of City and Re-

gional Planning, Harvard Graduate School of

Design; George Fred Keck; Henry (N.) Wright,

former managing editor of Architectural

Forum
;
Arthur Brown, A.LA.; Dr. Albert G.

H. Dietz, Professor of Architectural Engineer-

ing at the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy; and Dr, George Lof, director of the

Colorado State University solar research pro-

gram. The Modern Era: Gonen Yissar; Profes-

sor Ichimatsu Tanashita, President of Ikutoku

Technical University of Tokyo; Darryl M. Cha-

pin; and Charles A. Scarlott. In addition, we
appreciate the contributions of the many other

people listed at the back of this book.

We thank Gloria Jewel Leitner and Dr.

Michael Riordan for their assistance in prepar-

ing the manuscript. Gloria stood by us through

several lean years, always believing in the

worth of our project. Contributing valuable

ideas—including the title of the book—and

ferreting out contradictions in the text, she

helped us convert our original manuscript into

a much more readable form. Michael made sure

our technical assertions were accurate. He also

spent many hours poring over the manuscript,

and his critical abilities contributed much to the

book’s final form.

Graphic design is no small small part of this

book, and we thank Linda Goodman for help-

ing us organize a vast amount of material into a

coherent, striking whole. Edward Wong col-

laborated with her on book design, and Sara

Boore provided a number of fine drawings.

Frank and Marie Hall and Luba and Paul

Perlin generously helped with expenses in what

appeared to be an endless project. The Irving

F. Laucks Foundation of Santa Barbara also

provided financial support. Edward Engberg

helped guide us through the trying publishing

world. We also thank Amory Lovins for his

excellent Foreword and John Yellott, who re-

viewed the entire manuscript.

Portions of this book have already appeared

in Chicago Magazine, CoEvolution Quarterly

,

Solar Age , Solar Energy Handbook (Mc-

Graw-Hill), and Solar Law Reporter . For the

reader wishing to examine our evidence or to

do further research in the history of solar

energy, we have provided an extensive list of

footnotes at the back of the book.

Ken Butti and John Perlin

October 1979
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While dining with some friends in Rome last

year, I mentioned having just read in Scientific

American a splendid analysis ofancient Persian

buildings which had used sophisticated passive

solar designs to stay cool in the midst of a

blazing desert. I knew that similarly effective

designs had been used in the Indian Pueblos of

the southwestern United States and in ancient

Chinese architecture to ensure coolness in

summer and warmth in winter. To my as-

tonishment, my dining companions proceeded

to describe a coastal Italian town which had

been fitted with central air conditioning

thousands of years ago. A steady moist breeze

off the Mediterranean blew against a cliff atop

which stood the town. Upon entering cool

caves in the face of the cliff, the breeze was

chilled and dropped its condensed water vapor

into ponds. The cool air was then taken up

through shafts drilled down into the back ofthe

caves and distributed throughout the city by

stone ducts. And the distilled water in the

ponds served as a pure and plentiful supply to

the townspeople as well!

With this conversation fresh in my mind, it

was with special delight that I learned that Ken
Butti and John Pferlin were writing A Golden

Thread . The general public needs such a clear

and evocative account of how solar architec-

ture and technology have evolved in response

to the social and economic forces of the past

few thousand years. Even though it covers only

highlights in the history of direct use of solar

energy, A Golden Thread is rich with surprises

on nearly every page. It will teach even the

most erudite solar experts much about their

own subject.

Our society abounds with people who be-



Foreword
lieve that solar energy is an exotic new source

ofenergy requiring decades of further research

and development before it can be proven prac-

tical. Butti and Berlin show that, on the con-

trary, solar power, water heating and home
heating technologies have been evolving for

thousands of years. They have been passed

from one culture to another—developing into

forms ever more suited to social needs and ever

more ingenious in their use of new scientific

knowledge and better materials. This im-

provement continues today at an unprece-

dented rate; the best present-day art in most

solar technologies is much improved from that

of a few decades or even a few years ago. But

the effectiveness of many of even the oldest

solar technologies, especially the simpler ones

like “passive” solar architecture, has been

adequate for centuries.

The steady evolution of solar architecture

and technology has been periodically inter-

rupted by the discovery of apparently plentiful

and cheap fuels such as new forests or deposits

of coal, oil, natural gas and uranium. Succes-

sive civilizations have shortsightedly treated

this energy capital as income. Barbara Ward
reminds us that like the Spanish Empire, even-

tually destroyed by the unsustainable wealth

from a flood of New World gold, these civiliza-

tions have taken leave of their senses when
confronted by short-term fuel supplies

adequate to support a few generations’ binge.

This attitude persists today. We speak of
4

‘pro-

ducing” oil, as if it were made in a factory; but

only God produces oil, and all we know is how
to mine it and burn it up. Neglecting the inter-

ests of future generations who are not here to

bid on this oil, we have been squandering in the

last few decades a patrimony of hundreds of

millions of years. Only recently have we begun

to come full circle to the same realization that

similar boom-and-bust cultures have reached

before us: thatwe must turn back to the sun and

seek elegant ways to live within the renewable

energy income that it bestows on us.

The current energy
4

'crisis ” is nothing new,

and it is very important to appreciate the les-

sons of earlier crises lest we repeat them. Ear-

lier cultures—from the wood-short Greeks and

Romans onward—became aware of the limits

of their dwindling fuel resources. In the disas-

trous U.S. coal strikes around the end of the

last century, the vulnerability of the nation to

disruption in particular social groups and dis-

tribution networks became painfully apparent.

These threatened cultures then rediscovered

much of the earlier knowledge of permanent,

practical solar energy. At several piquant

moments in history—the latest of them
today—wise observers of the energy scene

have bemoaned the absurdity of having to re-

discover and reinvent what should have been

practiced continuously. They have been as-

tonished to discover how much “novel” and

“exotic” solar technology was in fact old and

well understood.

Today, then, we stand precisely in the place

several earlier cultures have stood. We have

suddenly learned the transitory and ephemeral

nature, the vulnerability, and the high social,

ecological and even economic costs of depend-

ing on nonrenewable hydrocarbons to hold our

societies together. But still we are playing

elaborate games of self-deception: we give

these precious fuels—and the electricity made
from them—tax and price subsidies which in
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the U.S. totalled roughly a hundred billion dol-

lars in 1978 alone. These subsidies are so lavish

that they often outstrip such laudable efforts as

California’s 55 percent solar tax credit, and

solar energy that is in reality considerably

cheaper than Alaskan gas can end up looking

more expensive. Further, we only require such

“conventional” investments as different kinds

of new power stations to compete with each

other economically. But we require solar

energy to compete with the heavily subsidized

oil and gas which it is meant to replace. Our

government therefore rejects as uneco-

nomic—more expensive than oil at $15 a

barrel—the more expensive kinds of solar heat-

ing and biomass liquid fuels at $20 to $25 a

barrel. But it simultaneously seeks to extract

from our pockets the most lavish and bizarre

subsidies for synthetic gas at $30 to $40 a barrel

or nuclear electricity at $100 per barrel equiva-

lent. Of course that’s crazy, but that’sjust what

we’re doing in a frantic attempt to divert public

attention away from the economic reality of

practical solar energy. Though some presently

available solar technologies—not all—are

somewhat more expensive than the old oil and

gas, almost all cost several times less than what

we would otherwise have to pay to replace

them with nuclear power stations or synthetic

fuels.

People who point out the obvious merits of

solar energy still face the same obstacles they

have always faced; lack offair and symmetrical

tests (how do the costs, rates and risks of solar

energy compare with those of not having it?),

misinformation from competing vested inter-

ests, and above all a widespread ignorance of

what has actually been accomplished, both re-

cently and in prior ages. How many who today

say that passive s uncatchers cannot be added

to heat urban buildings notice the lovely

Victorian glassed arcades and conservatories

throughout northern Europe? In 1977 and

1978, as the United States government was re-

peating the fiction that passive solar heating

can only be used in new buildings specially

designed for the purpose, over 25,000 Ameri-

can homeowners proved them wrong by adding

south-facing greenhouses to their homes. How
many who, like the authors of some Arizona

building codes, doubt the durability and com-

fort of classical adobe buildings in the Ameri-

can Southwest have been inside an ancient

Anasazi dwelling? How many wheels must we

reinvent before we stop making them square?

Some ofthe technical lessons of solar energy

found in A Golden Thread are still being re-

learned today. The drawbacks of high-

temperature solar concentrators for driving

heat engines were discovered almost a century

ago. These same drawbacks are today leading

many of our best analysts to turn from solar

“power towers” to low-technology, low-

temperature systems like solar ponds with

Rankine cycle engines. Likewise, it is today the

conventional wisdom to advocate extensive

use of some of the more expensive solar

technologies in remote rural areas and in the

Third World—where conventional energy

costs are prohibitively high. Exactly the same

logic led to the pioneering early work in solar

irrigation pumping in the American Southwest

and in the French and British colonies of North

Africa. Once again we have come full circle.

But perhaps this is the last time we shall

have to do so. Perhaps this is the last time the
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inevitable solar age will be temporarily fore-

stalled by a false sense of abundance sparked

by a flash in the pan. For unless some form of

energy now wholly unknown is discovered

soon, there are no long-term energy alterna-

tives other than nuclear reactions kindled ar-

tificially on earth and the natural energy flows

driven by nuclear fusion remotely sited at the

appropriate distance of 93 million miles.

In my opinion the choice has already been
made. Because a soft energy path is the only

one we can really afford—economically, polit-

ically and environmentally— it is inevitable,

subject only to how difficult we want to make it

for ourselves. Indeed, despite the obstacles

still placed in its path, the solar transition that is

already underway is starting to gain a breadth

and speed that astonish some of its most ardent

advocates. The reasons are obvious. Solar

technologies require days, weeks or months to

build rather than a decade. They can be dif-

fused readily into a vast consumer market
rather than requiring tedious “technology de-

livery
1

’ to a narrow, specialized utility market.

Thus they are clearly faster than alternatives

like nuclear power. The very diversity of these

appropriate solar technologies enables a large

number of slowly growing contributions to add
up independently to a very rapid total growth.

But to me the most exciting reason for the

speed of the solar advance in the past few years

is that such “vernacular technologies,
1

’ to use

Ivan Illich’s phrase, are accessible to practi-

cally everyone and do not require decades of

research by large, impersonal organizations.

They can instead tap the immense initiative and
diverse ingenuity of our society. (For this same
reason, the most interesting solar research

tends to be done outside the official, govern-

ment-sponsored research community—and at

a pace far outstripping the government’s ability

to find out what has been done.) Already, ac-

cording to the latest on-the-spot estimates, half

the houses in Nova Scotia have been weather-

stripped and insulated in just one year; 40 per-

cent of Vermont households installed efficient

wood stoves in three years—entirely on pri-

vate initiative; in the most solar-conscious

communities in the United States, a quarter or

more of the 1978 housing starts were passively

solar heated; by early 1979 the U.S. had some
100,000-odd solar installations—twice as many
as Florida had before cheap electricity inter-

rupted the trend. These examples suggest that,

given the opportunity and incentive, people

can solve their own energy problems with ex-

traordinary speed. The first and most difficult

step is realizing that it can be done, and in

creating that consciousness this book makes a

lasting contribution.

Amory B. Lovins

London, England

April 28, 1979
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Solar Architecture in Ancient Greece

According to Socrates, the ideal house should be cool in summer and warm in

winter. But Socrates
1

ideal was not easy to accomplish 2,500 years ago in ancient

Greece. The Greeks had no artificial means of cooling their homes during the

scorching summers; nor were their heating systems, mostly portable charcoal-

burning braziers, adequate to keep them warm in winter.

Local fuel shortages probably exacerbated the problem. Near the populated
areas people ravaged forests for wood to heat their homes and cook. Trees were
also in demand to fuel smelting operations and build homes and ships. Goats
foraging on saplings hastened the destruction of these timberlands. By the fifth

century B.C., many parts of Greece were almost totally denuded of trees. Plato

compared the hills and mountains ofhis native Attica to the bones ofa wasted body:
“All the richer and softer parts have fallen away,” he lamented, “and the mere
skeleton of the land remains.”

As indigenous supplies dwindled and wood had to be imported, many city-states

regulated the use of wood and charcoal. In the fourth century B.C. , the Athenians

banned the use of olive wood for making charcoal. Most probably they passed this

measure to protect their valuable groves from incursions by fuel-hungry citizens. In

the same century they also forbade the exportation ofwood from nearby Attica. Yet
Athens 1 own supply lines stretched all the way across Asia Minor to the shores of

the Black Sea. On the island of Cos, the government taxed wood used for domestic
heating and cooking. Authorities on Delos, which had no indigenous supplies

whatever, severely restricted the sale of charcoal. They believed that such a

valuable energy source should not be controlled by a few powerful merchants

—

leaving the consumers to pay any price.

With wood scarce and the sources of supply so far away, fuel prices most likely

rose. Fortunately, an alternative source of energy was available—the sun—whose
energy was plentiful and free. In many areas of Greece, the use of solar energy to

help heat homes was a positive response to the energy shortage. Living in a climate

that was sunny almost year-round, the Greeks learned to build their houses to take

advantage of the sun’s rays during the moderately cool winters, and to avoid the

sun’s heat during the hot summers. Thus solar architecture—designing buildings to

make optimal use of the sun—was born in the West.

Modern excavations of many Classical Greek cities show that solar architecture

flourished throughout the area. Individual homes were oriented toward the south-

ern horizon, and entire cities were planned to allow their citizens equal access to the

winter sun. A solar-oriented home allowed its inhabitants to depend less on char-

coal-burning braziers—conserving fuel and saving money.
Because the Greeks venerated the sun, the development of solar architecture

encountered few cultural impediments. Theophrastus, a noted naturalist of the

time, commented that almost every citizen believed that

—

The sun provides the life-sustaining heat in animals and plants. It also probably sup-

plies the heat of earthly flames. No doubt many people believe they are catching sun
rays when making a fire.

It was also commonly held that exposure to the sun nurtured good health.

Oribasius, an ancient medical authority, wrote that south-facing areas were healthy

places because of their exposure to the sun. He also noted that north-facing areas
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Path ofthe sun on December 21 (top)

and June 21 (right

)

t the winter and
summer solstices . Solar position is

shown for noon on both days.

were the least healthy, because they “do not receive much sun and when they do,

the light falls obliquely without much vitality / ’ With such a positive attitude toward

the sun, the Greeks readily embraced the new solar building ideas of the time.

Principles of Solar Architecture

Solar architecture among the ancients was based on the changing position of the

sun during different seasons. The Greeks' use of sundials made them keenly aware

of daily and seasonal variations in the sun’s course. The most common sundial of

the period was the gnomon, a pole placed perpendicular to the ground. The Greeks

could tell the hour, the day, and the season from the angle and length of the shadow
cast by the sun as it traversed different parts of the sky during different times of the

year.

The Greeks knew that in winter the sun travels in a low arc across the southern

sky; in summer, it passes high overhead. They built their homes so that the winter

sunlight could easily enter the house through a south-facing portico similar to a

covered porch. There was no glass between the open-air portico and the entrances

to the rooms inside the house, because the Greeks had neither clear glass nor other
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Reconstruction of a

Classical Greek home, from
excavations ofthe city of
Priene by Theodore Wiegand.

The rooms behind the portico

faced south onto the

courtyard .

transparent materials for doorways or windows. Not only were the main rooms in

the house warmed by the rays of the sun streaming in through the portico, but they

were sheltered from the north, as Aristotle noted, to keep out the cold winds.

During the summer, overhanging eaves or roofs shaded the rooms of the house from

the high sun during most of the day. As quoted by Xenophon, Socrates explained

this approach:

In houses that look toward the south, the sun penetrates the portico in winter, while

in summer the path of the sun is right over our heads and above the roof so that

there is shade.

These simple design principles served as the basis of solar architecture in ancient

Greece.

Olynthus: A Planned Solar City

A new addition (North Hill) to Olynthus, one of the leading cities of northern

Greece during Hellenic times, illustrates how the Greeks put solar architecture into

practice in a densely populated community. The latitide of Olynthus was approxi-

mately that of New York and Chicago, and the temperature often dropped below

freezing in winter. In the fifth century B.C., the yoke of Athenian domination

became unbearable for the Olynthians and their neighbors living on the coast. They

revolted and erected a more defensible perimeter against Athenian revenge by

building a new community adjacent to the old city of Olynthus. Approximately

2,500 people lived there.



Right: Typical street plan in the North Hill

section ofOlynthus. This ancient community
aligned its streets and avenues so that all

buildings could face south.

Below: Socrates
,
an early advocate ofsolar

architecture .

EARLY USE OF THE SUN

North Hill was a totally planned community—as were most urban centers built

in Greece at the time. Starting from scratch, the settlers could more easily imple-

ment the new solar architecture of the day. They situated the town atop a sweeping

plateau and built the streets perpendicular to each other, running north-south and
east-west. In this way, all the houses on a street could be built with a southern

exposure. This layout helped assure equality of housing for all residents—in keep-

ing with the democratic ethos of the period. Aristotle commented that such rational

planning was the “modern fashion;*’ it allowed a more convenient arrangement of

homes to take maximum advantage of the sun.

Olynthian builders usually constructed a block-long row of houses simulta-

neously. The typical dwelling had six or more rooms on the ground floor and
probably as many on the upper floor, averaging a total of 3,200 square feet of floor

space. Each house was a standard square shape and shared a common foundation,

roof and north wall with the other houses on the block. The north wall was made of

adobe bricks approximately one and a halffeet thick, which kept out the cold north

winds of winter. Ifthis wall had any window openings, they were few in number and
were kept tightly shuttered during cold weather.



Top: Model of Olynthian apartments , southern face. Rows were built far
enough apart to guarantee each home good exposure to the winter sun .

Above: Olynthian villa t scale model from the Royal Ontario Museum in Tor-
onto. Overhangs commonly shaded the interiorfrom the high summer sun.

The main living rooms of a house, each nearly 16 feet deep, faced a portico

supported by wooden pillars located on the south side of the building. The portico

led out to an open-air court averaging 320 square feet, which was separated from the

street by a low wall. The court provided a place where the occupants could enjoy

the out-of-doors with maximum privacy; it also served as the home’s primary light

and winter heat source.

In winter, rays from the sun traveling low across the southern sky streamed
across the south-facing court, through the portico, and into the house—heating the

main rooms. The earthen floors and adobe walls absorbed and retained much of this

solar heat. In the evening, when the air inside began to cool, the floors and walls

released this stored solar heat and helped warm the house. To prevent cold drafts

from coming through the open portico into the house, some builders constructed a
low adobe wall between the pillars of the portico, parallel to the south wall of the

house. According to J. Walter Graham, one of the excavators of Olynthus, this

strategy “allowed for the retention of the opening where it was most effective in
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admitting the warmth of the sun in winter, while the wall below shut out the cold

floor-level drafts.”

If a home had a second story, builders made sure that both the upper and lower

main rooms had access to the winter sun. Socrates explained how this feat was

accomplished;
4 l

To obtain this result, the section of the house facing south must be

built lower than the northern section in order not to cut offthe winter sun.” He also

pointed out that the higher northern part of the house helped to block the cold north

winds from the lower, southern part.

The Olynthian solar house design worked well in summer and winter. When the

summer sun was almost directly overhead—from about ten in the morning until two

in the afternoon—the portico shaded the main rooms of the house from the sun’s

harsh rays. In addition, the closed adobe walls and contiguous dwellings on the east

and west sides protected the house from the morning and afternoon rays of the sun.

Priene and Delos

The varied terrain of Greece and her Asian colonies was not always as ideal as

the flat plateau at Olynthus for building solar cities. Priene, located in Asia Minor, is

a good example of how architects and planners coped with adverse topography.
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Floorplan ofa house in Delos ,

from Exploration Archaelogique

de Delos. The main rooms at the

hack ofthis house , which closely

resembled homes in the North
Hill section ofOlynthus, opened
onto a covered porch and court-

yard to the south (bottom of
diagram ).

Plagued by constant flooding, the 4,000 residents ofthe old city of Priene decided to

abandon their town for the safety of nearby Mount Mycale. The city planners

devised a way to use the same Olynthian street plan on Mycale’s steep slopes: the

main avenues were terraced along the contours of the rocky spur on an east-west

axis, while the secondary streets ran up the mountain from north to south. Due to

the sharp incline, many ofthe secondary streets were actually stairways rather than

roads.

Despite Priene’s difficult location all homes, no matter how large or small, were

designed according to what Priene's excavator, Theodore Wiegand, has called the

solar building principle. The main rooms always led onto a south-facing, covered

porch. Even homes belonging to the poorer citizenry could enjoy the warmth ofthe

sun in winter and be spared its heat in summer.

Delos, an important trading center in the Aegean, presented even greater chal-

lenges to solar architects. The irregular rocky terrain of this island precluded the

division of streets into an orderly pattern as at Olynthus or Priene. It also prevented

uniform house plans. Often the contorted topography determined the plan of a

Delian home. Nevertheless, the main rooms faced south whenever possible.

Elsewhere, a new adaptation of solar design took form. Many residents terraced

their homes along the sloping terrain so that the important rooms were on the upper

level, with a commanding view of the south. If a southern orientation was impossi-

ble, a western exposure was the second choice. If these west-facing rooms became

too hot in summer, the portico was closed off with curtains.

Solar architecture cut across class lines in ancient Greece. Rich and poor city

dwellers as well as princes and kings relied on the sun. The important ceremonial

and state rooms of the Palace at Pergamon faced south, as did the main rooms of

commoners at Olynthus, Priene and, whenever possible, Delos. Many leading

archaeologists, including J, Walter Graham and Theodore Wiegand, agree that solar
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South facade (top) and interior (above) ofa temple ofancient China .

Winter sunlight streamed under the eaves and through latticework

covered with silk or rice paper .
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architecture was a prime concern of Classical Greek builders.

Solar architecture and urban planning evolved along similar lines in ancient

China. The streets of important cities were always laid out in orthogonal fashion

aligned with the points of the compass. Whenever the site permitted, the preferred

house plan bore a striking resemblance to the Olynthian homes in that its principal

apartments were built on the north side of a courtyard that opened to the south.

While there were few window openings on the north, east and west walls, large

wood-lattice windows covered by translucent rice paper or silk were common on

the south. Decorative overhangs protected the interior from the hot summer sun.

How Well Did It Work?

According to Isomachus, a character in a Socratic dialogue by Xenophon, Greek

techniques of solar architecture were quite effective. Isomachus brought his bride

to his solar-oriented home and “showed her . . . living rooms for the family that are

cool in summer and warm in winter.” He told Socrates, “The whole house fronts

south so that it is . . . sunny in winter and shady in summer.”

Empirical evidence confirms Isomachus' praise. Edwin D. Thatcher, an ar-

chitect, studied the solar heating capability of rooms facing south to determine the

feasibility of indoor nude sunbathing during the winter. To simulate actual condi-

tions, Thatcher relied on weather data for a climate similar to that ofancient Greece

and Asia Minor. He found that a naked person sitting in the sunny part of such a

room would be relatively comfortable on 67 percent of the days during the colder

months ofNovember through March. The room used for this study was not as well

protected as an average Greek living room—and ofcourse the residents would have

been clothed most ofthe time. It seems safe to say that for most ofthe winter the sun

would adequately heat the main rooms of a Greek solar-oriented home during the

daytime. When solar heat was insufficient, charcoal braziers could be lit.

The great playwright Aeschylus suggested that a south-facing orientation was a

normal characteristic of Greek homes. It was a sign of a “modern” or
4

'civilized”

dwelling, he declared, as opposed to houses built by primitives and barbarians

who,

Though they had eyes to see, they saw to no avail; they had ears, but understood

not. But like shapes in dreams, throughout their time, without purpose they

wrought all things in confusion. They lacked knowledge of houses . . . turned to

face the sun, dwelling beneath the ground like swarming ants in sunless caves.
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Floor plan ofthe Baths ofCaracalla.

Chapter 2

Roman Solar
Architecture
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Wood consumption in ancient Rome was even more profligate than in Greece.

There was a heavy demand for wood as fuel for industry, to build houses and ships,

and to heat public baths and private villas . By the time of Christ, it was common for

wealthy Romans to have central heating in their expansive villas. Their hypocausts

burned wood or charcoal in furnaces and circulated the hot air through hollow

bricks in the floors and walls. A hypocaust system could devour as much as 280

pounds of wood per hour, or more than two cords a day.

Indigenous wood supplies quickly disappeared from the Italian peninsula. The

Mount Cimino region, a short distance from Rome, had been so heavily forested in

the third century B.C. that the ancient historian Livy called it “more impassable

and terrifying than . . . the wooded regions of Germany/' But by the first century

B.C., timber had to be imported from as far east as the Caucausus, more than a

thousand miles away. A century later the geographer Strabo reported that a lack of

fuel forced the islanders of Elba to shut down their iron mines. The natural

philosopher Pliny the Elder described the adverse effects of wood shortages in the

Campania region upon the local metal industry.

These local fuel shortages and the high cost of imported wood probably influ-

enced the Romans to adopt Greek techniques of solar architecture. The Romans did

more than copy the Greeks, however; they advanced solar technology by adapting

home building design to different climates , using clear window coverings such as

glass to enhance the effectiveness of solar heating, and expanding solar architecture

to include greenhouses and huge public bath houses. Solar architecture became so

much a part of Roman life that sun-rights guarantees were eventually enacted into

Roman law.

Solar Design in Different Climates

Because the Roman Empire covered afar greater area than the Greek city-states,

its architecture had to be tailored to many different environments. Vitruvius, the

preeminent Roman architect of the first century B.C., counseled:

We must begin by taking note of the countries and climates in which homes are to

be built if our designs for them are to be correct. One type of house seems appro-

priate for Egypt, another for Spain . . . one still different for Rome, and so on with

lands and countries of varying characteristics. This is because one part of the Earth

is directly under the sun's course, another is far away from it, while another lies

midway between these two. ... It is obvious that designs for homes ought to

conform to diversities of climate.

Accordingly, Vitruvius recommended that in extremely hot regions such as North

Africa, where it was desirable to avoid solar heat, buildings should be open to the

north—away from the sun. In more temperate parts of the Empire, such as the

Italian peninsula, “buildings should be thoroughly shut in rather than exposed

toward the north, and the main portion should face the warmer [south] side."

Because he was a student of Greek architecture, Vitruvius echoed the earlier

advice of Socrates and Aristotle. But he went beyond his Greek mentors and

specified where certain rooms should be placed for optimum comfort. He recom-

mended that Romans living in temperate climates make sure their winter dining
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One of the large villas at Herculaneum, The sun rooms faced south and
had large windows probably covered with glass or mica.

rooms looked to the winter sunset “because when the setting sun faces us with all

its splendor, it gives off heat and renders this area warmer in the evening/’ But

summer dining rooms “should have a northern aspect. For while the other aspects,

at the solstice, are rendered oppressive by the heat, the northern aspect, because it

is turned away from the sun’s course, is always cool.”

Rome learned about solar building techniques through the writings of Vitruvius,

and also from direct contact with the Greek colonists who had settled throughout

southern Italy. These towns succumbed to Rome as she extended her power down
the Italian peninsula and into Sicily. One such city was Herculaneum near Mount
Vesuvius, subdued by Sulla in 89 B.C, Soon after Herculaneum’s fall, the dynamic

Roman spirit took hold. Old homes were separated into apartments and office

buildings, and new housing was built. While the growing masses of urban poor had

to live wherever they could, the rich chose their own home sites and built according

to the principles ofgood solar design. As at Olynthus and Priene, the main rooms of

these new homes almost always opened to the south.

Pliny’s Two Villas

As timber supplies dwindled during the first century A.D., wealthy Romans

throughout the Empire began to build with the sun in mind. Those rich enough to

own a country villa had fewer building restrictions than city dwellers and could

employ solar design more easily. Pliny the Younger, a wealthy and influential writer

of second-century Rome, described in letters to his friends how he used the sun to

help heat his two villas. Pliny’s motive was apparently twofold—to conserve wood
and to save money. Although nearby forests provided sufficient firewood, Pliny was

probably concerned about their eventual depletion. Once this source was con-

sumed, where could he turn? Pliny also had an eye on his wallet. As he wrote to his

friend Gallus, he wanted his villas large enough for his convenience without being

expensive to maintain. A solar-oriented home would require a smaller furnace and
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Top right: Cross-section ofa

Roman heliocaminus in the pub-

lic baths at Ostia, from studies

by Edwin D . Thatcher. In winter,

the large
,
transparent windows

admitted plentiful sunlight but

slowed the escape ofsolar heat .

Right: Ruins of the heliocaminus

in Hadrian s villa at Tivoli. Large

windows covered with glass or

transparent stone faced south ,

southeast and southwest.

fewer heating ducts than a similar non-solar, centrally heated villa that consumed

more fuel.

Pliny's summer house stood in the foothills of the Appenines in north central

Italy, where the summers remained fairly cool and the winters were severe. The

main part of this villa was exposed to the south, allowing the sun “to enter by

midday in summer, but much earlier in winter.” Pliny built his winter retreat at
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Laurentum, on the seacoast—close enough to Rome so that he could occasionally

spend some time there after finishing work in the city. The dining room faced

southwest, as Vitruvius had advocated, so that the room would be heated by rays of

the setting winter sun and thereby provide a congenial atmosphere in which to dine.

Southeast of the dining room was a large bedroom and beyond it a smaller one
whose windows admitted both the morning and evening sun. The study, where
Pliny spent much of the day reading, was semicircular with a large bay window that

let in sunlight from morning to evening.

Glass As A Solar Heat Trap

Pliny called one of his favorite rooms a heliocaminus—literally “solar furnace”

!

Such a name indicates that this room got much hotter than the other rooms of his

villa. Most probably the southwest openings ofthe heliocaminus were covered with

glass or mica—a thin sheet of transparent stone. Such materials act as solar heat

traps by admitting sunlight into a room and holding in the heat that accumulates
inside. The solar-heated air inside such a room could not readily escape through
these window coverings; so the temperature inside a heliocaminus rose well above
what was possible in a Greek- style solar-oriented home without glazed window
openings.

Pliny could easily have purchased window coverings for his heliocaminus , since

a thriving window industry existed in Rome at the time. Transparent coverings

made of thin stone such as mica or selenite were produced by splitting the stone into

plates as thin as desired. Glass windows were probably fabricated by pouring
molten glass into molds or onto a flat surface and pressing it with a roller. Another
process involved blowing hot glass into a bubble, swinging it until it formed a

cylindrical shape, and cutting the cylinder with iron shears before flattening out the

pieces on an iron plate covered with sand.

Windows of transparent stone or glass were a radical innovation. Colored glass

had been used for almost 3,000 years. But it was not until sometime in the first

century A.D. that an anonymous Roman thought of using transparent materials to

make windows that would let in light but keep out rain, snow and cold, The
philosopher Seneca noted the newness of this idea in a letter written in A.D. 65,

“Certain inventions have come about within our own memory—the use ofwindow
panes which admit light through a transparent material, for example.”

Excavations at Herculaneum, Pompeii and elsewhere provide evidence that

glass was occasionally made into windows for the homes ofwealthy Romans—even
in the early days of the Empire. Pliny the Elder observed in the first century that

these new window panes, unlike opaque window coverings, allowed sunlight to

enter a building. By the following century, the use of glass and other transparent

materials to cover windows was increasingly common.
The Romans also used this solar heat trap principle to cultivate plants.

Greenhouses were built to keep plants warm so that they would mature more
quickly and produce fruits and vegetables even in winter. Emperor Tiberius, for

example, had a penchant for cucumbers year-round. As Pliny the Elder noted,

“there was never a day in which he went without.” To oblige the ruler’s appetite,

the kitchen gardeners had cucumber beds mounted on wheels which they moved
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into the sun. During the colder days of winter, these gardeners placed “cold

frames” glazed with transparent material over the plant beds to hold in the solar

heat.

Wealthy Romans used transparent coverings to keep their exotic plants healthy

during inclement weather. The favorite plants of the rich often basked in more

warmth than did the poorer Roman citizens. Martial, the first-century satirist, could

not resist parodying this inequity. He complained that while his patron protected

exotic trees from the cold by placing them in a structure with a glazed south-facing

wall that caught the sun’s rays, the broken windows of his own room went unre-

paired. “Not even the chilly winds will stay in my room,” the poet woefully

complained to his patron. “Do you wish your old friend to stay until he freezes? I

should be better off as the guest of your trees!”

The Roman Baths

Another Roman application of the solar heat trap principle was the use of

transparent window coverings to help heat their public baths. Probably no other

people in history have cherished baths as much as they. From the first century A.D.

onward, the public baths became immensely popular gathering places. People from

all walks of life congregated there, usually in the late afternoon when the workday

was over—to exercise in the gymnasium, take dips in the cold, warm and hot baths,

sweat in the steam room, or lounge around listening to music, poetry and gossip.
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Cross-section of the caldarium

in the public baths at Ostia.

Solar energy supplemented
the heat delivered by a

hypocaust system under the

floors and baths .

The baths of Caracalla, one of the largest Roman baths ever built, held as many as

2,000 people at a time. Seneca took a somewhat cynical view of the tumult inside

these baths on a typical busy afternoon;

Picture to yourself the assortment of sounds, which are strange enough to make me
hate my very powers of hearing! When your strenuous gentleman, for example, is

exercising himself by flourishing leaden weights; when he is working hard, or else

pretends to be working hard, I can hear him grunt; and whenever he releases his

imprisoned breath I can hear him panting in wheezy and high-pitched tones. Or
perhaps I notice some lazy fellow, content with a cheap rub-down, and the crack of

the pummeling hand on his shoulder varies in sound as the hand is laid on flat or

hollow. . . . Add to this the arresting of an . . . occasional pickpocket, the racket of

the man who always likes to hear his own voice in the bath, or the enthusiast who
plunges into the swimming pool with unconscionable noise and splashing. . . . Then
the cake seller with his different cries, the sausageman, the confectioner, and all the

vendors of food hawking their wares, each with his own distinctive intonation.

The Roman baths were not always so boisterous. When public baths were first

introduced in the second century B.C., they were small, modest establishments

serving primarily as a place for washing. These baths were as dark as caverns. As
Seneca remarked, they had '‘only tiny chinks—you cannot call them windows

—

cut out of stone’" to let in air and light.

Two hundred years later, baths of great opulence sprang up throughout the

Empire, including France and Britain. This was the age of Augustus; Rome now
ruled most of Europe and large parts of North Africa, the Middle East and Asia

Minor. Her citizens could afford to enjoy the spoils of conquest. Both public and

private baths glittered with large and costly mirrors and mosaics, and Thracian

marble lined the pools.

Despite such extravagance, the Romans displayed a utilitarian bent during this

and later periods. As Vitruvius advocated;

The site for the baths must be as warm as possible and turned away from the north.

. . . They should look toward the winter sunset because when the setting sun faces

us with all its splendor, it radiates heat, rendering this aspect warmer in the late

afternoon.

From the first century A.D. onward, the builders of most bathing establishments

followed this dictum. In almost every important bath house of the time, at least the
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hot bath, or caldarium , faced toward the winter sunset to absorb as much solar heat

as possible while the majority of its users were cavorting inside. In addition, the

Romans usually glazed the whole south wall of their bath houses. Seneca wrote that

these giant windows trapped so much solar heat that by the late afternoon, bathers

would “broil” inside the baths. In some of the more elaborate bath houses, the

sweat room (which was usually semicircular in shape) boasted enormous windows
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The south windows in the

Central Baths at Pompeii
stood almost ten feet high,

looking to the south and southwest, and also a sand floor, which absorbed the solar

heat during the daytime and released it in the evening for the pleasure of late

visitors.

Among the ruins of Pompeii, as in most Roman cities, there are examples ofboth

the old-style Roman baths—structures ‘‘buried in darkness,
11

as Seneca described

them—and the later baths built to take advantage of the sun. According to August
Mau, one of the excavators of Pompeii, there were only “small apertures, high in

the walls and ceilings, through which light was admitted in the older baths.
11

In

contrast, the caldarium of the more “modern 11
Central Baths had south-facing

windows measuring 6 ft 7 in. by 9 ft 10 in. to take maximum advantage of the

afternoon sunlight.

The Romans preferred solar architecture for their bath houses because solar heat

was thought to be healthier than artificial heat, Doctors considered the sun

therapeutic for many ailments, from poor appetite to problems with
*

‘bodily fluid.
1

1

But most important was the role of solar design in helping to cut down on the

tremendous amount of fuel required to heat the bath water, steam room, and the air

inside the building.

Rural Self-Reliance

By the fourth century A.D., the fuel situation had worsened. To satisfy the

Roman fuel needs, the government commissioned an entire fleet of ships, called the

naviculari lignarii (literally, “wood ships
11

), for the sole purpose of making wood
runs from France and North Africa to Ostia, a Roman port. This suggests that

almost all of the forests on the Italian peninsula had been ravaged by this time. Or
perhaps Rome, now militarily on the defensive, could not keep her overland supply

lines open at all times.

As border skirmishes with barbarians became more serious, Rome had to build

up her military forces, requiring increased taxation and currency devaluations.

Primarily these measures hurt her productive citizens. Rome’s position grew more
precarious despite her stepped-up military efforts, and the flow of vital goods into

Rome from outlying areas of the Empire was disrupted. With a broken, dis-
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Map ofImperial Rome, showing locations ofthe major baths. Almost all

the later ,

‘

‘new-style* * bathsfaced south or southwest.

enchanted middle class and a scarcity of goods, Rome’s urban economy fell into

disarray. More and more wealthy citizens who owned land in the country left their

city homes and settled on their estates. Cut offfrom the rest of the world, they were

forced to adopt a self-reliant lifestyle.

To help the rich cope with their new rural way of life, Faventinus and later

Palladius—the leading architects of the age—wrote building manuals stressing

self-sufficiency. Both architects reiterated Vitruvius’ advice on proper positioning

of hot baths and living rooms, but they also offered energy-saving techniques of

their own. Palladius advocated the recycling of bath water and the placement of

winter rooms directly above the hot baths so that they would benefit from both the

sun’s heat and the waste heat rising from the baths below. And while Vitruvius had

noted that olive oil storage rooms should face south to keep the oil from congealing

in winter, Palladius added that a transparent window covering would give further

protection.
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Faventinus and Palladius recommended an ingenious way to make the floor of a

sun-heated winter dining room an ideal absorber of solar energy. The technique had
been invented earlier by the Greeks and passed on in the writings of Vitruvius. A
shallow pit was to be dug under the floor and filled with broken earthenware or other
rubble. On top a mixture of dark sand, ashes and lime was spread to form a black

floor covering to serve as an excellent absorber of solar heat—especially during the

afternoon. The mass of rubble underneath stored large amounts ofheat and released

it later in the evening when the room temperature cooled. Faventinus assured villa

owners that such floors would stay warm during the dining hour and “will please

your servants, even those who go barefoot/'

Sun-Rights Laws

From the days of Augustus in the first century A.D. until the Fall of Rome, the

use of solar energy to heat residences, bathing areas and greenhouses was appar-
ently fairly widespread throughout the Empire. Exactly how much the Romans
relied on the sun is impossible to say. But the heliocaminus or “solar furnace”
room was common enough to provoke disputes over sun rights requiring adjudica-

tion in the Roman courts. As the population increased, buildings and other objects
blocked the solar access of some heliocamini, and their owners sued. Ulpian, a
jurist of the second century A.D., ruled in favor of the owners, declaring that a

heliocaminus
’

access to sunshine could not be violated. His judgement was incor-

porated into the great Justinian Code of Law four centuries later:

If any object is so placed as to take away the sunshine from a heliocaminus , it must
be affirmed that this object creates a shadow in a place where sunshine is an abso-
lute necessity. Thus it is in violation of the heliocaminus' right to the sun.

That this opinion was written into the Justinian Code in the sixth century strongly

indicates that the construction of solar heated buildings continued until this late

date.

Except for the community bath houses visited by the general public, solar

heating was enjoyed by only the very rich in Rome. Mass use never caught on as it

did in Greece. Rome did not plan for her poorer citizens. In sharp contrast to the

Greek spirit of democracy and social equality, the dominant Roman ideology
favored class privilege—so that only the wealthy could build their homes with the

proper solar orientation. Technologically, however, Rome made important ad-

vances in solar architecture—namely, transparent window coverings used as solar

heat traps for homes, baths and greenhouses. And for the first time in recorded
history, laws were set down establishing sun rights.
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Engraving from Ars Magna Lucis et Umbrae, by Athanasius Kircher, 1646 . Because

parabolic mirrorsfocus parallel rays ofsunlight to a point, they can generate extremely

high temperatures and ignite objects at a distance .

Chapter 3

Burning
Mirrors



Burning Mirrors

The ancients knew of other ways to harness solar energy besides the solar orienta-

tion of buildings and use of glass as a solar heat trap. The Greeks, Romans and
Chinese developed curved mirrors that could concentrate the sun’s rays onto an
object with enough intensity to make it burst into flames within seconds. Solar

mirrors that could generate spectacular heat captured people’s imaginations for

centuries to come; they could be used constructively or possibly as terrible weap-
ons of war.

The Greeks were the first Western people to describe ‘‘burning mirrors”—solar

reflectors made of polished silver, copper or brass. The earliest burning mirrors

probably consisted of many flat pieces of polished metal joined together to form a

roughly curved surface. These were replaced by concave spherical mirrors made
from single sheets of metal. Simpler in design, these spherical mirrors dispensed

with the bulkiness of many small flat-plane mirrors linked together.

As their understanding of geometry matured, the Greeks realized that a mirror

with a parabolic surface was even more powerful than a spherical mirror.

Dositheius, a mathematician of the third century B.C., discovered that solar rays

bouncing off a parabolic mirror are focussed almost to a point. Because the solar

energy is concentrated into a smaller area than with a spherical mirror of similar

size, a parabolic mirror produced higher temperatures. According to his contem-
poraries, Dositheius built the first parabolic mirror. A century later, in his treatise

On the Burning Mirror
, Diodes gave the first formal geometric proof of the focal

properties of parabolic and spherical mirrors.

Legend has it that in 212 B.C. Archimedes used burning mirrors to destroy the

ships of invading Romans at Syracuse, but this story appears to be no more than a

myth. None of the reliable historians of the period—Polybius, Livy or Plutarch

—

mention that Archimedes used burning mirrors. However, his arsenal reportedly

included other exotic weapons such as machines that dashed enemy craft to

splinters with heavy beams, and crane-like devices that lifted boats into the air and
smashed them against the rocky coast.

Burning mirrors did serve as a means of igniting fires in Greek and Roman times,

but fires with more benign functions, such as those that burned in temples of

worship. Plutarch wrote that when barbarians sacked the Temple of the Vestal

Virgins at Delphi and extinguished their sacred flame, it had to be relit with the

“pure and unpolluted flame from the sun.” With “concave vessels of brass” the

holy women directed the rays of the sun onto “light and dry matter” that was
immediately ignited, and their flame burned anew.

The ancient Chinese also used burning mirrors primarily for religious purposes.

Independently, they began making concave solar reflectors at about the same time

as the Greeks. According to the Chou Li
,
a book of ceremonies written in approxi-

mately 20 A.D. which describes rituals dating far back into Chinese antiquity, ‘ The
Directors of Sun Fire have the duty of receiving, with a concave mirror, brilliant fire

from the sun ... in order to prepare brilliant torches for sacrifice.”

Dreams of Solar Weaponry

As with so many achievements of antiquity, all knowledge of burning mirrors

—

their powers, methods of construction, and uses—vanished from European culture
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Roger Bacon , an English scholar of the

thirteenth century who urged the use of
large burning mirrors in the Crusades

.

Bacon was eventually jailed for his

proposals .

during the Dark Ages. Fortunately, the Arabs had a great reverence for learning

during these times. They preserved, translated and elaborated upon many Classical

works, including Greek geometry texts that discussed the mathematical properties

of parabolic mirrors.

Ibn Al-Haitham was an eleventh-century Arab scholar living in Cairo, who had

many of these ancient works at his disposal. The geometric proofs of Diodes were
probably among them. Al-Haitham called burning mirrors “one of the noblest

things conceived by geometricians of ancient times,” but he felt that the Greeks did

not convincingly explain their proofs. “Since in this matter there is great benefit and
general usefulness /

1

he wrote, “[l] have decided to explain and clarify it, so that

those who seek truth will know the facts /
1

Al-Haitham’s elaborate mathematical

proofwas translated into Latin and circulated among several European universities

during the middle of the thirteenth century. Consequently, his writing served as a

bridge between scholars of medieval Europe and the ancient Greeks.

One of those privy to Al-Haithan/s work was Roger Bacon, a Franciscan monk
who taught at Oxford and the University of Paris during the thirteenth century. To
Bacon, this essay on the concentrating powers of parabolic mirrors was more than

idle academic chatter. It was a clue to the means of building a doomsday weapon
that might be wielded by the Anti-Christ—the Moslems whom the Crusaders were
battling in the Holy Land. Bacon advised Pope Clement IV that

—

This mirror would bum fiercely everything on which it could be focussed. We are to

believe that the Anti-Christ will use these mirrors to bum up cities, camps and
weapons.

He warned that an enemy Saracen (Al-Haitham) “shows in a book on burning

mirrors how this instrument is made /
1

But the specific details of its design were
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Frontispiece from Al-Haitham’s Opticae Thesaurus, The use of burning mirrors

for military aims was a favorite theme of Renaissance scholars.

contained in another volume unavailable to Christendom—suggesting to Bacon sly

deception on the part of the Arabs. Nevertheless, Bacon reassured the Pope, there

was no need to worry: “The most skillful of Latins is busily engaged in the

construction of this mirror. ” Whether this “Latin'* was a colleague, as suggested

by Bacon, or merely an indirect reference to himself is not known.
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Several years later Bacon informed the Pope that his “colleague” had finally

finished building a powerful parabolic mirror after working “many years ... at

great expense and labor . . , abandoning his studies and other necessary business.”

Certainly, if the Christians “living in the Holy Land had twelve such mirrors,”

Bacon advised the Pope, they could “expel the Saracens from their territory,

avoiding any casualties on their side” and making it unnecessary for more Crusad-

ers to intervene in the Middle East.

Whether Bacon ever really built this solar weapon or was just giving free rein to

his imagination, we can only speculate. For such a device to be effective beyond the

range of spears, arrows, slings, catapults and other weapons at the hands of enemy

troops, it would have to be truly colossal—an unlikely achievement with the

technology of the times. The mirror would also have to be moved throughout the

day to stay in alignment with the sun. Such a feat would require an army, since a

mirror of this size would be enormously heavy. There were other drawbacks to

Bacon’s scheme. The Saracens knew about solar reflectors themselves. Hence,

they would be most likely to attack facing the sun, making it impossible for the

mirror to reflect the sun’s rays in their direction. Furthermore, burning mirrors can

only work on sunny days. Only the parallel rays of direct sunlight can be concen-

trated on a small target area, and clouds tend to scatter solar rays in all directions. If

the Mohammedans moved against the Christians on an overcast day—or at night,

for that matter—Bacon’s solar weapon would have been useless.

In his zeal, Bacon never informed the Pope of these limitations. However, this

was the first time in medieval European history that someone had advocated the use

of empirical science instead of metaphysical speculation. To make such a radical

idea palatable, Bacon tried to show how technology could serve the interests of

both princes and clerics. But his offer fell on deaf ears. Even though Pope Clement

was liberal enough to tolerate the views of a proponent of experimental science, he

never read any of Bacon’s plans. Once the Pope died, a conservative wind swept

through the Church. Empiricism threatened the entire world-view of most

Christians—a view based on the metaphysics of Aristotle and divine revelation.

The idea of transforming mild sun rays into a fierce weapon of fire was now
condemned as the work of the devil, and Bacon was thrown into the dungeon as a

heretic instead of receiving the funds to build the ultimate solar weapon that would

help defend Christianity.

A Renaissance Revival

For several centuries after Bacon’s suppression, natural philosophers were

understandably less vocal about solar mirrors. Not until the sixteenth century was

another fabulous mirror proposed, this time by Leonardo da Vinci. Its purpose

would not be military, but peaceful—to generate heat and power for industry and

recreation. Leonardo proposed to build a parabolic mirror four miles across that

could “supply heat for any boiler in a dyeing factory, and with this a pool can be

warmed up, because there will always be boiling water.” Why the mirror had to be

so enormous is not clear from his notes, nor is there any discussion of using many
smaller mirrors in tandem to achieve the same end.
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Left: Self-portrait of Leonardo da Vinci. Among his many achievements
were the earliest known plans for industrial applications ofsolar energy

.

Right: Excerpts from Leonardo' s personal workbooks , Apparently he con-
sidered several designs for an enormous parabolic mirror.

Leonardo began building his giant mirror around 1515. Unlike the flamboyant

Bacon, the Florentine kept his intentions a closely guarded secret. He purposely

gave a misleading title
—

“ Perspective”—to the folios containing his research on
the power of concave mirrors, and jotted down the designs in a generally incom-
prehensible cipher. In spite of the personal importance of this project, Leonardo
never completed his mirror, and the construction plans could not be decoded by
others during his lifetime.

Other Renaissance artists and scientists had to be content with more modest
projects using much smaller burning mirrors. According to Leonardo, the sculptor

Andrea del Verrocchio employed a burning mirror to solder the sections ofa copper
ball lantern holder for the Santa Maria del Fiore Cathedral in Florence. Others used
mirrors to make perfume. Adam Lonicier, writing in 1561, recorded the technique:

alchemists submerged certain types of flowers in a water- filled vase, which was
placed at the focal point of a spherical mirror; the concentrated solar heat caused

the essence of the flowers to diffuse into the water.
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With the aid ofa burning mirror, sixteenth-century alchemists could

manufacture perfume.

In Search of the Giant Mirror

During the latter part of the sixteenth and throughout the seventeenth century,

almost every scientist and gentleman experimenter investigated the curious powers

of burning mirrors. Giovanni Magini, the Italian astronomer, wrote that he could

melt “lead, silver or gold in small quantities such as a coin held firmly with tongs.’
1

Magini’s mirror, like most of the reflectors built at the time, was spherical and not

parabolic. It was also quite modest in size—less than two feet in diameter.

Methods of production limited the size of burning mirrors built in the late 1500’s

and early 1600’s. Most mirrors were fabricated from a highly lustrous alloy of

copper, tin and arsenic. Craftsmen melted the alloy into a liquid, poured it into a

concave mold, and then pried the mirror out after it had cooled and taken shape.

The last step would have been practically impossible if the mirror were large,

because the hardened metal would have been very heavy. A mirror measuring only

two and a halffeet in diameter weighed more than 110 pounds . Imagine the difficulty

of lifting a mirror ten times this size! Moreover, the alloy was brittle, making it

nearly impossible to lift a huge mirror out of its mold in one piece. Even if an alloy

mirror of tremendous size could have been made, the same problem that Bacon

ignored would still exist: an immense and heavy reflector would require enormous

manpower to keep it turned toward the sun.

Still, mirror enthusiasts could dream. If a small device could produce so much

heat, imagine the power of a mirror 100 times its size! Unfettered by strict empiri-
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A small burning mirror typical of
those used by natural scientists dur-

ing the 1500's and 1600' s.

cism, the experimenters of the age presented the theoretically plausible as estab-

lished fact. Even a scientist of Galileo's caliber was fooled by these claims. He
confessed that after

*

‘seeing a small mirror melt lead and burn every combustible

substance, such effects as these render credible to me the marvels accomplished by

the mirrors of Archimedes.” The legend of this Greek's military feats with burning

mirrors found a ready audience during this period.

Galileo’s less rigorous contemporaries speculated even more wildly. Jerome

Cardano was one of the most prolific encyclopedists of the time, and his volumes

covered such varied topics as the debauchery of Caesar and the divisions of the

animal kingdom. But Cardano did not rely on hard data when he boasted that he

could build a mirror two mites in diameter with the capability of burning objects a

mile away.

"Impossible!” exclaimed Giambattista Porta, a contemporary of Cardano, in a

moment of healthy skepticism,
"

’Tis strange how many follies he betrays himself

guilty of.” Porta elaborated further:

To describe a circle whose diameter should be two miles long, what compass must
we use and what plate shall we make it on, or who shall draw it about? The cause of

his error was that he never made any such glass [mirror], for had he tried he would
have spoken otherwise.

Unfortunately, Porta's defense of empiricism was fleeting—for almost in the same
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Engraving of
Giambattista

Porta in his labo-

ratory, from his

book

,

Magia
Naturalis,

breath he proclaimed that he could himself build a burning mirror that would set

objects ablaze at an infinite distance:

I will show you a far more excellent way than the rest ... it exceeds the invention
of all the ancients, and of our age also, and 1 think the wit of man cannot go beyond
it.

And what did Porta plan to do with such an all-powerful mirror? “Cast forth terrible

fires and flames that are most profitable in warlike expeditions,'
1

he fantasized, fires

that would burn “the enemy's ships, gates, bridges and the like." As far as we
know, Porta never built this stupendous weapon—perhaps it was as mythical as his

recipe for producing silver by combining quicksilver with a toad in a simmering pot!
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During the sixteenth and
seventeenth centimes

,
many

scholars and scientists specu-

lated about the power of large

mirrors. Here
, a series of

mirrors focuses sunlight to

destroy a distant building .

The grandiose claims of Porta and Cardano led Athanasius Kircher, a Jesuit

scientist of the seventeenth century, to “press with all zeal” his hunt for such a

giant mirror. While Kircher could not deny that if such
1

'a parabolic mirror were the

size of a mountain, it would burn objects at great distances/’ he wondered who
could manufacture such a prodigious machine. To obtain the answer, Kircher

traveled throughout Europe, meeting with outstanding craftsmen, “so that they

might display anything similar” to the huge burning mirrors he had heard about. But
after an extensive search, Kircher came away empty-handed. “Nowhere has such

[a powerful mirror] as I sought appeared,” he wrote.

Kircher also tested and had others test the smaller mirrors that he did find. All of

them failed to meet the claims of their inventors. For instance, a mirror built by

Manfredo Septala of Milan was reputed to quickly reduce to burning embers a piece

of wood placed 15 to 16 paces (about 40 feet) away. On Kircher’ s instructions, an

independent investigator tested this claim. He wrote back that yes, it was possible

to ignite the piece of wood at that distance, but it required the time it took to say a

long Miserere—a very involved Catholic prayer!

Kircher ended his report with stern and sober words: “Let not mathematicians

boast about more things than they can demonstrate, and let them not expose

themselves and the noblest art to mocking and jests of men.” Kircher’ s advice was
apparently heeded—or perhaps the Jesuit merely echoed the growing empirical

sentiment of the seventeenth century. In any event, the claims of mirror builders in

later years were more in line with results that could be verified by experiment.

The development of powerful burning mirrors proceeded slowly. In the late

1600’s, an optician from Lyons, Villette, built several large spherical mirrors. The
largest measured more than three feet in diameter—about a third larger than any

mirror previously built. As to the solar heat generated by one of these mirrors, an

observer commented, “One may pass one’s hand through it [the focal point], if it be

done nimbly; for if it stay there the time of a second, . . . there is danger of receiving
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much hurt.” Another writer declared in an article published in London that a

Villette mirror was able to make tin melt in three seconds, cast iron melt in 16, and a

diamond lose 87 percent of its weight. “In short,” he concluded, “there is hardly

any body which is not destroyed by this fire.”

Mirror Technology Improves

Although Villette's mirrors were larger than those ofhis predecessors, they were

nowhere near as large as those proposed by Bacon or da Vinci. Reflector size was

still limited by the use of heavy, brittle alloys. But late in the seventeenth century,

other methods and materials were developed to overcome these problems, and

mirrors were produced that were both lighter and easier to handle.

A Dresden mechanic named Gartner constructed mirrors from wood coated on

its concave inner surface with wax and pitch and then a layer of shiny gold leaf. But

wooden mirrors had their own shortcomings. “Not only do these mirrors not bear

the circumstances that go with burning such as flying sparks, flowing streams of

molten metal and slag,” one expert pointed out, but the gold leaf easily

deteriorated—completely destroying the mirror's reflectivity.

A German noble, the Baron ofTchirnhausen, successfully tried another material

more durable than wood and lighter than alloy metal—copper. He hammered a

sheet of copper “scarce twice as thick as the back of an ordinary knife” into a

mirror the like of which “hath not yet been made . . . for in magnitude it exceeds

even the great one [Villette's mirror] which they shew as a sight in Paris.” This was

no exaggeration. The Baron's device was the largest burning mirror of the seven-

teenth century—five and a half feet in diameter. Yet this mirror was still quite

manageable because it was made from a fairly thin, relatively lightweight sheet

instead of the heavier cast alloy. Moving it to track the sun could be easily handled

by one man.

This solar reflector was the most powerful burning mirror of the century. The

Baron wrote:

The force of this speculum [mirror] in burning is such [that] even chemists who best

know the power of fire will hardly credit their own eyes. ... A piece of tin or lead

three inches thick, as soon as it is put into the focus, melts away in drops. ... A
plate of iron or steel placed in the focus immediately is seen to be red hot on the

back side; and soon after a hole is burnt through.

But the Baron's brilliant invention had its shortcomings; it was still difficult to

fabricate a single sheet of copper large enough to make a mirror ofsuch dimensions.

A different tack was taken by Peter Hoesen, an eighteenth-century mechanic and

Dresden’s royal carpenter. So far all methods of mirror building had been inherently

restrictive because they basically used a single piece of material—whether alloy,

wood or copper plate. Hoesen abandoned unitary construction and built his mirrors

from sections ofhard wood covered with pieces ofbrass. Hoesen carved a parabolic

shape from a skeleton made of cross members of very durable wood, and lined the

inner concave surface with strips of brass sheet metal measuring 5 ft 5 in. by 2 ft 8 in.

“With skillful use of his hands,” he explained, “he fits it [the brass] to the contours

ofthe depression so that the seams between each sheet are hardly to be perceived.
’’
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Large burning mirror of the late 1700’s. Like Peter Hoesen’ s model , this

mirror hw built in sections.

This method enabled the German craftsman to build mirrors as large as ten feet in

diameter—almost three times the size of Villette’s big reflector, and almost twice as

large as the Baron’s. Never before had Europeans witnessed such a colossal

burning device. These mirrors, by far the most powerful solar reflectors yet devel-

oped, concentrated the rays of the sun in a target area less than one inch across.

“The hardest stones,” said Hoesen, “ resist [their] force for only a few seconds.

Things of a vegetable nature burst into flames immediately, turning in a short time to

ash. . . . The bones of animals become calcined.” The power of these mirrors was
verified by a research worker who experimented with a Hoesen reflector five feet in

diameter. He discovered that copper ore melted in one second, lead melted in the

blink of an eye, asbestos changed to a yellowish-green glass after only three

seconds, and slate became a black, glassy material in 12 seconds.

Despite their size, Hoesen’s mirrors were easy to handle. “One can put it in all

positions using but one hand!” remarked an observer. The mirror’s mobility was
due to its light weight and also to the clever design of its mounting system. The
reflector was supported by two semicircular wooden arms with adjustable screws
so that the device could be tilted in many different directions. The arms met at the

base of a tripod mounted on rollers, making the entire mechanism mobile.

Although Hoesen built many burning mirrors of substantial size, Bacon’s omin-
ous prophecy was never realized—none were employed as weapons of war. By
now gunpowder had given humankind a far more efficient and versatile means of

delivering death and destruction over long distances. For a long time burning
mirrors remained in the hands of scientists who still experimented and tinkered with

them without putting them to any practical use. Not until the following century

—

during the Industrial Revolution—was da Vinci’s dream of using burning mirrors to

produce solar power for industry revived.



A conservatory in Victorian England. Early in the nineteenth century, these glassed-in

plant showcases became popular additions to many upper-class homes.

Chapter 4

Heatfor
Horticulture
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Just as the ancient technology of burning mirrors was lost to Europeans during the

Middle Ages, the use of glass windows to trap solar heat was almost unknown in the

West for many centuries after the Fall of Rome. Window glass was not as common
as during the heyday of the Roman Empire. People lived in the midst of constant

turmoil—caught between local lawlessness and wars among rival feudal lords and

kings. In most regions no central authority existed that could effectively keep the

peace and afford protection to its citizens. Hence, homes had to be built as

defensible units. Easily breakable glass windows gave way to small chinks in the

walls of houses to let in light and air. Usually the church was the only building in a

medieval village to have glass windows, but they were made of stained glass.

Economic and social conditions discouraged the use of glass in greenhouses as

well. Times were hard. Only a small minority could afford such luxuries as raising

exotic plants in greenhouses, and specimens from abroad were hard to obtain

because trade with distant lands had slackened off. Moreover, the threat of periodic

warfare did not permit even the rich to devote much attention to such frivolities.

Greenhouses also met with strong opposition from the Church. Just as Bacon's idea

of turning a gigantic solar mirror into a doomsday weapon was suppressed because

it was seen as demonic tampering with the divine plan, so the Church denounced the

growing of plants apart from their natural habitat or out of season. According to

legend, a twelfth-century Dominican friar who experimented with forcing fruits and

flowers in a greenhouse as the Romans had done was burned at the stake for

practicing witchcraft.

Horticulture’s Revival

Collecting solar heat for horticulture enjoyed a revival during the sixteenth

century. The tide of empirical science had begun to break the bonds of Church

dogma. The growing wealth and stability of Europe contributed to the favorable

atmosphere. With exploration and trade came an increased flow of money and an

appetite for more comfortable living. Ships were now returning from Asia, Africa,

and the New World with beautiful flowers such as African violets and delicious

foods such as bananas, pineapples, and coffee. People wanted to grow these exotics

at home and enjoy native fruits and vegetables in all seasons—just as the Roman
Emperor Tiberius had satisfied his year-round craving for cucumbers by raising

them in glazed cold frames more than a thousand years before.

The Dutch and Flemish were the first modern northern Europeans to develop

horticulture to a level equaling or surpassing that ofthe Romans. Perhaps their early

independence from the authority of the Church encouraged their pioneering efforts

in the field of scientific gardening. Certainly their great success in world trade

helped to provide the new bourgeois merchant class with the means to take up such

gentlemanly pursuits as raising exotic plants. J.C. Loudon, a late eighteenth cen-

tury horticulturalist, observed that "Horticulture . . . was in great repute in all the

low countries during the seventeenth century.”

The French and English followed suit, trying to grow plants from the warmer

regions of the world in the inhospitable climate of northern Europe. They also

sought to improve the yield of native crops and to grow them out of season. Experts

wrote books for the amateur gardener on how to grow "all the delicacies that belong
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Early Dutch greenhouse, circa

1550, Ceramic woodburning stoves

at rear helped to keep it warm in

winter. (Reprinted by permission of

the Houghton Library, Harvard

University.)

to every country and to accelerate their ripening, so as to obtain throughout the

whole ofthe year the use of those fruit which nature affords . . . only in summer.”

The unusually short growing seasons during this era were a major problem for

gardeners. The years 1550 to about 1850 have been called “The Little Ice Age”

because Europe suffered extremely short summers and very severe winters. In

England, for example, the average temperature from 1680 to 1719 ranged from

58.6°F in summer to 37.9°F in winter. The cold was so extreme that on 13 occasions

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the ice on the Thames could

support the weight ofpeople—a rare occurrence during the previous five centuries.

Only if “nature was assisted by art,' ’ as one gardening book put it, could a lover

of plants “cure this great evil and dangerous enemy,” the cold. Solar energy

became a favorite tool in this battle. Its power was extolled by Joseph Carpenter

in 1717:

The sun by its heat dissipates the cold and gross humours of the earth; it renders it

more refin’d and easier for the vegetation of seed and fruit trees. 'Tis by the influ-

ence of this noble planet that the sap rises up between the wood and bark, produc-

ing the first buds, then the leaves and fruits; its beams serve not only to ripen the

fruit, but it makes it large, beautiful to the eye, and pleasant to the taste.

The art of harnessing solar heat, of learning how to enhance its beneficent effects,

was evolving once again.

Fruit Walls

A technique devised by the French and English to make better use of solar

energy in their gardens was to grow plants near a fence or wall heated by the sun.

This fence or wall would later release its heat to the plants. The branches of fruit
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Branches of a fruit tree were at-

tached to a brick “fruit wall“ that

collected the sun's heat and has-

tened the ripening process .

trees were even nailed to sun-heated walls to help ripen the fruit more quickly. One
gardening tract pointed out that this practice resulted in substantially greater

production and avoided
'

'our entire want [in] some years ofthe best and latest fruit’
!

of the season.

As for the heat-absorbing qualities of various kinds of fruit walls, most experts

recommended brick. Nicolas Fatio de Duillier, author of the influential 1699 essay
Fruit Walls Improved

, explained why:

As to the properest matter of our walls, 1 think brick to be much better in this coun-
trey [England] than stone: because they grow much hotter, and keep much longer
the heat. By which means they do still warm the plants a good while after the sun is

hid under a cloud and in a manner lost to other walls.

Early fruit walls were usually built perpendicular to the ground facing south. But
these types of walls had their shortcomings. A vertical wall received the sun’s rays

on its south face for only a few hours in summer. Because the sun was then high

overhead, its rays shone obliquely on the wall, not directly. Fatio de Duillier dis-

cussed the difficulty:

When the days are something long, and the heat of the summer is in its greatest

strength, it is late before the sun shines upon them [fruit walls], and the sun leaves
them as early in the afternoon. When it is about midday the sun is so high that it

shines but faintly and very sloping upon them, which makes the heat much less,

both because a small quantity of rays falls then upon these walls; and because that

very quantity acts with a kind of glancing, and not with full force.

One solution was to construct fruit walls toward the southeast, rather than

directly south. As noted by Stephen Switzer, an eighteenth-century gardening
authority, “the sun shines early on [the southeast wall] . . . and never departs from
it till about two o’clock in the afternoon.” Even so, a vertical southeast wall lacked
sunshine during the remainder of the day. Semicircular walls called “half-rounds’

’

were not much better. Although “every part of the wall, one time of the day or the

other, [enjoys] a share of the sun; and the best walls will not fail of being exceedingly
hot by the . . . collection of the sun beams,” according to Switzer, each section of
the wall still had access to the sun for only part of the day.

Perhaps the most ingenious solution was the “sloping wall” described by Fatio

de Duillier. A south-facing perpendicular wall is exposed to only one half of the

visible sky, but a wall built at an incline of 45° from the northern horizon and facing





Engraving ofsloping fruit walls in seventeenth-century France, from Fruit

Walls Improved, hy Nicolas Fatio de Duillier, These walls faced the south-

ern horizon at an angle chosen for optimum year-round solar collection.
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south is exposed to three quarters of the sky and can absorb the sun’s energy for a

longer part of the day. A sloping wall also receives more direct solar rays and

therefore gets hotter. Fatio de Duillier calculated that in England at the summer

solstice, the intensity of solar energy striking a sloping wall is Vfi times greater than

that hitting a perpendicular wall facing the same direction.

Fatio de Duillier confidently predicted that the increased heat gain of sloping

walls would help produce
4

‘grapes and figs and other fruits equal here [England] in

goodness to those of some much hotter climates.” Indeed, the French had culti-

vated fine crops of grapes for years by growing them on sloping walls facing south.

Fatio de Duiller even suggested building a pivoting fruit wall that would follow the

sun. Such a wall would “be sure to enjoy almost all the sun’s heat.”

Above: Fatio de Duillier' s pro-

posalfora
lt
tracking” fruit wall t

1699 . This mechanism pivoted

about an axis (A-B) and followed
the sun’s daily motion across the

sky

.

Right: English horticuituralists

commonly used glass
i(
cold

frames ” to extend the growing

season . Solar heat trapped by

the glass covers allowed for the

enjoyment of exotic plants

grown out ofseason .
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Greenhouses Come of Age

In 171 4 the Duke of Rutland tried to use sloping walls in his English garden during

the winter, but found that they did not provide enough solar heat to keep his plants

alive. He therefore placed glass frames over the walls to keep the collected solar

heat from dissipating so quickly. The use of glass as a solar heat trap was not

entirely new to England. Some forty years earlier, Sir Hugh Plat suggested that his

patrons use glass to protect new seedlings because it would
4

‘defend off the cold air

and increase the heat of the sun.” Cold frames and glass greenhouses soon became

immensely popular in England, as well as in Holland—where Europe’s first modern

greenhouses had been built in the 1500’s—and across the continent. In fact, many
have called the eighteenth century the

4 4 Age ofthe Greenhouse’ ’ because it became

fashionable for nearly every man of means to have one.

New glass-manufacturing methods allowed the production of large windows for

greenhouses and homes. Previously, from the eleventh century to the end of the

seventeenth century, window panes were usually made by the crown glass method.

A craftsman blew the hot glass into a bubble, and thrust a rod into the top of the

bubble directly opposite the blowpipe. He detached the blowpipe, leaving an air

hole where the tool had been, and as the glass began to cool he reheated the bubble

and twirled the rod until centrifugal force caused the bubble to flatten into a disc.

When the disc had cooled and hardened, the glass was cut into small, thin panes.

Locating crown-glass factories near fuel-rich areas helped to lower the price of

glass—making windows more readily available to members ofthe ascendant middle

class. Their growing demand for larger and thicker panes was finally met when the

French developed the plate glass process at the end of the seventeenth century.

This process was strikingly similar to the Roman method. Glass was melted in a

large cauldron, and several workmen carried the molten liquid to a casting table

where they poured it into a rectangular frame. With an iron roller, they flattened the

glass to a standard thickness. After the plate had cooled and hardened, it was

ground and polished. This plate glass method produced window panes measuring

up to six feet on a side, and it quickly eclipsed the old crown glass process

—

although crown glass remained common in England until the end of the eighteenth

century.

Innovative Greenhouse Designs

Scientists sought novel greenhouse designs to enhance their solar heat collection

and storage abilities, because they wanted to reduce the amount of fuel needed to

keep plants warm at night, on cloudy days and in the winter. They hoped to save fuel

and believed that plants in a solar-heated greenhouse grew better than plants raised

in artificial heat.

As with fruit walls, early greenhouses were built with a southern exposure.

Scientists soon realized that greenhouse walls should also be sloped to capture

more sunlight. Hermann Boerhaave, a seventeenth-century Dutch professor of

botany, demonstrated that in Holland’s northern latitude the rays of the low-lying

winter sun would enter a greenhouse more directly if the glass walls were quite

steeply inclined. He determined that an angle of 75.5° from the northern horizon
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Top: Eighteenth-century engraving of the crown glass method, from the French
Encyclopedia of Denis Diderot and Jean d’Alembert.

Above: The plate glass process
,
developed by French glassmakers in the late

1600’s . Mach larger window panes could be fabricated with this method.

would be best for a latitude of 52.5°. Most directors of botanic gardens in Europe
took Boerhaave’s advice and built their greenhouses accordingly. Greenhouses
intended primarily to encourage the growth of larger and more flavorsome fruit

during the summer required a less acute angle of incline, because the sun’s course

was more directly overhead. Using this strategy, one English gardener reported

“the most abundant crops of grapes perfectly ripened with less time and effort and
less expenditure on fuel than I have witnessed in any other instance.”

Michael Adanson, an eighteenth-century French scientist, recommended that
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Top: Canvas curtains were usedfor nighttime insulation on this

eighteenth-century Dutch greenhouse . During this period
, the Dutch also

used double-pane glass to help control heat losses .

Above: Interior view ofa seventeenth-century Dutch greenhouse.

the floor of the greenhouse rather than its walls be sloped. His approach was much
akin to placing a glass cold frame over a sloping fruit wall. Adanson wrote the first

systematic treatise on the theory and construction of greenhouses. He presented
rules, tables, and diagrams to be followed for building the most functional
greenhouses in every possible location, from the poles to the equator.

Gardeners not only sloped the walls or floors of their greenhouses, but they also
invented insulating techniques to increase heat retention. When the sun was not
shining, they placed mats or canvas coverings over the greenhouse to conserve the
solar heat that had been collected—and also the heat generated by fires that were
often lit inside. The Dutch constructed greenhouses with two layers of glass—the
dead air space between the layers acting as insulation.

Late in the eighteenth century, Dr. James Anderson took the idea of solar heat
storage a step further. Normally when the sun was shining and the greenhouse
became too hot, some of the solar-heated air was released by opening windows in
the structure. In Anderson’s novel design, this hot air was captured and stored for
later use. He divided his greenhouse into an upper and lower chamber. During the
day hot air collecting in the lower chamber rose through a pipe to the upper. At
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Left; Michael Adanson suggested sloping the planting beds ,
rather than

the greenhouse glass t to increase exposure to the winter sun.

Right; Patent drawing ofa greenhouse with solar heat storage , devel-

oped by James Anderson in 1803 , Solar-heated air was stored in the

upper chamber by day and returned to the lower chamber at night .

night, cold outside air was admitted to the upper chamber, forcing the stored hot air

through a duct back into the lower chamber—to heat the plants. How well this

storage system worked cannot be ascertained from the records, but it was an early

attempt to store solar heat long enough so that it could be used when the sun was not

shining.

The Development of Conservatories

As wealth accumulated during the nineteenth century in England and in other

European countries, the greenhouse began to assume a more lavish form—the

conservatory. In this glassed-in garden, the well-to-do could leisurely amble with

their guests through lush, jungle-like foliage. The Gentleman's House , an architec-

tural guide for the wealthy landowner, pointed out the difference between the

greenhouse and the conservatory: “The greenhouse is a structure in which plants

are cultivated as distinguished from the conservatory in which they are placed for

display.” The greenhouse was primarily functional whereas the conservatory was a

place where exotic plants were put on display for atmosphere. Gardening manuals

described the fuel-saving features of a southern orientation for the conservatory.

Architects such as the British designer Humphrey Repton brought the sunlit

ambience ofthe conservatory right into the home by attaching this glass garden onto

the south side ofa living room or library . On sunny winter days the doors separating
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Early solar remodeling . Architect Humphrey Repton argued that a dull
interior (top view) could he transformed into a vibrant home by adding an
attached conservatory (lower view).

the conservatory and the house were opened to allow moist, sun-warmed air to
circulate freely into the otherwise gloomy, chilly rooms. Some contended that the
conservatory also gave families a healthier way of spending their free time. As The
English Gardener exclaimed, “How much better during the long and dreary winter
for daughters and even sons to assist their mother in a greenhouse than to be seated
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at cards or in the blubberings over a stupid novel !”

By the late 1800’s the country gentry had become so enamored of attached

conservatories that they became an important architectural feature of rural estates.

According to John Hix, author of The Glass House , the conservatory was “no

longer . . . seen as a simple extension to the dwelling, but an integral way of life.”

As one gardening manual of the period noted, “It is most usual to connect a

conservatory with either the drawing room; or what is probably better than all, with

a saloon, vestibule, gallery, or corridor immediately adjoining one or more apart-

ments.’
1

Conservatories also found enthusiasts in the northeastern United States,

where the wealthy could enjoy a stroll through their verdant wonderlands even in

the harshest months.

This fashion filtered down to members of the middle class, but on a much smaller

scale. Modest conservatories tightly hugging the outer shell of the home were

common in urban areas. Rooftops of multistoried buildings also served as sites for

greenhouses. As one writer remarked, “a warm greenhouse on the roof [is] a more

pleasant thing than a dark parlor.’ ’ For the crowded city flat, a large window garden

on the south wall had to suffice. Jacob Forst, a leading British horticulturalist,

envisioned that the south side of every urban building could be glassed over for

growing grapes, figs, and cherries. “Such walls would never need paint,” Forst

argued, and would offer an “admirable arrangement for house ventilation” by

trapping sun-heated air and circulating it to the interior of the building.

As conservatories became popular, people grew indifferent to the direction in

which they faced. Instead of the sun’s rays streaming in from the south, artificial

heating systems now provided warmth for the garden houses, and conservatories

became fuel consumers rather than fuel savers. One of the chief reasons for the

Noble pleasures in Victorian England . Solar-heated air from the conser-

vatory often warmed the adjoining rooms of a house.
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demise of the conservatory in England was the institution of fuel rationing during
World War I. The lesson of solar heating had been discovered and then lost.

Large glass windows on the south side helped plants flourish in this London
setting. A rooftop greenhouse provided further growing space .
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Horace de Saussure, a European scientist who developed the hot box in 1767,

Chapter 5

Solar
Hot Boxes



Solar Hot Boxes

The increased use of glass during the eighteenth century made many people aware

of its ability to trap solar heat. As Horace de Saussure, one of Europe s foremost

naturalists of the period, observed:
* 4

It is a known fact, and a fact that has probably

been known for a long time, that a room, a carriage, or any other place is hotter

when the rays ofthe sun pass through glass.
1

’ This French-Swiss scientist was Quite

surprised that such a common phenomenon had not led to any empirical research on

the maximum temperature attainable in a glass solar heat trap. When experimenting

with solar energy, his contemporaries preferred to work with burning mirrors,

which could perform such amazing feats as burning objects at a distance or melting

the hardest metals within seconds. In 1767, de Saussure set out to determine how

effectively glass heat traps could collect the energy of the sun.

De Saussure first built a miniature greenhouse five walls thick. He constructed it

from five square boxes of glass, decreasing in size from 12 in. on a side by 6 in. high

to 4 in. on a side by 2 in. high. The bases of the boxes were cut out so the five boxes

could be stacked one inside the other atop a black wooden table. After exposing the

apparatus to the sun for several hours, and rotating the model so that solar rays

always struck the glass covers of the boxes perpendicularly ,
de Saussure measured

the temperature inside. The outermost box was the coolest, and the temperature

increased in each succeedingly smaller box. The bottom of the innermost box

registered the highest temperature— 189.5°F, “Fruits . . . exposed to this heat were

cooked and became juicy,’
1

he wrote.

De Saussure seemed unsure of how the sun heated the glass boxes:

Physicists are not unanimous as to the nature of sunlight. Some regard it as the

same element as fire, but in the state of its greatest purity. Others envisage it as an

entity with a nature completely different from fire, and which, incapable of itself

heating, has only the power to give an igneous fluid the movement which produces

heat.

Despite de Saussure
1

s shaky theoretical underpinnings, the validity of his test

results is beyond question.

Today we can better explain what went on in de Saussure’ s glass boxes or what

will occur in any glass container or glass-walled building exposed to the sun.

Sunshine penetrated the glass covers of the boxes, and was absorbed by the black

surface of the table on which the boxes rested. In the process, the light energy was

converted into heat. Much of this heat was released into the glass boxes as warm air

and thermal radiation. But clear glass has a peculiar property: it easily allows

sunshine to pass through, but inhibits thermal radiation from doing the same.

Therefore this trapped energy heated the air inside the box. The glass walls also

blocked the heated air from escaping, but some heat was lost by conduction through

the glass.

Building a Better Heat Trap

Seeking to block the heat loss even more effectively, de Saussure made a small

rectangular box out of half-inch pine and lined it with black cork. Three separate

sheets of glass covered the top of the box. When exposed to the sun, the bottom of

the box reached a temperature of228°F— 16°F above the boiling point of water, and
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almost 40°F higher than in the first experiment. This device was later called a hot

box because of the large amount of solar heat it could retain.

However, the hot box was still losing some heat to the outside. De Saussure

therefore placed the wooden box into the middle of an open-topped container and

stuffed wool packing between the sides of the container and the walls of the box.

The added insulation kept more heat inside, and the temperature in the hot box

reached 230°F even though the weather was not as favorable as during the prior

experiment.

The hot box helped de Saussure ascertain why it is cooler in the mountains than

in lower-lying regions. His hypothesis was that the same amount of sunlight strikes

the mountains as the flat lands, but because the air in the mountains is more

transparent it cannot trap as much solar heat, To test the theory, de Saussure carried

a hot box to the top of Mt. Cramont in the Swiss Alps. The thermometer in the hot

box hit 190°F, while the temperature outside was 43°F. The following day he

descended to the Plains ofCournier, 4,852 feet below, and repeated the experiment.

Although the air temperature was 34°F hotter than on the mountain, the tempera-

ture inside the hot box was almost the same as in the previous experiment.

Thus de Saussure’ s hypothesis was confirmed: the sun shines with almost equal

force at higher and lower elevations—as proved by the equal temperatures in the

hot box on the mountain and on the plains. It was the difference between the

atmosphere in the mountains and on the plains that caused the difference in outdoor

air temperature. At lower elevations there are greater amounts of carbon dioxide

and water vapor in the air. This denser atmosphere holds in the solar heat more

effectively, retarding its escape into space; so it gets hotter at these elevations. But

the glass covers of a hot box present an equally effective barrier to solar heat trying

to escape from the box whether it is located in the mountains or at sea level; so it

registers the same temperature in either place.

De Saussure’s hot box served as a model for nineteenth-century scientists

demonstrating the relationship of the sun to the earth and its atmosphere. Like the
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Portrait of Sir John
Herschel. On an expedi-

tion to South Africa in the

1830's, this eminent British

astronomer built a hot box

and used it to cook meals.

glass covers of the hot box, our atmosphere allows most sunlight to strike the earth.

About three quarters of the sun's radiation reaches the earth's surface when the sky

is clear. The earth, like the bottom of the hot box, absorbs sunlight and releases

heat. But this heat cannot readily escape through the atmospheric blanket—just as

solar heat is trapped by the panes of glass in a hot box.

Later Hot Box Experiments

Several nineteenth-century scientists conducted experiments with hot boxes and

obtained comparable results. Sir John Herschel, the noted astronomer, made a hot

box while on an expedition in the 1830’s to the Cape of Good Hope in South Africa.

It was a small mahogany container blackened on the inside and covered with glass,

set into a wooden frame protected by another sheet of glass and by sand that was
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Samuel Pierpont Langley exper-

imented. with a hot box on an 1881

climb ofMount Whitney , California.

He later became Director of the

Smithsonian Institute*

heaped up along its sides. The outcome of HerscheLs experiments with this hot box

was not only scientifically interesting but also pleasing to the palate, as his notes

indicate:

As these temperatures [up to 240°F] far surpass that of boiling water, some amusing

experiments were made by exposing eggs, meat, etc. [to the heat inside the box], all

of which, after a moderate length of exposure, were found perfectly cooked. . . .

[On] one occasion a very respectable stew of meat was prepared and eaten with no

small relish by the entertained bystanders.

The following day, using a much simpler hot box, Herschel made an egg,

Which burned Peter’s [his son’s] fingers as if fresh from the pot. It was done as hard

as a salad egg and I ate it and gave some to my wife and six small children that they

might have it to say they had eaten an egg boiled hard in the sun in South Africa.

The story of Sir John’s solar cookouts intrigued Samuel Pierpont Langley, the

American astrophysicist who later became head of the Smithsonian Institution.

Langley had been fascinated by solar heat ever since he was a child, when he

wondered why glass kept the interior of a greenhouse warm. In 1 88 1 , Langley took a
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Cross-section of Langley's hot box, which was similar to de Saussure's
later models . A thermometer penetrating the walls at right was used to
measure the air temperature inside the inner box .

trip to Mt. Whitney to study the effects of solar energy. There he experimented with
a hot box. He related his experiences in an 1882 issue of Nature:

As we slowly ascended . . . and the surface temperature of the soil fell to the
freezing point, the temperature in a copper vessel, over which lay two sheets of plain
window glass, rose above the boiling point of water, and it was certain that we
could boil water by the solar rays in such a vessel among the snow fields.

De Saussure, Herschel, and Langley all demonstrated that temperatures exceed-
ing the boiling point ofwater could be produced in a glass-covered box. Its inventor
realized that the hot box might have important practical applications. As de Saus-
sure stated almost self-effacingly, “Someday some usefulness might be drawn from
this device . . , [for it] is actually quite small, inexpensive, [and] easy to make,’

1

Indeed, his modest hope was more than fulfilled: the hot box became the prototype
for the solar collectors of the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries—collectors
that were able to supply hot water and heat for homes and provide power for
machines.
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Augustin Mouchot’s largest sun machine , on display at the Universal Exposition in

Paris
, 1878 .

Chapter 6

The First

Solar Motors
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By the early 1800’s the sporadic advances of science and technology in previous

centuries had begun to snowball, leading to a full-scale Industrial Revolution. The

use ofmachines to augment the muscle-power ofmen and animals meant that goods

could be manufactured on an unprecedented scale. But mechanization depended on

the production of iron, and to make one ton of iron took seven to ten tons of coal.

Coal, in addition to wood, was also in demand as a m^jor fuel source to power the

newly developed steam engines and supply heat for the factories springing up

throughout Europe.

France was at a disadvantage compared to other industrial countries because she

had to import almost all of her coal. As a consequence, she lagged far behind rapidly

industrializing England. So the French decided to pursue an aggressive program to

step up domestic coal production. The plan worked, and output doubled in two

decades—providing resources and power for iron smelters, textile plants, flour

mills, and the many other new industries that began to appear by the second half of

the nineteenth century.

Many Frenchmen now felt secure about the nation’s energy situation. But not

everyone shared this complacency. In 1860 Augustin Mouchot, a professor of

mathematics at the Lycee de Tours, cautioned:

One cannot help coming to the conclusion that it would be prudent and wise not to

fall asleep regarding this quasi-security. Eventually industry will no longer find in

Europe the resources to satisfy its prodigious expansion. . . . Coal will undoubtedly

be used up. What will industry do then?

Mouchot’ s answer was, “Reap the rays ofthe sun!” To show that solar power could

be harnessed to run the machines of the Industrial Age, he embarked upon two

decades of pioneering research.

Early Uses of Sun Power

Mouchot began investigating the potential of solar machinery with a study of its

historical roots. His findings surprised his contemporaries, who thought that solar

power was a new concept. As Mouchot put it,

One must not believe, despite the silence of modem writings, that the idea of using

solar heat for mechanical operations is recent. On the contrary, one must recognize

that this idea is very ancient and in its slow development across the centuries it has

given birth to various curious devices.

The first of these “curious devices” powered by the sun was built by Hero of

Alexandria in the first century of the Christian era. Hero invented a solar syphon

that could transfer water from one container to another when it was placed in the

sun. Solar energy heated air inside a closed sphere; the heated air expanded and

exerted pressure on water inside the sphere, forcing it out.

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, many natural philosophers

proposed solar machines based on the same principle. Athanasius Kircher, the

Jesuit priest who searched the continent looking for giant solar reflectors, claimed

he had developed a solar clock—although it is not clear whether his complex
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Above left: Solar syphon built by Hero ofAlexandria , first century A.D.
Solar-heated air in the globe (E-F) expanded

t forcing water out a tube (G),

Above right: Solar whistle developed by de Cans, 1659 . Working on the same
principle as Hero's syphon

,
this device sounded when the sun shone upon it.

inventions really worked. In his book New and Rare Inventions of Water Works

,

published in 1659, Isaac de Caus told how to make:

An admirable engine, the which being placed at the foot of a statue, shall send forth
sound when the sun shineth upon it, so as it shall seem that the statue makes the

said sound.

This device imitated the legendary “voice of Memnon,” a wailing sound which
issued from a Theban statue of the Ethiopian king Memnon when the morning sun
struck it. The ancient historian Tacitus and the Greek geographer Pausanias de-

scribed this wonder in their writings. De Caus recreated this voice by connecting a

solar syphon to a whistle. The syphon consisted of two adjacent metal boxes made
ofcopper or lead. One box was partly filled with water and the other was empty. As
the sun’s rays heated the water-filled box, the air inside expanded and forced the

water out ofthe container through a curved tube and into the second box. The water
gradually displaced the air in the second box, and as the air flowed upwards into two
organ pipes atop the apparatus, it produced sound.

Mouchot’s First Attempts

Although such solar inventions aroused Mouchot’s curiosity
,
he complained that

“no one has adapted them in a practical way .
” A true child of the Industrial Age, he

was not content to see solar energy simply used for amusing contraptions. The
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This solar pump
designed by Isaac

de Caus used a

series of lenses to

focus sunlight

onto tanks of
water .

practical development of solar power to serve industry became his principal

pursuit.

Mouchot was 35 when he began his research at Tours in 1860. His objective was
to find a way to collect the sun’s energy efficiently enough to drive industrial steam

engines economically. A hot box resembling de Saussure’s seemed promising

because it could generate temperatures high enough to produce steam. But

Mouchot’ s initial experiments proved disappointing. He felt that a hot box large

enough to run an industrial machine would take up a great deal ofroom and be much
too expensive.

Mouchot’ s second solar collector was also based on the hot box concept, but its

design provided greater exposure to the sun’s rays. A bell-shaped copper cauldron

coated on the outside with lamp black was covered by concentric glass belljars “to

retain, as in a trap, the heat of the sun,” Because a 360° glass surface replaced the

glass top and wood walls of the old-style hot box, the solar collection area was
greater. At all times of the day, the sun struck some part of the bell jar perpendicu-

larly. By contrast, the hot box had to be moved constantly to keep its glass top



oriented toward the sun. Mouchot found that the apparatus could collect '‘practi-

cally all the rays falling upon the exterior bell, which is to say a rather large sum of
heat relative to the volume of the apparatus/’ Nevertheless, an impractically large

device was still required to produce enough heat for industrial purposes*
The solution Mouchot tried next ingeniously combined two solar developments

that had thus far evolved independently: the glass heat trap and the burning mirror.

A solar reflector could concentrate more sunlight on the collector than the collector

could receive on its own. The glass heat trap could then be kept to a manageable size

and still produce sufficient heat to drive engines. Thus, Mouchot considered a
mirror “indispensable to making the solar device practical.” Linking the two
approaches led to several successful inventions: a solar oven, a solar still, and a
solar pump.

The solar oven had a tall, blackened cylinder of copper surrounded by a cylinder
ofglass, with a one-inch air space in between. Food went inside the copper cylinder,

which was then covered by a wooden lid. The solar mirror was shaped like a vertical

trough; it faced south and reflected a band of sunlight onto the north side of the
cylinders. The mirror was made of polished silver sheets attached to a wooden
frame. Mouchot cooked “excellent” dinners in this apparatus, just as Herschel had
done several decades earlier. Mouchot claimed that:

This new oven allowed me, for example, to make a fine pot roast in the sun. This
pot roast was made out of a kilogram of beef and an assortment of vegetables. At
the end of four hours the whole dinner was perfectly cooked, despite the passage of
a few clouds over the sun, and the stew was all the better since the heat had been
very steady.

With afew modifications Mouchot converted the solar oven into a still that could
make wine into brandy. Whereas stills of the period normally relied on coal or
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La Chaleur Solaire. A black-
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wood, Mouchot boiled the alcohol by means of solar energy. The glass-covered

copper cauldron served as the boiler in which wine was heated to a vapor. The
vapor then cooled and collected in a conventional receiver. In his first experiment,

Mouchot filled the cauldron with two quarts of wine* A few hours later he had the

pleasure of drinking the first brandy ever distilled by the heat of the sun, remarking

that it had a “most agreeable flavor.’
1

Mouchot’s solar pump was similar to the basic design of the solar oven and still.

A tall, hollow copper cauldron surrounded by two glass covers was soldered on top

of a short tank filled with water. A cylindrical reflector concentrated the rays of the

sun on the cauldron, rapidly heating the air inside. The expanding air exerted

pressure on the water in the container below. Within 20 minutes enough pressure

had built up to shoot a jet of water through a nozzle attached to the container,

producing a spray ten feet long that lasted over half an hour. During succeeding

attempts, it pumped a continuous stream of water 20 feet. Mouchot patented his

first primitive sun machine on March 4, 1861.

The First Solar Engines

Despite these successes, Mouchot had not yet attained his main goal: to drive a

steam engine with sun power. The large volume of water inside the copper cauldron

took a long time to boil, and the device produced steam too slowly to drive an

industrial motor. Mouchot therefore substituted a one-inch diameter copper tube

for the cauldron so that the smaller volume of water in the tube would heat much
faster, generating steam more quickly. To collect the steam Mouchot soldered a

metal tank to the top of the tube. The solar reflector consisted of a parabolic

trough-shaped mirror that faced south and was tilted to receive maximum solar

exposure.
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Right; Boiler in the

first successful solar-

powered steam engine

,

1866. A parabolic trough

reflector concetrated the

sun's rays onto a copper
tube

,
generating steam

that collected in a metal
tank above .

Far right : Cross-section

ofMouchot' s improved
,

double-cauldron boiler

,

from La Chaleur Solaire.

Excitedly, Mouchot reported what happened when he connected this boiler to a
specially designed engine:

In the month of June, 1866, 1 saw it function marvelously after an hour of exposure
to the sun. Its success exceeded our expectations, because the same solar receptor
[i.e., reflector and boiler] was sufficient to run a second machine, which was much
larger than the first.

Mouchot had invented the first steam engine to run on energy from the sun! He
presented it to Napoleon III, who received it favorably.

Over the next three years Mouchot continued to refine his solar motor. To
increase the boiler's steam-generating capacity so that it could run a large

industrial-sized machine, he replaced the copper tube with two bell-shaped copper
cauldrons, one inside the other. The double cauldron was sheathed in glass. The
space between the copper shells held a somewhat greater volume of water than the

previous model, but the layer of water was thin enough to heat rapidly.

The French government gave Mouchot the financial backing to construct an
industrial-scale solar engine along these lines. For this project he built a seven-foot
long cylindrical boiler based on the double-cauldron design. It had a tall trough-

shaped reflector that faced south. Mouchot added a clock mechanism that automat-
ically moved this device from east to west to follow the daily course of the sun,
which had previously been done manually.

On the whole, the boiler's performance satisfied Mouchot: it vaporized water
into steam at a pressure of 45 pounds per square inch. But he recognized that the
mirror needed improvement. First, because the mirror's tilt could not be adjusted
for seasonal shifts in the sun's path, it did not reflect an optimum amount of sunlight
throughout the year. Second, the mirror concentrated sunlight onto only one side of
the boiler—the opposite side remained cooler, lowering the overall efficiency of the
machine. Third, the reflector was constructed of silver plates and wood. Mouchot
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The Tours solar engine, 1874,

With the boiler {A) placed

along its axis t this conical

reflector pivoted to follow the

sun's daily and seasonal

motions .

was worried that a mirror large enough to run industrial equipment would be too

heavy for the clock mechanism to move.

An Improved Sun-Powered Motor

International conflict halted further experimentation. Napoleon III declared war
on Prussia in July of 1870; soon afterwards the enemy marched into Paris and the

French suffered an ignominious defeat. One of the victims of the conflict was
Mouchot’ s solar reflector—disappearing, as he put it, “in the midst of our disas-

ters.’ ’ After the government collapsed and Mouchot’s funds were cut off, he had to

seek other sources of support. But Mouchot had a hard time obtaining backing,

which he attributed partly to the “bias and specious objections that engineers

pronounced on a question too foreign to their own studies for them to judge.
1 ’

Eventually he took the advice of a colleague and approached the regional

government of Endre-et-Loire, the wine-producing district in which he lived. The
solar device he showed them “so pleased the general counsel that they gave me
1 ,500 francs on the spot ,

’ 1

remarked a happy Mouchot
,

‘
‘making available to me the

means for completing the construction of a large solar receptor capable of distilling

alcohol and producing a sufficient amount of power for mechanical applications.”

With customary alacrity, Mouchot finished his new solar machine by 1874. He
put it on public display in Tours, the district capital, where the journalist Leon
Simonin saw it and reported:

The traveller who visits the library of Tours sees in the courtyard in front a
strange-looking apparatus. Imagine an immense truncated cone, a mammoth
lamp-shade, with its concavity directed skyward.

This “strange-looking apparatus” was Mouchot’s redesigned solar reflector. Made
of copper sheets coated with burnished silver, the inverted cone-shaped mirror
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measured S lA feet in diameter at its mouth and had a total reflecting surface of 56

square feet. The mirror’s huge size required it to be constructed in sections, the

technique developed by Hoesen a century before. Mouchot borrowed the idea for

the reflector’s novel shape from a fellow mathematician, Dupuy. It had the advan-

tage of correcting one of the major defects of previous models: its surface could

reflect sunlight at right angles to all sides of the boiler, which was located along the

axis of the cone. Simonin described the boiler’s configuration:

On the small base of the truncated cone rests a copper cylinder; blackened on the

outside, its vertical axis is identical with that of the cone. This cylinder, surrounded

as it were by a great collar, terminates in a hemispherical cap, so that it looks like

an enormous thimble. . . . This curious apparatus is nothing else but a solar receiver

... or in other words, a boiler in which water is made to boil by the rays of the sun.

The machine could generate enough steam to drive a ^-horsepower engine at 80

strokes per minute. When Mouchot put it on display, the reaction was one of

amazement—a motor that ran without fuel, on nothing more than sunbeams! On
one occasion the crowd became somewhat apprehensive when the steam pressure

rose to over 75 pounds per square inch. One nervous bystander exclaimed, “It

would have been dangerous to have proceeded further, as the whole apparatus

might have been blown to pieces. ” People were also impressed that the boiler could

operate a commercial distiller capable ofvaporizing five gallons ofwine per minute.

The success of the Tours machine bolstered Mouchot’ s belief in sun power. But

he also became aware of the limits of its practical application in a country like

France. First of all, he realized that “ sun machines would take up too much space in

our cities and therefore could not be profitably used.
’

’ The Tours motor occupied an

area 20 ft by 20 ft and produced only one-half horsepower. TWo hundred such

machines would be needed to drive a typical 100-horsepower industrial motor. If

200 solar machines were arranged in four lines, with enough space between each

device to prevent them from casting shadows on one another, a total of 100,000

square feet would be needed.

Sun Power for the Colonies

An additional impediment to the commercial use of solar engines in France was

the problem of intermittent sunshine—especially during winter. But Mouchot

believed that France’s sun-baked colonies in North Africa and Asia, many of which

had recently been conquered and were just being opened up to French exploration

and settlement, offered unlimited possibilities. For example,

In torrid zones such as Cochin-China [South Vietnam], the matter of hygiene comes
to the fore. In Saigon, water has to be boiled to be made potable. What a savings in

fuel one could realize using a [solar still] in the ardent heat of those climates

!

The combination of nearly constant sunshine and abundant open space convinced

Mouchot of the commercial viability of solar power in these colonies. Hence, he

sought financial aid to develop his machines for such areas.

Mouchot’ s opportunity came a year after the demonstration at Tours, when he
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Mouchot developed
this portable solar

oven for French
troops in Africa .

had the good fortune to meet the Baron of Wattville. The baron became a strong
advocate of solar power

, and through his influence the French Ministry of Public
Education agreed to pay for a scientific expedition to the colony of Algeria so that
Mouchot could determine whether solar cooking, distilling, and pumping would be
practical there. The French government wanted to aid the new wave of colonial
settlement in Algeria that followed their suppression of the insurrection of 1871.
The subsequent confiscation of tribal lands and commercial holdings made it easier
for Europeans to acquire property, but lack of indigenous fuel supplies hindered
economic development. Algeria had to import all her fuel from Europe, 85 percent
of it from England in the form ofrelatively expensive coal. Lack ofa railroad system
in the colony drove the cost of coal up even further—especially in remote districts
where prices were nearly ten times higher than in more accessible regions. The
French government hoped that solar power could be a great boon to Algeria’s
economy.

Mouchot arrived in Algiers on March 6, 1877, and immediately set to work
testing an improved solar oven. “It seems possible without any great cost to
provide our soldiers in Africa with a small and simple portable [solar] stove,
requiring no fuel for the cooking of food,” he wrote. “It would be a big help in the
sands of the desert as well as the snows of the Atlas [Mountains].”

The oven Mouchot designed had a truncated conical reflector, like the one at
Tours, with a glass-enclosed cylindrical metal pot—serving as the boiler—sitting at
the focus of the reflector. The entire apparatus weighed only 30 to 40 pounds and
could be collapsed and packed into a 20 in. by 20 in. box. Before a group of
appreciative spectators Mouchot baked a pound of bread in 45 minutes, over two
pounds of potatoes in one hour, a beef stew in three, and aperfect roast “whose
juices fell to the bottom” of the pot—in less than half an hour.
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By removing the pot and replacing it with bottles of freshly processed wine, the

oven became a pasteurizer. The sun heated the bottles, killing any traces ofbacteria

that might later multiply when the wine was being shipped over long distances.

Mouchot envisioned that Algeria would

—

Be able to ask from the beautiful sun not only to care for the ripening of her vine*

yards, but also to improve her wines and make them transportable, which would be

for her a new source of prosperity.

Mouchot also tested a solar still, similar in size and design to the solar machine

exhibited at Tours. Mouchot wrote that the brandy he made from wine was “the

subject of astonishment . . . [for] it is undeniable that the alcohol comes out of the

solar still bold [and] agreeable to the taste, and with an appropriate wine it offers the

savor and bouquet ofan aged
‘

eau-de-vieV 1 The device could distill fresh water and

salt water as well.

Mouchot travelled from the Sahara to the Mediterranean to test the feasibility of

using solar water pumps for irrigation. Irrigation was crucial to agricultural devel*

opment in Algeria, and coal-powered pumps were too expensive. Mouchot exper-

imented with a solar pump similar to the Tours machine, and found that it worked

more reliably in Algeria's sunny weather than in France's variable climate.

Following a year of testing, Mouchot presented his findings to the authorities in

Algiers. They were so impressed that they awarded him 5,000 francs to construct

“the largest mirror ever built in the world
1

' for a huge sun machine that would

represent Algeria in the upcoming Universal Exposition in Paris. Afterwards, it was

to be shipped back to Africa and used commercially.

With the help of his assistant, Abel Pifre, Mouchot completed this new solar

machine in September 1878. At its widest point the cone-shaped mirror measured

twice the diameter of the device shown at Tours the previous year, and its total

reflecting surface was four times greater. The boiler had an unusual design: a group

of long vertical tubes were fastened side by side to form a circular column at the

focus of the reflector.

Mouchot
1

s solar machine astounded exposition visitors—pumping over 500

gallons of water per hour, distilling alcohol, and cooking food. But the most

remarkable demonstration occurred on September 22, as Mouchot recounted:

Under a slightly veiled but continually shining sun, I was able to raise the pressure

in the boiler to 91 pounds . , . [and] in spite of the seeming paradox of the state-

ment, [it was] possible to utilize the rays of the sun to make ice.

He had connected the solar motor to a heat-powered refrigeration device invented

by Ferdinand CarrS in the 1850’s. Mouchot saw an important future for solar

refrigerators in hot climates, where sun-generated ice would help prevent perisha-

bles from spoiling.

Solar Electricity

The following year Mouchot returned to Algeria to resume his research. He

spent much of his time trying to resolve a difficult question: how could solar heat be
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Two views ofthe solar motor built by Mouchot for the Paris Exposition. This
giant machine pumped 500 gallons of water per hour, and even powered an
ice-maker.

stored so that sun machines would be able to work during cloudy weather or at

night? A colleague suggested using heat-absorbing materials capable of withstand-
ing the high temperatures produced by a solar reflector. By placing these solar-

heated substances in an insulated container, solar heat would be retained for later

use.

But Mouchot discovered what he thought was a better alternative. Ifsolar energy
were used to break down water into hydrogen and oxygen, the gases could be stored
in separate cylinders. When heat was needed, the chemical reaction resulting from
recombining the two would produce very high temperatures. Or, the gases could be
used separately—the hydrogen as fuel and the oxygen for industrial purposes. As
for the method of separating water into its components, Mouchot decided to try

‘

‘an
instrument already in excellent condition ... the thermoelectric device.” The
principle behind its operation was simple: when two different metals such as copper
and iron are soldered together and heat is applied to the juncture between them, an
electrical current results. Mouchot planned to heat a hundred such metallic coup-
lings with a solar reflector, and thereby generate enough electricity to change water
into its constituents.

By 1879 Mouchot had ‘‘already made a few experiments which bode well for this

procedure. . . . Some very primitive devices have given me significant amounts of
electricity,” he wrote. Mouchot had great expectations, and hoped to decompose
water and produce ‘‘a reserve of fuel that would be as precious as it is abundant.”
But for all his efforts, he could not compete with the more efficient methods of
electrical generation rapidly being perfected about the same time.

In 1880, Mouchot returned to his mathematical studies. His assistant, Abel Pifre,
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Abel Pifre's solar-powered printing press ,
1880. Exhibiting it at the Gardens

of the Tuileries, he printed 500 copies of the Solar Journal.

took over the solar research, Pifre built several sun motors and conducted public

demonstrations to gain support for solar power. At the Gardens of the Tuileries in

Paris, he exhibited a solar generator that drove a press which printed 500 copies

of the Journal Soleil [Solar Journal].

But the time wasn't right for solar energy in France. The advent of better

coal-mining techniques and an improved railroad system (most of France's coal lay

at her borders) increased coal production and reduced fuel prices. In 1881 the

government took one final look at the potential for commercial use of solar energy:

it sponsored a year-long test of two solar motors—one designed by Mouchot and

the other by Pifre. The report concluded:

In our temperate climate [France] the sun does not shine continuously enough to be
able to use these devices practically. In very hot and dry climates, the possibility of

their use depends on the difficulty of obtaining fuel and the cost and ease of trans-

porting these solar devices.

Furthermore, the cost of constructing silver-plated mirrors and keeping them highly
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polished proved economically prohibitive for most uses. During ensuing years,

however, the French Foreign Legion made some use of solar ovens in Africa. In

remote areas of Algeria people also used solar stills to obtain water, as one Paris

correspondent reported:

One of the great services that we owe to Mouchot s appliances is the distillation of
brine water heavily charged with magnesium salt, which is abundant in the African
desert. [His still] is a great benefit to settlers and explorers.

Although Mouchot did not succeed in bringing France into the “Sun Age," his

pioneering efforts crossed the threshold between scientific experimentation and the

practical development of a revolutionary technology. He demonstrated a great

variety of ways that solar energy could be used to benefit humankind and laid the

foundations for future solar development.
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John Ericsson’s final sun motor ,
which he hoped would provide cheap energy for the

world’s fuel-short regions .

Chapter 7

Two American
Pioneers
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Eight years after Augustin Mouchot began his first experiments, an American

engineer named John Ericsson also voiced the hope that someday solar energy

would fuel the machines of the Industrial Age, Born in Sweden in 1803, Ericsson

emigrated to America in 1839. By that time he was already well known for such

inventions as the screw propeller, which made steam navigation practical. He later

achieved widespread recognition for designing the ironclad battleship The Monitor
,

which defeated the Confederate iron ship The Merrimack off the Virginia coast on

March 9, 1862. The Merrimack had wrought havoc on the wooden ships of the

Union Navy; ifnot for The Monitor's decisive victory, the Confederacy would have

controlled the seas—perhaps changing the course of the American Civil War. Six

years later, Ericsson set his sights on a more peaceful goal : to bring his dream of sun

power to fruition.

Like Mouchot, Ericsson was deeply concerned about the rapid consumption of

coal. In a paper written in 1868, he contended that only the development of solar

power would avert an eventual global fuel crisis. He pointed to an example from the

previous century—the evaporation of sea water to produce salt. This was accom-

plished by solar heat rather than coal, saving some 100 million tons of fuel. How
much greater savings could be realized if solar motors were developed! Ericsson

prophesied that with commercially viable solar engines the sunnier parts of the

world could become the source of virtually limitless power:

A great portion of our planet enjoys perpetual sunshine. The field therefore awaiting

the application of the solar engine is almost beyond computation while the source of

its power is boundless. Who can foresee what influence an inexhaustible motive

power will exercise on civilization and the capability of the earth to supply the

wants of our race?

Thus he declared that he would dedicate the balance of his life to making solar

engines an economical alternative.

Ericsson completed the construction of a solar-powered steam engine in 1870.

He erroneously claimed it as the world’s first, brusquely dismissing Mouchot’

s

solar-driven motor built four years earlier as a “mere toy.” However, Ericsson’s

own invention—which he ironically intended to present to the French Academy

—

bore a striking resemblance to Mouchot’ s. Both had three components: a concen-

trating mirror, a boiler, and a steam engine, Ericsson had ruled out the feasibility of

a hot-box collector on grounds similar to Mouchot’ s. A hot box, it appeared, could

not produce sufficient steam to drive an engine unless it was enormous. Unlike

Mouchot, though, Ericsson decided to abandon the concept of a glass heat trap

entirely. Instead, bare metal tubes serving as the boiler were placed at the focus of a

series of parabolic, trough-shaped solar reflectors. This collector generated enough

steam to run a small conventional engine.

Little more is known about this sun motor. Ericsson was emphatic about keeping

its details secret: “Drawings and descriptions of the mechanism . . . will not be

presented, nor will the form of the generator ... be delineated or described,” he

stated. He had had some unfortunate experiences with “enterprising persons” who
filed patents on slightly modified versions of his inventions, preventing him from

making similar improvements on his own devices.
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Right: Portrait of Captain John Ericsson , a

Swedish-American inventor and solar pioneer
,
1876 .

iJe/owv Steam engine used with Ericsson's first solar

A Solar Hot-Air Engine

In 1872, Ericsson tried a very different approach for his next solar motor: it was
powered by solar-heated air, rather than steam. This unique invention was a logical

next step, for he had spent much of his early career developing the hot-air external

combustion engine. This type of motor worked on the following principle: heat

externally applied to a cylinder caused air inside the cylinder to expand and push
down a piston

; inrushing cold air pushed the piston up again , and the cycle repeated
itself. Normally wood or coal was used to provide the heat. Ericsson modified the

process by placing the cylinder upright along the axis of a curved, dish-shaped

reflector. The mirror concentrated the rays of the sun onto the top of the cylinder,

heating the air inside. For this motor, as for all of Ericsson’s other solar engines, the

reflector had to be moved manually to stay aligned with the sun.

Elated at the hot-air engine’s performance, Ericsson wrote a letter to his close

friend and associate, Harry Delameter:

The world moves—I have this day seen a machine actuated by solar heat applied

directly to atmospheric air. In less than two minutes after turning the reflector

toward the sun the engine was in operation. ... As a working model I claim that it

has never been equalled; while on account of its operating by a direct application of
the sun’s rays it marks an era in the world’s mechanical history.

But three years and five more experimental engines later, Ericsson’s enthusiasm

had been tempered. He realized that “although the heat is obtained for nothing, so

extensive, costly, and complex is the concentrating apparatus” that engines pow-
ered by solar energy were actually more expensive than similar coal-fueled motors.
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Engraving of the world's

first solar hot-air engine .

The curved mirror

concentrated sunlight

upon a piston at its focus.

The concentrating mirror, usually made of silver sheets or some other silvered

metal, cost too much to manufacture and keep from tarnishing.

Another obstacle to the commercial viability of solar motors confronted him,
just as it had hindered Mouchot: the use of solar energy was restricted to daylight

hours in areas enjoying almost constant sun. Ericsson felt he could not “recom-
mend the erection of solar engines in places where there is not steady sunshine
until proper means shall have been devised for storing up the radiant energy in such
a manner that regular power may be obtained from irregular solar radiation.” But
his decades of searching for a way to store solar heat were of no avail.

An Inexpensive Solar Reflector

Ericsson had better luck in developing a way to cut down the cost of the solar

reflector. He replaced the silver-coated mirror with window glass silvered on its

underside. Because this silver finish was not exposed to the elements and was
further protected by a special coating, the mirror did not tarnish. “Hence, it will
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The lightweight parabolic-trough reflector developed by Ericsson in 1884.

only be necessary to remove dust from the mirror” to maintain its reflectivity,

Ericsson pointed out, “an operation readily performed by feather dusters.” The
reflector could be purchased for less than 60 cents per square foot—much cheaper

than a polished silver mirror—and the cost of upkeep was minimal.

The design of this reflector also marked a departure from Ericsson’s previous

models. Individual silvered glass mirrors were attached to a metal frame to form a

parabolic trough-shaped reflector. A tubular boiler was mounted along the mirror’s

focus.

In 1884 Ericsson unveiled his new reflector design, claiming that its cost would
not exceed that of a conventional steam boiler. A number of California farmers

contacted him about buying the motor, hoping to obtain a cheap power source for

their irrigation pumps. But Ericsson’s announcement had been premature—some
problems remained to be worked out. “Consequently,” he explained, “no con-

tracts for building sun motors could then be entered into.” After four years of

refining the model, Ericsson felt he had made enough progress to offer the solar

pump for sale. In the fall of 1888 he confidently stated:

The new motor being thus perfected, and first class manufacturing establishments

ready to manufacture such machines, owners of the sun-burnt lands on the Pacific

Coast may now with propriety reconsider their grand scheme of irrigation by means
of sun power.

But only seven months later, before any of these plans had materialized,

Ericsson died at age 86. According to his obituary in Science
, Ericsson’s interest in

solar motors obsessed him even on his death bed:

He continued to labor at his sun motors until within two weeks of his death. As he
saw his end approaching, he expressed regret only because he could not live to give

this invention to the world in completed form. It occupied his thoughts to the last

hour.

And due to Ericsson’s penchant for secrecy, the details of what he called his

“perfected solar motor” followed him to his grave.
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Interest in Solar Energy Grows

Ericsson’s vision of harnessing solar power remained very much alive in the

minds of other American engineers and scientists. Many had warned of an impend-

ing fuel crisis—warnings largely ignored by the public. But the devastating effects

of a series of coal strikes around the turn of the century, culminating in a massive

strike in the winter of 1902, threw “a new and lurid light on [these predictions] . . .

for many a home has been fireless and many a factory has closed its doors,”

according to Harper’s Weekly . Charles Pope, author of Solar Heat , one of the first

books on solar energy, agreed:
*

‘The year of 1902 has added an awful chapter to the

history of our need of a new source of heat and power,” he wrote.

To Pope and others, solar energy appeared to be the most promising alternative

to coal for powering machines such as water pumps. In an article reprinted in the

Smithsonian Annual Report of 1901, Robert Thurston, a renowned engineer, re-

viewed the pros and cons of tidal, wind, and solar power as replacements for coal.

American farmers and ranchers commonly had small windmills to pump water for

their houses or livestock, but windmills were inadequate for large-scale irrigation.

As Thurston noted, they were “unreliable for steady work”:

Rising to a gale and falling to a calm, alternately, the portion of time during which

this power is actually available is small, and, still worse, its available periods are as

likely to come at unsuitable hours and seasons as when wanted. . . . [Therefore] it

does not seem likely that this particular problem will be successfully solved even

under the stimulus of vanishing fuel supplies.

Tidal power, too, did not appear to be a viable substitute for coal at the time.

However, Thurston observed that solar energy was then attracting great

attention:

Engineers and men of science are studying the art of hamess[ing] the direct rays of

the sun, and the solar engine is exciting special interest. . . . Probably at no time in

the past has this matter assumed importance to so many thoughtful and intelligent

men or excited so much general interest.

Indeed, by the turn of the century numerous solar inventors and entrepreneurs

crowded the field. At least 22 patents had been filed for solar motors. But few of

these patents ever led to workable solar engines. As Charles Pope wrote, “There

comes a strong suspicion that the patent office admitted essayists, rather than

inventors to their lists; and that these men were not actually makers of machines

which did what they claimed.” Mixed in this whirlwind of solar enthusiasm were

charlatans and dreamers as well as some of the most talented inventors ofthe time

.

Eneas’ First Solar Pump

One of the more successful leaders of the turn-of-the-century solar movement

was Aubrey Eneas. An English inventor and engineer residing in Massachusetts, he

began studying sun power in 1892. With the aid of investors, he founded the Solar

Motor Company of Boston to design and manufacture commercial solar engines.

Like Ericsson, Eneas was especially interested in marketing solar-powered irriga-
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tion pumps in the American Southwest where conventional fuels like wood and coal

were scarce and expensive. This part of the country seemed ideal for solar power

because 75 percent of the days were sunny.

Not much detailed information on solar motors had been published up to that

time. “Though I have had technical training and considerable engineering experi-

ence/’ Eneas wrote,
1

‘I find so much that is new and confusing, and so little data of a

practical nature / ’ Probably all that he had at his disposal were the meager accounts

of Ericsson’s work printed in the scientific periodical Nature .

In 1898 Eneas built his first solar motor, almost an exact replica of Ericsson’s

1884 model—with silvered glass mirrors forming a trough-shaped reflector, and a

bare metal cylinder at its focus. This engine was 1Vi times larger than Ericsson’s,

and preliminary experiments led him to believe that it was

—

A step in advance of what has already been accomplished, of practical value to our

great arid west, in affording to this district an irrigation engine that requires but

little care and no fuel.

But Eneas had fallen prey to the same premature optimism as Ericsson. Al-

though plans were made to sell the motor for $1,500, more extensive tests proved

disappointing. After a full summer of operation, Eneas concluded that the reflector

had several serious drawbacks. According to engineering knowledge of that day,

generating sufficient steam to run a fair-sized engine efficiently required boiler

temperatures exceeding 1,000°F. But the parabolic mirror Eneas had been using

could not produce such a high temperature, and increasing the reflector’s size

would make it cumbersome to support and difficult to maneuver. Furthermore, the

reflector’s shape was also inefficient. As Mouchot had discovered earlier, the

reflector concentrated sunlight only onto the side of the boiler it faced; the opposite

side ofthe boiler merely received diffuse solar rays , and more heat actually escaped

from this side than was collected there.

Back to the Conical Reflector

Eneas decided to abandon his first design and build a reflector shaped like an

inverted, truncated cone with a boiler standing upright along its axis—much the

same as Mouchot had done 30 years earlier. Perhaps he had read ofMouchot’ s work

in an abridged account published by Ericsson in 1876.

In subsequent experiments, Eneas made some important observations about the

maximum efficiency of the conical reflector. Because the mouth of the reflector has

the widest diameter, the mirror surface is greater at this end and more sunlight is

concentrated onto the upper end of the boiler. Conversely, less sunlight is concen-

trated onto the lower end of the boiler near the bottom of the reflector. In fact, the

lowest part of the boiler inside Mouchot’ s reflector received less heat from the sun’s

rays than it lost to the outside air. For maximum steam production, Eneas calcu-

lated that the smallest diameter of the mirror should be at least eight times the

diameter ofthe boiler and the larger diameter should be at least 32 feet wide—nearly

2Vi times wider than Mouchot’ s reflector.

Accordingly, Eneas built a truncated-cone reflector measuring ZV/i feet in

diameter at its mouth and 15 feet in diameter at its bottom. The ratio of reflecting
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Patent drawing-Aubrey Eneas' second solar motor ,
1899 . To follow the sun's

seasonal motion t this truncated-cone mirror was raised or lowered along a track

in the vertical tower behind it .

surface to boiler area was 25 to 1, so that nearly twice as much sunlight was

concentrated on the boiler as in Eneas’ previous model. The reflector consisted of

over 1,800 small silvered glass mirrors. The boiler resembled one of Mouchot’s

later designs: two concentric metal shells held 100 gallons of water between them.

Although Eneas first covered the boiler with a glass jacket, the final version of the

motor had a bare metal boiler.

Eneas made a lightweight but strong metal tower to support the 8,000-pound

machine so it could be angled to receive optimum sunlight. The high point of the

reflector slid up or down a track in the vertical tower, directing the mouth toward

the high summer or low winter sun. To follow the daily motion of the sun, a clock

mechanism automatically rotated the mirror from east to west.

By 1899 Eneas had finished building this solar engine. But the New England

sunshine was insufficient to produce satisfactory test results. He decided to ship the

motor to Denver, Colorado, where “the direct rays of the sun are intensely hot”

due to the high altitude. The Denver tests convinced Eneas and his backers that
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Patent drawing ofthe improved reflector mounting in Eneas’ sun motor. In this

version, the reflector could rock back andforth along two curved tracks as the

sun’s path changed seasonally.

they were on the right track, although they discovered one m^jor flaw. The machine
was unevenly balanced—it required great force to raise the massive device and
adjust its angle to the sun's seasonal motion. Eneas solved this problem by mount-

ing the mirror in a cradle-like frame that distributed the mirror’s weight evenly. At
opposite ends of the reflector, he installed arched runners that allowed it to rock

back and forth. The tilt ofthe mirror could then be changed effortlessly. In this way
“the machine will at all times be in proper equilibrium,'' Eneas declared, and it will

be “possible to operate it with minor power and under all conditions of wind and
weather.”

Solar Rower on the Ostrich Farm

Satisfied with this alteration, Eneas moved the motor to the sunny climate of

southern California in 1901 for extensive tests and public demonstrations.He ar-

ranged to put the machine on display at the only ostrich farm in America, located in

Pasadena. It belonged to Edwin Cawston, a fellow Englishman, who raised these

gangly birds to supply the fashion industry with their popular plumes. The ostrich

farm had become a national tourist attraction, and Eneas saw it as the perfect place

for his invention to receive a great deal of public exposure. On his part, Cawston
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thought the solar motor would be an extra attention-getter for his farm. He adver-
tised on handbills:

NO EXTRA CHARGE TO SEE THE SOLAR MOTOR—The only machine of its

kind in the world in daily operation. Fifteen horsepower engine worked by the heat
of the sun.

As Cawston and Eneas hoped, thousands saw the sun machine at the ranch, Anna
Laura Myers, who visited the ostrich farm many times during her childhood,
recalled: “It was one of southern California's wonders. A strange thing, just as
strange as an ostrich. People would just look at it and wonder about it.

’

’

As news of the sun motor spread, over a dozen popular and scientific publica-
tions sent reporters to cover the story of Eneas and his machine. “Sun power is now
at hand!” many enthusiastically proclaimed. Even the more conservative articles

indicated that sun power was at last “within the domain of what may be called

practical science.
*

’ F.B. Millard, one of thejournalists who came out to the Cawston
ranch, witnessed the solar motor operate a pump capable of irrigating 300 acres of
citrus trees by drawing 1,400 gallons of water per minute from a reservoir 16 feet

deep. Millard was convinced that “solar motors will before long be seen all over the
desert as thick as windmills in Holland, and that they will make the desert blossom
as the rose—a phrase that literally represents the possibilities of the machine,” He
also saw the sun motor as a source of inexpensive power for domestic purposes,
which meant

4

'cheap homes in the arid regions . . . homes for millions ofmen where
there are now only hundreds.”

On a typical day the machine began operating 1 Vi hours after sunrise and
continued until an hour after sunset. To start the motor the attendant turned the
reflector toward the rising sun. As the rays struck the mirror, the boiler heated up.
Mr. Millard described the spectacle:

At first the morning dew is seen slowly to ascend in a wreath of vapour from the
gigantic mouth. Then the bright glasses glitter in the morning sun, and the heatlines
begin to quiver inside the circle, the greatest commotion being about the long, black
boiler, which, as the intensity of the focused rays increases, begins to glisten so that
in any photograph taken of the machine, the boiler is shown almost pure white. With-
in an hour of the turning of the crank and getting the focus there is a jet of steam
from the escape valve. The engineer moves the throttle, there is a succession of
hisses from the boiler, a “clank-clankety-clank!” and the sun is drawing water in a
way which he little dreamed a few months ago.

The reflector automatically followed the sun's course throughout the day. Steam
pressure as well as water supply to the boiler were also self-regulated, and the motor
even oiled itself. So little attention did the engine require that, according to Mr.
Millard, the operator had enough time off to “hoe his garden, or read his novel, or
eat oranges, or go to sleep.”

Another reporter, impressed by the almost incredible heat reflected by the mir-
ror, wrote:

Should a man climb upon the [reflecting] disk and cross it, he would literally be
burned to a crisp in a few seconds. And a pole of wood thrust into the magic circle
flames up like a match.





1 The Pasadena sun motor in operation. Notice the glistening white boiler and the steam
escapingfrom a relief valve.

2 A workman nimbly avoiding the focus of the giant mirror. There the concentrated sun-
light generates visible

f,
hot spots

'

' on the boiler behind him

.

3 Handbill advertising Cawston's ostrich farm and Eneas' solar motor, 1901.

4 The improved solar motor on display at Cawston's ostrich farm.
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Marketing the Solar Motor

Buoyed by the glowing publicity and two years of successful operation of the

solar pump at the ostrich farm, Eneas felt ready to offer his invention for sale. In

1903 he incorporated the Solar Motor Company in California and opened offices in

Los Angeles’ prestigious Bradbury Building. The complete machine—reflector,

boiler, steam engine, and pump—sold for $2,160.

Eneas made his first sale to Dr. A. J. Chandler, who owned a large tract of land

just outside of Mesa, Arizona, 35 miles southeast of Phoenix. By the summer of

1 903 the company had set up the machine on Chandler’ s land . Unfortunately ,
after a

short period of operation the frame supporting the mirror weakened, and under the

force of a windstorm the reflector toppled. It was badly damaged. As Pete Estrada,

who was twelve at the time, remembered: “The metal frame that held it up was still

intact, but the top of it, the mirror, was down all over the ground, broken, every bit

of it.”

But the accident did not discourage interest in sun power. If California needed an

economical method of irrigation, Arizona required one desperately. The following

year the Santa Fe Railroad, seeking to encourage the development ofthe American

Southwest, persuaded the Solar Motor Company to put a sun machine on public

display. By March the firm had installed one in Tempe, a small town eight miles

southeast ofPhoenix. The idea of such a large and unusual contraption being set up

near the local high school did not rest well with Tempe’s provincial residents, many

of whom had not yet seen a car. But the demonstration proceeded as planned,

opening on March 21, 1904.

In July, John May purchased the motor for his farm located in hot and desolate

Sulphur Springs Valley, not far from Wilcox, Arizona. With the help of Bert Parker,

a local mechanic, construction was completed by September. On the opening day

Parker wore his Sunday best to launch the machine’s maiden run. Before a crowd of

people from all over the county, believers as well as skeptics, Parker stepped up to

the platform. He turned the huge mirror toward the rising sun, and soon the steam

pressure in the boiler shot up to 1 10 pounds . As he gradually opened the steam valve

until the boiler was going full blast, the motor—wrote one journalist—looked “like

a bucking horse that had to be tamed.” It took a few more minutes to adjust the

machine properly and get it running smoothly. A powerful four-inch spray of water

jetted out of the pump’s nozzle, and the water broke through a makeshift dam built

to contain the flow. Even the doubters were converted, and the spectators left the

farm confident that a new era had begun in the Southwest. One account of the

occasion likened it to that day at Kitty Hawk three years earlier when the Wright

brothers proved that humanity could loosen its earthly bonds.

On sunny days the machine steadily pumped 1,500 gallons of water per minute,

enabling Mr. May to grow “corn that would do Iowa credit; watermelons that were

so big and luscious that they could have taken a prize at any man’s fair,” as one

reporter observed. “It was a sight to see in arid Arizona.”

But the sun motor’s performance was not the only point a potential customer had

to consider. The destruction of the pump at the May ranch by a hailstorm some

months later added to growing skepticism about the machine’s ability to withstand

the harsh weather of the Southwest. Unscrupulous rivals in the solar business also
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tainted Eneas’ reputation. Harper’s Weekly referred to such people as ‘‘wild-eyed

wizards with companies to promote.” But the major obstacle to marketing Eneas

engines was their cost—$2,500 plus $500 for installation. This came to $196 per

horsepower—two to five times the cost of a conventional steam plant. Even though

no fuel expenses were incurred after the initial investment, the high purchase price

deterred buyers. In the following years, the commercial prospects for Eneas’ solar

machines dimmed. ‘‘My . . . experience with large reflectors has convinced me,”

he wrote, “that even where the greatest efficiency is obtained, the cost of construc-

tion, even on an extensive scale, is too great to permit of their use in a commercial

way, except in a few instances.”

While Eneas felt he had reached a dead end with reflectors, others began to

consider other, more economical ways to produce solar power for industry and

agriculture. Low-temperature solar engines, requiring neither expensive mirrors

nor the high heat they generated, appeared to be one solution.

A sun motor at John May’sfarm helped make the Arizona desert bloom.
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Charles Tellier’s solar pump, built onto his shop near Paris during the early 1880's.

Instead of water, this engine used ammonia as the working fluid.

Chapter 8

Low
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Solar Motors



Low Temperature Solar Motors

The solar engines developed by Mouchot, Ericsson, and Eneas all relied on the use
of reflectors to concentrate the sun’s rays. In their eager attempts to build a
commercially viable engine, these early pioneers assumed that some concentration

of solar energy would be needed to achieve the high steam temperatures they

thought were essential. Because conventional wisdom taught that the higher the

steam temperatures the more efficiently an engine would run, they sought to

produce steam at temperatures in excess of 1,000°E

Unfortunately, this emphasis on concentrating collectors and high temperatures
led to a number of critical drawbacks. As de Saussure had demonstrated a century
earlier, high temperatures inside a collector inevitably caused large heat losses.

Hence, even though high temperatures meant greater engine efficiency, solar

collection efficiency dropped substantially—bringing down the overall efficiency of
converting solar energy into mechanical power.

There were other drawbacks, too. The reflectors used by Mouchot, Ericsson,

and Eneas were complex and expensive pieces of equipment. Once installed they

were vulnerable to high winds and inclement weather. To make matters worse, they

always had to face the sun, which required either a full-time attendant or a delicate

mechanism to move the reflectors automatically. And when there was no direct

sunlight on hazy or cloudy days, these concentrating collectors could not function

at all.

Solar reflectors would be unnecessary in an engine designed to operate at lower
temperatures. Simple, inexpensive hot boxes, which Mouchot and Ericsson had
rejected, or even bare metal plates could be used instead, to eliminate most of the

problems. Because they did not reach such high temperatures, these collectors

would not lose as much heat. Furthermore, the collecting surface would not have to

follow the sun’s motion. Such devices could absorb even diffuse sunlight during

hazy or cloudy weather. Better solar collection efficiency and lower construction

costs appeared to outweigh the loss (due to lower operating temperatures) in engine

efficiency. Late in the nineteenth century a number of inventors began to realize

these advantages, and started to develop low-temperature solar engines.

A Low-Temperature Solar Ptunp

Charles Tellier, a French engineer, was the first person in modern times to

develop low-temperature solar collectors to drive machines. Whereas conventional

engines used pressurized steam, Tellier’ s devices used pressurized vapor from
certain liquids having boiling temperatures well below that of water. Ammonia
hydrate, for example, will boil at -28°F; sulphur dioxide will boil at 14°F. These
substances vaporize rapidly when exposed to higher temperatures.

Tellier discovered the unusual properties of low boiling-point liquids during his

research in cold food storage. Called the "Father ofRefrigeration, " Tellier radically

transformed international trade by enabling the ship Frigorifique to carry the

world’s first mechanically refrigerated cargo—chilled meat exported from Rouen,
France, to Buenos Aires. He used a low boiling-point liquid for the refrigeration

system, just as most refrigerators today rely on similar liquids to transfer heat away
from a container storing food.

Tellier began experimenting with these refrigerants as a means of powering a
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solar pump. On the sloping porch roof of his shop in Auteuil, an exclusive suburb of

Paris, he set up a row of ten solar collectors. They were metal plates, each four feet

wide by eleven feet high, made of two sheets of corrugated iron riveted together.

The grooves in the two sheets were aligned to form a series of hollow channels,

through which the ammonia hydrate flowed. The bottom metal sheet ofthe collector

was insulated to help block heat losses.

As the sun struck the top of the collectors, the metal conducted solar heat to the

liquid inside. As a result, the ammonia vaporized and exerted a pressure of 40

pounds per square inch. The vapor circulated through pipes to a water pump

consisting of a spherical chamber submerged in a well. The pressurized ammonia

gas pushed a diaphragm in the chamber downwards, forcing water out of the pump

in a jet. Afterwards the gas traveled through metal tubes set in a tank of cold water.

The vapor condensed to a liquid again, and the ammonia was ready to repeat

another cycle.

According to Tellier, the pump drew over 300 gallons of water an hour. But he

realized that France’s climate was “not favorable to the operation of such a

device.
’

’ He estimated that the capacity of the pump could more than double (to 792

gallons of water per hour) in the sunnier tropical regions of the world. Like his

countryman Mouchot, Tellier looked south to the African colonies as the real

proving ground for solar power. In 1890 he published a book entitled Le Conquete

Pacifique de VAfrique par le Soleil [The Peaceful Conquest of Africa with the Sun],

Its publication coincided with the partition of Africa by the European powers.

Tellier understood that lack of cheap fuel hindered the underdeveloped continent’s

progress in industry and agriculture. He foresaw wide-reaching economic and

social benefits from using low-temperature sun machines to make these lands more

productive.

With this goal in mind. Tellier began testing designs for low -temperature solar

engines. To increase the amount of solar heat collected, he put each metal plate

inside a shallow wooden box covered with a single layer of glass. The hot box

increased the collector’s performance enough to power an engine, but more precise

data on its operation are unavailable. A contemporary of Tellier, the noted engineer

A.S.E. Ackermann, was one of those frustrated by the difficulty of ascertaining

exactly how well the French inventor’s solar devices worked. After reading

Tellier’ s book, he commented: “With so much detail it is disappointing that [I] could

not find the results of a single experiment with the [power] plant.”

And when Tellier later dropped his promising solar research to return to the field

of refrigeration ,
his reasons also remained something of a mystery. His experiments

with low-temperature solar pumps had opened up a whole new approach to harness-

ing sun power; it remained for others to continue the work he had begun.

Willsie and Boyle

Two American engineers, H.E. Willsie and John Boyle, took up where Tellier

had left off. Between 1892 and 1908 they explored the potential of low-temperature

solar power plants based on the French inventor’s design. In the May 13,1909, issue

of Engineering News
,
Willsie described what he and his colleague had accom-

plished. They had first begun to look into solar energy, he wrote, because they
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German patent drawings for Tellier's solar pump
,
1885 . In the cross-section of the

water pump (right), pressurized ammonia gas pushed down on a diaphragm (NN);
later the gas condensed to liquid ammonia in a series of coils (h) and returned to

the solar collector ,

realized—as had Ericsson and Eneas before them—that the sun-drenched Ameri-

can Southwest desperately needed a source of cheap power for its irrigation pumps
and mines.

At the outset both men agreed to avoid publicizing their solar experiments until

they had achieved some tangible results. They did not want to jeopardize their

careers, for “the building of sun motors has not been an especially good recom-

mendation for engineers. ” Frauds, failures, and eccentrics had given sun power a

bad name. For instance, one priest proclaimed that his solar machine proved the

truth of Genesis and that its use would serve as the cornerstone of a new social

order!

Willsie and Boyle began their research with a review of the solar motors built by

their predecessors. They discovered that “the state of the art most developed with

reflectors to concentrate the sun’s rays upon some sort of boiler.” But they also

knew that every reflector-powered motor had been a commercial failure. Therefore

they chose to work with a Tellier-type motor using a low boiling-point liquid, so that

a sophisticated and expensive reflector would be unnecessary.

The partners spent a decade drawing up blueprints and conducting small exper-

am
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V'"

Cut-away view of the prototype hot-box

collector built by Willsie and Boyle in

Olney ,
Illinois, Solar energy warmed the

water in this box enough to vaporize the

sulphur dioxide that powered a low-

temperature engine.

iments. In 1902, they decided the time had come to implement their plan for a

full-scale sun power plant. Willsie explained the impetus for this decision:

Boyle was then in Arizona, surrounded by conditions which daily remind one of the

desirability of converting the over-abundant solar heat into much needed . .
.
pow-

er. To the Southwesterner
‘

'cheap power” brings visions of green growing things

about his home to stop the burn of the desert wind, and of the working of the idle

mine up the mountain side.

Before moving to the Southwest they built a crude prototype of their solar power

plant in Olney, Illinois, to test an important modification ofTellier’s original design.

In Tellier’s process the solar collector plate had to be strong enough to contain

the high-pressure vapor it produced. Willsie and Boyle felt that this would probably

make the collector too expensive. Instead they decided to use water to transfer

solar heat from the collector to a low boiling-point liquid in a separate system of

pipes. Solar-heated water did not require such a heavy-duty collector, and the

high-pressure vapor could be kept in a more limited circuit.

This innovation allowed them to eliminate Tellier's metal plate-hot box combina-

tion and substitute a simple hot-box collector—a shallow, rectangular wooden box

covered by two panes of glass. The exterior walls and bottom of the box were

insulated with hay; the hot-box interior was covered with black tarpaper. Three

inches of water filled the box. Even in the cold October weather of the American

Midwest, the solar-heated water was hot enough to vaporize sulphur dioxide, which

then drove a low-temperature engine. This test proved that a sun machine did not

need a solar reflector—surprising even Willsie and Boyle’s friends who, Willsie

noted ,
“were skeptical about window glas s being able to take the place of mirrors .

’ ’

In December of that year, they repeated the experiment in Hardyville, Arizona,

where “over 50 percent of the heat reaching the glass was absorbed by the water.”

After a few additional tests, Willsie and Boyle patented the system in 1903. They
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also incorporated the Willsie Sun Power Company that year, which enabled them to

procure capital by selling stock and obtaining loans.

The First Solar Power Plants

St. Louis became the site of a full-sized solar power plant built by the Willsie Sun

Power Company in the spring of 1904. A set of large, shallow, rectangular boxes

covered with glass served as solar collectors. The bottoms of the collectors were

inclined toward the south, and held a thin film of water. As the sun warmed the

water it travelled to a boiler, where ammonia was heated to a high-pressure vapor

that drove a six-horsepower engine. Through condensation the ammonia returned

to its liquid state and flowed back to the boiler. The water circulated back to the

collectors in a separate cycle.

The plant ran on sunless days and at night as well, when an auxiliary boiler

powered by conventional fuel took over. Newspapers in St. Louis and New York

announced the success of this 24-hour-a-day solar-powered generator. Pleased with

the results, Willsie and Boyle next moved their operation to the Southwest. They

bought some land in the Mojave desert just outside of Needles, California—one of

the hottest places in the country, where the sun shines 85 percent of the time.

Over the following years they built and rebuilt the Needles plant several times,

each time making design improvements. Lack of money brought their work to a

temporary halt in 1906. Although the interruption was unwelcome, they did learn

some valuable lessons about the effects of the harsh desert climate on their appara-

tus. After two years of exposure only two percent of the glass collector covers had

broken, and a few of the panes had turned purple in the sun. Aside from some minor

damage, the power plant had weathered well. In the spring of 1908 additional funds

enabled them to continue, and by mid-year the fourth and final version of the plant

was completed.

The last Needles plant utilized a dual water-heating process that generated

higher water temperatures. Angled to the south, two groups of hot boxes had a solar

collecting area of over 1 ,000 square feet. The first group of hot boxes, with a single

glass cover, raised the water to 150°F. The second group, with two glass covers

separated by an air space, increased the water temperature another 30°F.

The hot water went to a boiler, where coils of pipe containing liquid sulphur

dioxide were heated as the water passed over them. Willsie and Boyle chose

sulphur dioxide and not ammonia for this motor because a
4

'sulphur dioxide engine

had been carefully tried out in Germany,” said Willsie, “and because it required

less heavy pipe and fittings to withstand the pressure . . . obtained in the heater.”

But sulphur dioxide had its dangers, too. If the chemical ever mixed with the heated

water, a powerful acid would be formed that could quickly corrode the metal parts

of the machine. But this did not present any immediate difficulties, and in test runs

the vaporized sulphur dioxide performed well—generating a maximum of 15 horse-

power.

The Needles plant also boasted one feature that other inventors had long

dreamed of—a solar energy storage system. Mouchot had tried decomposing water

into hydrogen and oxygen. Others had suggested that excess solar energy collected

during the day could be used to lift weights or water; the force of their descent at
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Below; Flow diagram for the last Needles power plant ,

from an article in Engineering News. Solar-heated water

(single-headed arrows) from the collectors (H) accumulated
in a storage tank (S.T.) before being fed to the vaporizer

(V) and there surrendering its heat to the sulphur dioxide.

From the vaporizer, sulphur dioxide gas drove the engine

(E) and then condensed back into a liquid at the condenser

(C) before returning for another cycle .

Willsie and Boyle's fourth andfinal sun power plant (above) built in Needles
,
Cali-

fornia, in 1909 . The hot-box collector sits in front, with the glass-covered boiler

room behind it and the cooling tower to the left . Inside the boiler room (detail, top

right), solar-heated water flowing over pipes vaporized the liquid sulphur dioxide

inside them and drove a 15-horsepower engine.

night would generate power. Aware that increasing the temperature ofone pound of

water 1°F stores as much energy as raising a similar amount of water 778 feet,

Willsie and Boyle chose to store solar-heated water as the simpler of the two

methods.

The solar-heated water produced during daytime operation flowed from the

collectors into an insulated tank. The amount ofwater needed at the time went on to
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the boiler; the rest was held in reserve. After dark, when a valve to the storage tank

was opened, hot water flowed out and passed over the pipes containing sulphur

dioxide, and the engine could continue working, Willsie could rightly claim, “This

is the first sun power plant . . . ever operated at night with solar heat collected

during the day.”

The Needles plant worked better than any solar generator previously built. But
one critical question remained: was it economically superior to conventional

generators? Willsie noted that the sun plant would cost $164 per horsepower to

build, versus only $40 to $90 for a conventional plant. But operating costs favored

the solar plant, especially in the American Southwest where coal was very expen-

sive. According to Willsie ’s calculations, running a conventional coal-fed steam
engine cost $1.54 per kilowatt-hour, as opposed to only $0.45 per kilowatt-hour to

operate the solar plant. As a result of the fuel savings, the solar plant could pay for

itself in less than two years.

However, a couple of years after Willsie made this optimistic comparison the

gas-producer engine was introduced to the Southwest. This type of engine burned
coal to produce artificial gas, and motors using artificial gas were two to four times

more efficient than conventional coal-burning engines. Thus, the solar engine

became less economically attractive where coal could be cheaply shipped. Never-

theless, there were many areas where coal had to be transported from the railroad

line by horse-drawn coach, raising the cost of operating a gas-producer engine.

Willsie mentioned the example of a mine in Mojave County, California, where “the
fuel is hauled 30 miles over the desert and then 5 miles over a mountain range,”

resulting in a coal bill of about $72,000 annually. In such remote areas the solar

power plant would be highly marketable if mining companies and farmers could be
convinced that the large investment was worthwhile in the long run. In the Mojave,

Willsie noted, it took less than eight years to pay for itself through the fuel saved. He
also pointed out that “during the summer months there will be an excess of sun
power . . . that may be profitably used for the manufacture of artificial ice.”

Despite the favorable prognosis, there is no record of the two inventors expand-
ing their operations. And it is not known why their experiments ended with the

Needles plant. Nevertheless, Willsie and Boyle made a giant stride toward the

commercialization of sun power. They demonstrated that a solar reflector was not

required to run an engine, and that a hot-box collector could easily drive a low-

temperature motor. Their solar energy storage system combined with a con-

ventional engine as a backup enabled a solar power plant to operate around the

clock and throughout the year.
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A parabolic-trough reflector and boiler at the sun power plant in Meadi, Egypt.
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The First Practical Solar Engine

While Willsie and Boyle were designing their Needles power plant, a self-taught

engineer on America’s East Coast was also exploring the use of hot-box collectors

to drive low-temperature engines. A resident of the Philadelphia suburb ofTacony

,

Frank Shuman had an eye toward the technology of the future. When he took his

children to that turn-of-the-century wonder, the picture-show, he told them,

“Boys, the day will come when you will see this in your living room!” Not only did

Shuman see television on the horizon, but like others before him he foresaw a time

when fossil fuels would be extremely scarce and solar energy would become the

industrial world’s only hope. “One thing I feel sure of,” he wrote, “and that is that

the human race must finally utilize direct sun power or revert to barbarism.”

Described by a professional journal of the time as a man “of large practical

experience who [has] already made noteworthy and valuable inventions,” Shuman
entered the field of solar energy in 1906. After studying the sun machines invented

by Mouchot, Ericsson, and Eneas, he reached the same conclusion as Willsie and

Boyle concerning the reasons for their commercial failure:

With the high temperatures involved, the losses by conduction and convection are

so great that the power produced was of no commercial value. Where . . . mirrors

are used, the primary cost . . . and the apparatus necessary to continuously present

them to the sun, have rendered them impracticable.

Shuman therefore rejected the use of solar reflectors in the initial stages of his

research and began experimenting with hot boxes. As de Saussure, Langley, and

others had discovered before him, he found that hot boxes could reach tempera-

tures high enough to boil water.

Next, Shuman began testing a low-temperature solar engine resembling the one

used by Willsie and Boyle. He first built a one-foot-square hot box with blackened

tubes inside that held ether, a low boiling-point liquid. The solar-heated ether vapor

drove a tiny engine, the kind that were commonly sold at toy stores at the time for a

dollar. Shuman tried using a similar collector to run an engine somewhat larger than

the first, and was able to produce one-eighth horsepower.

Shuman saw he was on the right track, but it would take a lot of time and work to

refine his ideas. As he put it, “Natural forces are not entirely conquered in a few

years.” It would also take a substantial amount of capital. To attract investors,

Shuman realized that he would first have to build a successful demonstration

engine—just as it had taken solid evidence of the possibility of flight to attract

investors to the fledgling aviation industry:

You will at once admit that any businessman approached several years ago with a

view of purchasing stock in a flying machine company would have feared the sanity

of the proposer. After it has been shown conclusively that it can be done, there is

now no difficulty in securing all the money which is wanted, and very rapid progress

in aviation is from now on insured. We will have to go through this same course.

With money he had made from other profitable business ventures, Shuman
built a demonstration sun motor in his backyard. In August of 1907 he printed up

handbills inviting the public to “attend an exhibition run of the first practical solar

engine—on any clear afternoon between 12 and 3 p.m. during the next two

weeks.” Although Shuman, like Ericsson before him, was exaggerating his
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Left: Frank Shuman, inventor and solar visionary of the early twentieth century.

I

Night; Handbill heralding the demon xtration ofShuman's fin r solar motor.

achievement somewhat—for Mouchot, of course, had built an equally
l

' practical"

solar engine at Tours in I S74—the demonstration motor was a success. It contin-

ued running well past its original twoweek billing, "working steadily on sunny

days during the summer of 1907 and 19G8/
1

reported Engineering News
,
"pump-

ing thousands of barrels of water.
11 The engine also produced power on sunny

days during the cold Pennsylvania winters, with snow piled up around the

collectors.

The power plant was a larger version of the low-temperature motors Shuman
had tested earlier. The hot box, totaling 1 ,080 square feet of solar collection area,

lay Hat on the ground and contained blackened pipes in which a low -boiling- point

liquid circulated. The solar-healed vapor operated an engine with a capacity of 3W
horsepower.

Combining Hot Boxes and Reflectors

Although the Taeony sun motor performed no better than Willsie and Boyle's

plant at Needles, Shuman was much more persuasive than they in selling the idea of
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Left: Stock certificate

for the Sun Power
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founded by-

Frank Shuman and b

group of investors to

provide the capitalfor
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sol^r power to wealthy investors. He pEiinted a glowing picture of solar energy

enabling industry and agriculture to expand in the fuel-short but sunny regions of

the world—powering the nitrate industry In the deserts of Chile and the borax

industry In California's Death Valley, and irrigating arid lands in the Australian

interior. Eastern India and Ceylon, and the American Southwest. “Throughout

most of the Tropical Regions sun power will prove very profitable,'' he predicted.

"Ten percent of the earth's surface will eventually depend on sun power for all

meeh anical operati ons

.

L '

Shuman's confident, charismatic presentation of the case for solar energy con-

vinced a number of American investors, who had made large profits on his other

inventions, to gamble on his solar venture. They formed the Sun Power Company,

and for the next several years Shuman was able to obtain enough financial backing
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to experiment with improvements in his solar system. His long-range goal was to

build a large-scale solar power plant, and efficiency and economy were the crucial

factors in making this ambitious project practical. He knew that the solar engine he

had tested could be improved on both counts. As Engineering News observed,

“Instead of developing a horsepower with only one or two square feet of heating

surface area as in a locomotive boiler, or eight or ten square feet as in a stationary

plant, a sun engine built [according to Shuman’s first design] . , . would require one

or two hundred square feet.” Thus, a solar plant of industrial size would need so

much collection surface in relation to the horsepower produced that the initial

capital investment would be prohibitive. Shuman was determined to keep the

purchase price of a solar plant low, for exorbitant first costs were to him “the rock

on which, thus far, sun power propositions were wrecked.”

Shuman developed several ways to increase the efficiency of his solar engine

while holding costs down. But he needed an additional infusion of funds to move
from the drawing board to actual construction ofa large-scale solar plant. He found

the necessary capital abroad—a group of British businessmen agreed to form the

Sun Power Company (Eastern Hemisphere) in 1910. Shuman announced that

“sufficient money is at hand to go into business on a large scale, and there will be

great developments in the near future.”

The first “great development” was the decision to develop and construct the

largest solar plant ever built. The company chose Egypt (then a British protector-

ate) as the eventual site; land and labor were cheap there, and the desert sun was
strong. However, the plant was to be first constructed in the United States to allow

Shuman to test it thoroughly before shipment to Africa. He built the plant on two

thirds of an acre near his home in Tacony, Pennsylvania. One of his primary

objectives was to increase the amount of heat produced in the collectors. He
accomplished this by adding reflectors to the hot boxes and installing a mechanism
to adjust the angle of the collectors for optimum solar exposure. He also put metal

heat absorbers similar to Tellier’s inside the hot boxes and improved their

insulation.

In all, there were 572 collectors with a total area of 10,276 square feet. The
reflectors he used were plane mirrors made of ordinary silvered glass, and their

construction required no expertise in optics. Two mirrors, each 3 feet high by 3 feet

wide, concentrated sunlight onto each horizontal hot box of similar dimensions

—

for a reflector to collector area ratio of 2 to 1. These concentrating collectors sat

adjacent to each other in 26 long rows, so that each row resembled a trough. In each

row there were 22 collectors lined up horizontally to form the trough’s base; the

reflectors on each side formed the trough’s walls.

To increase heat collection even further, the rows of collectors were tilted so that

the glass covers of the hot boxes were always facing directly into the noonday sun.

Notches in the frames on which the collectors were mounted enabled Shuman to

adjust the angle of the hot boxes and mirrors every three weeks so that they stayed

in alignment with the sun.

Besides increasing heat collection, Shuman redesigned the engine. He had

concluded that his previous engine, which ran on the pressurized vapor produced

by a low boiling-point fluid, did not generate enough power. But substituting

high-temperature steam did not seem like a good idea either, because that would
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Top: Concentrat-

ing solar collec-

tors in the second
Tacony power
plant, 1911. Mir-

rors on Pro? sides

reflected addi-

tional sunlight

into each hot box.

Left; The engine

in Shuman's sec-

ond power plant

was driven fry

low-pressure

steam produced
in the boiler at

left.

require increasing the temperature in the collectors to the point where the overall

efficiency of the system would decrease because of large heat Josses.

Instead, Shuman invented a special motor that ran on low-temperature* low-

pressure steam. Just as WEder boils at a lower temperature in (he mountains than at

sea level because there is less air pressure al higher altitudes + this engine was able to

convert hot water into steam at a temperature below 212°F because the steam was

kept isolated from atmospheric pressures. Each row of collectors had a feed pipe at

one end through which cold water entered the channels of the metal absorbing

plates in the collectors. The sun-heated water flowed out through a pipe Ed the other

end of the row, and the hot water pipes from all the rows emptied into a main duct

leading to the engine, Afler the water was converted to low -temperature steam,

which then drove the motor, a eondenser converted the steam back into water that

returned to the collectors.

This engine generated more power than any other solar molor previously built.

Connected to a pump, the de vice could deliver 3,000 gallons of water per minute—



The second Ta cony power plant in action. This sun machine pumped over 3000
gallons of water per minute to a height of 33 feet.

raising it 33 feet, A Imust 30 percent of the solar energy striking the collectors was
converted into useful heat, producing a maxim urn of 32 horsepower and an average

of 14 horsepower on a typical sunny day. The noted engineer A, S.E- Ackermann
h

sent by the British partners in the company to oversee the design of the plant,

estimated that the engine's performance would improve by 25 percent in the hotter,

more consistently sunny climate of Egypt.

Solar Energy in Egypt

Before Shuman shipped the solar plant to Africa, the British investors requested

that Professor C.V. Boys, an eminent physicist, be brought in to review the project.

After investigating the plant s operation. Boys pointed out that only the top of the

hot boxes collected solar energy, while the bottom not only had no solar exposure

but actually lost heat. He suggested that the reflector surround the hot box on three

sides so that the bottom would receive solar rays as well. This could be accom-
plished by replacing each row of 22 concentrating collectors with a single parabolic,.
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modification of Shuman'

s

second solar codec tvr (below). Diagram (left)

shows structural details of the boiler situnfed

mi the focus of this parabolic-trough reflector.

trough-shaped reflector, inside which a long. glass-covered boiler was suspended

,

As a result of this design change, the ratio of reflector area to hot box area would be

increased to 4^ to 1 ,
more than twice the concentration ratio of the previous plant,

Shuman and his fellow engineers readily approved the change. At the time they

thought Boys' design was original; later Ackermann discovered that it closely

resembled Ericsson’s parabolic-trough concentrator.

Rather than rebuild the entire system to incorporate this change and (hen

transport it to Egypt as originally planned, the company decided to construct an

entirely new plant on site. In 1^12 Shuman and his crew arrived in MeadE a small

farming community on the Nile, 15 miles south of Cairo, Five solar collectors were
built on a north-south axis . each one measuring 204 feet long and 1 3 feet wide with a

distance of 25 feet between them. Shuman used construction materials that were

readily obtainable in the industrialized world, yet sturdy enough to last many years.

The collectors resled on a foundation of reinforced concrete and were supported by

steel frames. Additional measures were taken to ensure dial (he collectors could

withstand gale-force winds.

Each trough-shaped reflector was made from sections of silvered glass, held in

place by small brass springs that absorbed the stress of expansion and contraction

due to temperature changes. The boiler running down the middle of the trough was
held up by rods capable of absorbing additional thermal stress. Covered by glass*

the boiler was 15 inches deep with a fhit bottom and trapezoidal sides. Inside, in a

3W- inch zinc pipe extending the length of the trough, water was heated to 2(FF.
This water was converted to low-pressure steam capable of powering an engine

similar to the one used in Tacony,

The reflectors shifted automatically throughout the day so that the sun's rays
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The i ttn power plan! tit Meodi, Egypt (top). Plan ofthe solar collectors and

pumping equipment (above right), Patent drawing showing how a thermostat

(81 ) controlled motors that kepi the reflector aligned with the sun (above left).

were always focused on the boiler, When the reflector was facing directly into the

sun, a thermostat located directly behind the boiler remained in the shade. As the

sun moved westward and its rays struck the thermostat, a tracking mechanism

sprang into action and moved the reflector a fraction of an inch toward the west.

The Meadi plant could operate 24 hours a day. A large insulated tank, similar to

the one used by Willsie and Boyle, held excess hot water for use at night or during

overcast or rainy days. This enabled the engine 10 drive a conventional irrigation

pump at all hours and in all weather, further increasing the efficiency of the plant,

Shuman set up a public demonstration of his sun-driven engine in late 1912, Bin

the boiler reached temperatures too close to the melting point of the zinc pipes.
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Consequently, the metal began to melt until, according to one observer, the pipes

“finally hung down limply like wet rags.” The trial run had to be postponed while

the zinc pipes were replaced with cast iron.

By July 1913, the plant was again ready for testing. Such luminaries as Lord

Horatio Herbert Kitchener, Consul-General of Egypt, were invited to witness

Egypt’s first display of solar power. Gentlemen in pith helmets and Panama hats and

women carrying parasols to protect their fair skin from the tropical sun watched the

giant solar machine swing into action. It produced more than 55 horsepower,

enough to pump 6,000 gallons ofwater a minute. The absorbers collected 40 percent

of the available solar energy, which was much better than the Tacony plant. This

machine far surpassed the performance of previous solar engines, including Willsie

and Boyle’s plant in 1908 and Eneas’ conical reflector engine in 1904.

Shuman’s solar engine compared very favorably to a conventional coal-fed

plant. True, the solar plant still had an enormous ratio of collecting surface to

horsepower produced—exceeding 200 square feet per horsepower; and the pur-

chase price was double that of a conventional plant—$8,200. Nevertheless, the

costs of running the solar plant were so much less than the operating costs of a

conventional plant that the financial outlook for solar power was extremely bright.

With coal going for $ 15 to $40 a ton in Egypt, the solar plant would save over $2,000

annually in fuel costs. In two years the extra investment in the sun plant would be

paid off; in four years the entire purchase price would be met; and in subsequent

years the plant would operate for practically nothing, with the exception of ex-

penses for repairs and labor.

Future Plans Fail

After devoting seven years ofwork to solar power and spending nearly a quarter

of a million dollars, it seemed to Shuman that his earlier optimistic predictions were

beginning to come true. He wrote in February of 1914:

Sun power is now a fact and no longer in the “beautiful possibility” stage. . . . [It

will have] a history something like aerial navigation. Up to twelve years ago it was

a mere possibility and no practical man took it seriously. The Wrights made an “ac-

tual record” flight and thereafter developments were more rapid. We have made an

“actual record” in sun power, and we also hope for quick developments.

Many others agreed, avidly supporting solar power. Some were former skeptics like

those at Scientific American, who now praised Shuman’s solar engine as “thor-

oughly practical in every way.”

Besides the world of science, Western Europe’s colonial powers also lauded

Shuman’s work and looked forward to the enormous economic benefits of using

solar energy in underdeveloped Africa. Lord Kitchener offered the Sun Power

Company a 30,000-acre cotton plantation in the British Sudan on which to test

solar-powered irrigation. The German government called a special session of the

Reichstag to hear Shuman speak, an honor never before bestowed on an inventor.

Speaking in the German he had learned as a boy, Shuman described the fantastic

possibilities of solar power and showed movies of the Meadi plant at work. Duly

impressed, the Germans offered $200,000 in Deutschmarks for a sun plant in
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Right; Egyptian peasants di-

verting the water pumpedfrom
the Meadi power plant.

Below; Officials and dignitaries

attended the grand opening of

the power plant irc 19 iS.

German Soufhwest Africa. Whb such enthusiastic demonstrations of support*

Shuman now expanded the scope of his plans. He hoped to build 20,250 square

miles of reflectors in the Sahara, giving the world
L

in perpetuity the 270 million

horsepower per year required to equal all the fuel mined in 1 909.

But his grand dream disintegrated with the outbreak of World War L The

engineers running the Meadi plant left Africa to do war-related work in (heir

respective homelands* as did Shuman who returned to the United States. He died

before the war's end.

Gone was the driving force behind large-scale solar development. Moreover,

with the Germans in defeat and their African colonies taken over by the Allies, the

promises made to the Sun Power Company were as worthless as the Deutschmarks

offered it. And the British, loo* had lost interest in solar power. They began to turn
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Arid regions of the world (shaded) where Frank Shuman thought his solar

engine was a practical power source.

towards a new form of energy to replace coal— oil. By 1919, the British had poured

more than $20 million into the Anglo-Persian Oil Company. Soon afterwards new oil

and gas strikes occurred in many parts of the world—southern California, Iraq,

Venezuela, and Iran. These were almost all sunny areas where coal was difficult to

obtain—areas targeted by Shuman, as well as Mouchot and Ericsson before him, as

prime locations for solar power plants . But with oil and gas selling at near giveaway

prices, scientists, government officials, and businessmen became complacent again

over the energy situation, and the prospects for sun power quickly declined.
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A Maryland gentleman t>f the 1890 's enjoys a steaming ktyl bath provided by his Climax

solar water heater r

Chapter 10
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Early Solar Water Heaters

Although regular bathing had been commonplace in ancient Rome, the practice died

out almost completely during the Middle Ages; not until the nineteenth century did

it return to Europe and America* During the 1800’s, the requirements of personal

hygiene, advances in technology, and greater material well-being all combined to

increase the demands for hot water. Pasteur’s germ theory of disease underscored

the need for frequent warm-water bathing. With the introduction of iron plumbing

and cheap manufactured soap, such home hygiene became much easier than before*

People also needed hot water for washing cotton clothes—which were rapidly

replacing the woolens worn by everyone but the gentry*

Unfortunately, water heating remained a laborious and time-consuming task for

the majority of Americans, who lived in small towns and rural areas without the

benefits of gas or electricity. They had to rely on wood, gasoline or coal-burning

stoves to heat their water. As one homesteader recalled,

You took just one bath a week, a Saturday night deal, because it was such hard work
to heat water on the stove. You put the water in pots, pails, anything which would
hold water and you could lift, it took a while for those old stoves to get going be-

cause the heat first had to penetrate through the heavy metal.

Some people attached a four-gallon water tank to the side oftheir stove, eliminat-

ing the need to crowd the top burners with pots of water. The tank was made of cast

iron, with a lid that lifted off to allow cold water to be poured in and then scooped

out after being heated. Where there was enough water pressure, a more efficient

method was devised that heated the water faster and did away with the burden of

having to carry water from the pump or tap to the stove. Water circulated directly

from the household pipes into metal coils looped through the firebox of the stove,

and from there to a holding tank attached to the side of the stove. But even with this

system the water took time to heat, and according to one old timer, did not stay hot

for very long:

Once you got the fire going really good, you'd have to wait about 15 or 20 minutes

as the cold water heated up. The hot water would naturally rise up into the tank.

And the holding tank was not insulated. That was a real problem because the water

in the tank would be cold within an hour or so.

Wherever water was heated—whether on top, next to, or inside the stove—the

job of starting the fire and keeping it hot was a chore. After the wood was chopped

and brought in or heavy hods of coal lifted, the fuel had to be kindled and the fire

periodically stoked. There were also the unpleasant side-effects of smoke, ashes,

dirt, and in the case of coat, foul odors. In the winter, families endured such

nuisances anyway as part of the price of using the stove to cook hot meals and help

keep the house warm. But in the summer, as one resident exclaimed, “It was
torture just to be in the house with the stove on!”

In large cities the situation was a little better. There were gas heaters, which ran

on “artificial” or “manufactured” gas made by baking coal in an airless environ-

ment. Artificial gas had only one halfthe heating capacity of natural gas, was not as

clean-burning, and left oily residues. The most common type of gas heater was the

“side-arm,” so named because it was attached to the side of an uninsulated hot

water tank. The side-arm was not automatic, It had to be lit with a match. The water
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A typical turn-of-the -

wafer heater .

w«j worsted in

coiVj inur'd? fj

cookstove and stored in

the holding tank beside it.

took a while to travel through the heating coils inside the side-arm and into the
adjacent tank. And when the water got hot enough, "the tank would start jumpin'
afld you knew it was time to shut it off/' said one plumber who installed them
[f you forgot,

You might get your hard scalded or get a face-full of steam if you opened the hot
water faucet. There were times when they would split a tank. We had this one
house where this woman started [thej side-arm up and went uptown and when she
came back the back of the building was Nowed off!

Besides being dangerous, these early gas heaters were too expensive for many
families to use. The price of artificial gas was about 1 1 .60 per thousand cubic feet
around the turn of the century. Taking inflation into account, it cost more than ten
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gas water heater* circa 1900.

Below: One of the first solar water heatera.

These hare metal tanks were painted black,

and tilted facing the sun.

times what a family now pays (1980) for a quantity of natural gas with comparable

healing capacity. As exorbitant as gas prices were , electric rates were even worse;

nobody even considered heating water with electricity.

The Climax Solar Wkter Heater

Fortunately* a much safer, easier, and cheaper way to heat water was discovered

—metal water tanks, painted black and simply placed where there was the most sun

and the least shade. These were the first solar water heaters on record, and they

worked- A prospector testified that sometimes 1

the water would get so damned hot

you'd have to add cold water to lake a bath,”

The problem with these rudimentary solar heaters was not whether they could

produce hot water but when and for how long. Even on clear, hot days it usually

took from morning to early afternoon for the water to get hot. And as soon as the sun

went down, the tanks rapidly lost heat because they were bare and unprotected

from the night air.

These shortcomings came to the attention of Clarence M. Kemp, a Baltimore*

Maryland, inventor and manufacturer. Kemp sold the latest in home heating

equipment^ including devices that produced artificial gas from coal for those living

cm large estates, and gas Emd coal stoves for the average homeowner. But fossil-

fuel-consuming appliances weren't his only concern. In 1^91 he patented a way to

combine the old practice of exposing bare metal tanks to the sun with the scientific

principle of the hot box, thereby increasing the tank's ability to collect and retain

solar heat. Kemp called his invention the Climax^ and it became the nation's first

commercial solar water heater.

Kemp sold the Climax in eight sizes. The most popular model was the smallest a

32-gallon heater that sold for $25 and measured 4-Vz feet long, 3 feet wide, and 1 foot
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Right; Interior view of Kemp's
factory in Baltimore, Maryland.

Below: Claren ce M. Kemp, in ven tor

of the Climax solar water heater,

patented in !89i.

deep. The largest heater held 700 gallons ofwater and had a price tag of $380. Every
model contained four long, cylindrical water tanks made of heavy galvanized iron
painted a dull black. They lay horizontally next to each other inside a pine box
insulated with felt paper and covered by a sheet of glass. The box was usually
installed on a sloped roof or on brackets at an angle to a wall

p
so that the tanks lined

tip one above the other. The tanks were completely filled with water, which was
then heated by the sun.

To draw hot water from the tanks, a faucet in the bathroom or kitchen was
opened. In a house with pressurized plumbing, cold water from the inlet pushed
solar-heated water out of the tanks and down to the balhtub or sink. If the home had
gravity-feed plumbing, opening the faucet drew hot water from the tanks. Cold
water refilled the tanks from a small reservoir located above the heater. A float

vah e in this reservoir allowed it to refill. In either system, a drain allow ed the tanks
to be emptied before the onset of freezing weather so that the water would not turn
10 ice and split the tanks.

Kemp advertised the Climax as
<h
the acme of simplicity'

1

compared with con-
ventional heaters. Just turn on the faucet and “instantly comes the hot water/

1

boasted the sales literature. Housewives could avoid the terrible heat of Lighting the
stove in the summer, and “gentlemen who occupy their residences alone during
summer months

H while their families are absent + can have the convenience of hot
water without delay or attention,

1
" Of course, one of the main selling points was that

a solar heater did not cost anything to operate.
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Left; Advertisement for

the Climax solar water

heater, 1892. The price of
this. Kemp's smallest

unit, had Just dropped
from JfJTJT uj $t$_

Below; Two ways to in-

stall the Climax
, from a

company brochure

;

pressurized system (left),

and gravityfed system

l right).

Tbiii SL:a will Stppiv stSdrat tJur.ii

fcrtf 3 la Z Eathfl.

CLARENCE M- KEMP, BALTIMORE

Shows u Climax Solar-Waler Heater
supported by a bracket on the wall.

A,— Is the cock to use when the hot water Is

wanted. This parses cold water Into the heater*
displacing the hot water and forcing It through a
pipe to the halh luh,

Ur— Is the drain cock which Is used to prevent
freezing.
C.— The air opening which prevents vacuum

fn the heater end siphunic action. GAS STOYE
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Solar Water Heating in California

In the Maryland area, Kemp claimed, the Climax could be used from the

beginning of April until the end of October—producing water hotter than 100°F on

sunny days even during early spring and late fall when daytime temperatures

sometimes approached freezing. In areas of the country like California, the climate

and fuel situation made the Climax even more attractive. Sunshine almost year-

round meant free hot water most ofthe year, and extra savings because energy costs

were high on the West Coast. California had to import coal at a price over twice the

national average, and artificial gas was also expensive. As one journalist wrote, it

was essential for Californians to “take the asset of sunshine into full partnership. A
builder cannot afford to waste his sun rays.”

TWo Pasadena businessmen, E.F. Brooks and W.H. Congers, recognized the

potential market for solar water heaters in southern California. In 1895 they paid

Kemp $250 for the exclusive rights to manufacture and sell the Climax in California.

Sales took off so quickly thatjust three years later, in 1898, Mrs. Sarah Robbins was
willing to pay Brooks and Congers ten times what they had paid Kemp for just the

southern California rights to the Climax. That same year Richard Stuart purchased
the northern California rights for $10,000.

Climax installations spread from Pasadena to much of California and Arizona.
By 1900 they topped the 1,600 mark in southern California alone. Economy was a
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prime lure of the Climax. For an investment of $25, the average homeowner saved

about S9 a year on coal—and more if artificial gas was used for water heating.

Landlords also considered the Climax a wise choice— like Samuel Stratton who
outfitted his six fiats with solar heaters. The Pasadena Daily Evening Star called

Stratton
l

‘a level-headed businessman who knows a good (hing when he sees it,
11

One satisfied Clima* household, the van Rossems, had their solar heater on the

southwestern side of the roof of their house (located near the present site of the

Rose Bowl), Walter van Rossem, who was a child at the time, recalled that solar

heaters became so popular that he and the others in the neighborhood did not think

ofthem as anything out ofthe ordinary, “Everybody had one/™ he said. ’’There was
nothing uncommon about it at all, [ can't remember a house on the block that was
built at the time or soon after that that didn't have a solar heater/

1

Van Rossem appreciated the Climax because he didn't have to fire up the stove

very often to heat water. “What the heck/' he confessed,
l

[ didn't like to chop

Left; Four targe Climax
heaters supplied hat water

to apartment dwellers in

this building. The water

tartLs behind the collectors

indicate that these were

gravity-fed systems.

Below: The Pasadena
home of Walter van Ros -

sem, shown here sitting in

his mother's tap. A.r early

as 1896. this home had a

pressurized Climax solar

water heater —seen on the

roof in this photograph*
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wood any better than anybody else did!” The rest of the family also appreciated the

solar heater, though there were a few drawbacks. Van Rossem discussed how well

the Climax performed:

On an ordinary sunshiny day ... by afternoon, my mother and our housekeeper
would have enough hot water for baths and by evening there would be enough for

us kids. Whether we had hot water the next morning depended on how much we
used the night before. If we didn’t use all the hot water up, it stayed fairly warm

—

enough to wash your hands and face.

As for laundry, van Rossem said the water was “hot enough for a small amount of

washing, the things the women wore, but when we did the heavy washing, the stuff

we kids wore like our overalls, we always had to boil water on the stove.”

Moreover, he noted, the seasons affected the amount of hot water available:

In the wintertime usually there were a couple of kettles sitting on top of the wood
stove heating. They were used for dishes and a lot of things because the water in

the solar heater never got as hot in the wintertime as it did in the summertime.

Still, even on cloudy days “you’d be surprised how much it would heat up,” van
Rossem remarked.

The Walker Solar Heater

From the turn of the century until 1911, over a dozen inventors filed patents for

improvements on the Climax. But only a few designs turned out to be technically

and commercially successful. One of these was patented in the spring of 1898 by
Los Angeles contractor and realtor Frank Walker. The Walker heater had only one
or two cylindrical 30-gallon tanks. The tanks were set inside a glass-covered box,
but the box did not protrude from the roof like the Climax—it fit inside the roof with
the glass cover flush with the rooftop. This arrangement afforded somewhat better

insulation and looked less obtrusive.

But the major advantage of the Walker heater over the Climax was that it was
hooked into the conventional water heating system to ensure hot water at all times.

At night or during inclement weather, cold water from the bottom of the solar water
tank ran down a pipe to a heating coil inside the wood or coal stove or gas heater.

Afterwards the heated water—which is less dense than cold water and rises

naturally—flowed up through a second pipe leading to the top of the water tank.

People found this method more convenient and cheaper because two sets of
plumbing—one for the solar heater and one for the conventional heater—were no
longer necessary.

The Walker cost less than $50, including installation. While it cost more than a

similar-sized Climax, many customers throughout southern California willingly

paid for the additional benefits.

The Improved Climax

In 1905 the rights to manufacture and sell the Climax in California were acquired
by a branch of the Solar Motor Company—the firm founded by Aubrey Eneas.
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Left: Patent drawing fur the Walker

solar healer, 1902, showing fitnv it

could he linked to an auxiliary heat

source '—the kitchen stove.

Below: Soiar inventor f rank Walker,

w/u? ia Los Angeiesfrom
Canada in }&85. Weft-regarded in the

construction trades, he wax a member
of the city council by 1900.

y^f/yj/f/r>/-Mri-

Charles Haskell managed the Los Angeles headquarters of Eneas
1

business, which

was listed under the name of the Solar Heater Company.
Haskell made a basic change in the design of the Climax water tanks. Noticing

that it took many hours for the relatively deep body of water in the four cylindrical

tanks to heat up, he decided to replace them with one large but shallow rectangular

tank. It held the same total volume of water, hut with less water per square foot the

sun's heat penetrated more quickly and produced hot water earlier in the day. Like

Walker's model, Haskell’s was usually connected to a conventional water heating

system that took over during unfavorable weather.

The Solar Heater Company called this updated model the Improved Climax, It

was usuEilly placed either on or in the roof, facing the direction with the best solar
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hot much earlier in

the day.
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Six Improved Climax solar water heaters atop an office building in downtown
Los Angeles, 1907, Close-up (top) provides a better look.

exposure. According to one of the company's installers i the Improved Climax

worked quite well:

Even on a foggy day, the first one lo use it would get warm water. But of course
,
on

a fiunny day it would be much hotter. Why, hell's hells? You'd have to use [he cold

with it because you couldn't stay under the shower with just the hoi water turned

on. It really got hot!

Customers were just as laudatory, Los Angeles Superintendent of Buildings, J-L
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Backus* for example, wrote a testimonial that appeared in a 1907 issue of The

Architect and Engineer of California:

1 take great pleasure in saying that after a thorough trial extending over a year and

a halt our solar heater continues to give just as much satisfaction as when first in-

stalled. I am ready to admit that [at first] we were unreasonably prejudiced against

the heater, and feel that refusing to let you install one in my house for so long a time

after you first approached me upon the subject, we lost a great deal of comfort and

convenience.

In southern California and in many areas funher north, the Improved Climax and

its predecessors, the Walker and the Climax, supplied large quantities of hot water

for seven to eight months of the year—the Climax and Walker models heating water

up to 120T by late afternoon, and the Improved Climax reaching this temperature

earlier in the day. But a serious defect hampered the effectiveness of these solar

water heaters. While they lost heat less quickly than the early bare-tank heaters,

their insulation consisted of only a pane of glass and a wooden box. The water did

not remain hot for very long, especially on cloudy, cool days. Even under the best

conditions, the water never stayed hot enough overnight 1o enable clothes to he

washed in the morning. Kemp, Walker* and Haskell had brought the technology of

solar water heaters a considerable distance in a decade and a half— but not far

enough.
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r\

Thin Pomona Vatley, California
,
family hod a Day arid Night solar water heater on the

roof of their house in IVH .

Chapter 11

Hot Water-
Day

and Night
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In the summer of 1909, in a little outdoor shop in the Los Angeles suburb of

Monrovia, an engineer named William J. Bailey began selling a solar water heater

that eventually revolutionized the industry. It supplied solar-heated water not only

while the sun was shining but for hours after dark and the following morning as

well—hence its name, the Day and Night.

Bailey had worked for Carnegie Steel in Pennsylvania before he moved west in

1908 to seek a cure for his tuberculosis. He soon discovered that his physician, Dr.

Remington, had been experimenting with solar water heaters. To heat water faster

and store the heat longer, Remington separated the solar heater into two units: a

solar heat collector and a water storage tank. The collector consisted of coiled pipe

placed inside a glass-covered box that hung on the south wall of his house. The small

volume ofwater in the pipe heated quickly. And instead ofremaining outside where

it would readily cool down at night or during bad weather, the hot water flowed

through pipes to a conventional water tank in the kitchen.

Bailey adopted Remington’s idea of a separate collector and storage tank. But a

good deal of heat still escaped from the tank because it was made of bare metal. For

better heat retention, Bailey insulated the tank—a new concept in water storage for

solar heaters, though by coincidence this was about the same time that Willsie and

Boyle thought of incorporating an insulated water storage unit in their solar power

plant at Needles. The average household-size tank made by Bailey held 60 gallons.

It was encased in a wooden box, with powdered limestone between the box and

tank at a thickness of V/i to 9 inches along the sides and top. Bailey guaranteed that

the water in this storage unit would not lose more than one degree Fahrenheit per

hour.

The Day and Night collector was better designed than earlier heaters. A key

feature was the use of copper pipes that held only a small amount of water, as in

Remington’s model. But even more importantly, Bailey added a metal absorber

plate to transmit the solar heat accumulated in the hot box to the water in the narrow

pipes.

The collector pipes and plate were enclosed in a glass-covered box measuring

about 55 square feet. Only 4 inches deep, the box was lined with felt paper. Bailey

put a large vertical cold water inlet pipe made of iron at one end of the box, and a

parallel hot water outlet pipe at the other end. To these two headers he connected a

series of smaller transverse pipes made of 5/8 in. copper tubing. The array of pipes

was welded to a copper absorber plate at the bottom of the box, and both the plate

and pipes were painted a dull black. Cold water entering the collector through the

inlet pipe split into streams that flowed through the copper pipes. The streams

heated up as the absorber plate conducted solar energy to the pipes. In southern

California the system produced hotter water than previous heaters— 100 to 120°F

on sunny winter days, and 115 to 150°F during the other nine months of the year.

No pump was needed to circulate water between the collector and the storage

tank. The Day and Night operated on the thermosyphon principle—that hot water

is lighter than cold and rises naturally. The storage tank was located above the

collector so that cold water in the bottom of the tank would be pulled by gravity

down a pipe to the collector inlet. After it passed up through the copper pipes, the

heated water rose through the outlet pipe and into the top of the water tank. This

influx of hot water forced more cold water out the bottom of the tank and down to
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William J, Bailey, the

engineer wittf developed and
patented the Day and Night

solar water heater {far right)

Patent drawing of his first

solar water healer „ 1909

(right). This fini “fiat-plate
J

collector had a parallel grid

ofcopper pipes welded to a

copper absorber plate ,

jrojf.aoj

fkffP F**^0

Cutaway dm wing of a typical southern California home with a Day and
Night installation. The storage tank sat above the collector so that the

warmer
r
solar-heated water would collect there-
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Left; Day and Night collector on the roof of a Monrovia, California, home— fVi$r

Right: The insulated storage tank used in the Day and Night system was nsually
disguised as a false chimney whenever it had to protrude through the roof

the collector. The cyclic flow continued as long as the water in the collector

remained hotter than the water in the bottom of the tank.

The collector was usually installed on the south-facing slope of the mof. It was a

heavy piece of equipment and hoisting it into place was not easy. According to

William Crandall, a Day and Night installer* the crew would tie a rope around the

collector and <fc

just by mean strength'" pull it up on the roof on a set of skids. If

putting the collector on the south side of a roof was impractical, they installed it as

an awning* on the ground* or on brackets on the north side of the house in such a

way that the collector would still get good solar exposure.

Installers usually placed the storage tank in the attic h making sure that the tank

was higher than the collector. If the roof was too low, a hole cut in it allowed the

tank to protrude above the roofline- The exposed section of the lank was then

camouflaged with gray felt or roofing paper* holding-cloth* and stucco so that it

resembled a chimney.

To ensure plenty of hot water during periods ofbad weather or heavy use* Hailey

advised customers to provide an auxiliary heater. The Day and Night could be

connected to a wood stove, gas heater* or coal furnace. In places where people

could obtain and afford electricity* a small electric insert heater was sometimes

placed in the storage tank. This healer turned on automatically when the water

dropped below the desired temperature.

Day and Night Captures the Market

Newspapers hailed the Day and Night as the "wc plus ultm of solar heaters*'" for

it could
1

heat water and keep it hot under conditions that would render most other

heaters of little or no use.
LL

Nevertheless* at Bailey's invention faced stiff

competition—a similar-sized Improved Climax cost much less. Before long.
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though, the Day and Night won over the buying public. Ned Arthur, one of the five

original employees hired by Bailey in the early years of the business, elaborated;

It was always a battle; if someone was going to buy a solar heater, Climax was
on the job and I was on the job, and we fought like tigers. But after we got a
few heaters in people saw the advantage of having water hot at night and Climax
was out.

Unlike other solar water heaters, Bailey’s product could supply hot water in the

morning so that people did not have to wait until afternoon to do such chores as the

laundry. “Many ofour customers are reporting that they are putting out their entire

washings early in the morning/’ one ad proclaimed. “Ask your neighbor if she can

do this with her old-style heater/’ Furthermore, the Day and Night’s long-lasting

hot water enabled city residents to use their auxiliary gas heaters less frequently.

Whereas the Climax reduced gas consumption by 40 percent, the Day and Night

reduced it by 75 percent. In rural districts where there was no gas available, the

demand for the Day and Night was also great because less coal or wood was needed.

The Day and Night soon began to edge out its rivals, but there was still a segment
of the public that did not think any commercial solar heaters were worth buying.

Paul Squibb, a rancher, spoke of the skepticism among some of his neighbors;

When they first began putting in these Day and Night jobs, old timers were giggling

about how silly they were. They'd say, “You couldn’t get water any hotter than if

you just stood a can full of water out in the sun.” One poor guy nearly got the skin

burned off himself. He said he’d put his hand in any water heated by the sun and
the poor guy got an awful roasting. He jerked his hand out before he lost his skin!

Demonstrations set up at fairs and at the Day and Night office gave others a chance

to test the company’s claims of “steaming hot water day and night.” One adver-

tisement challenged,

Step in some cloudy morning following a day of sunshine, hold your foot in the
water from the heater for five minutes, and we will give you the heater. Cork legs

are barred from the test.

Such publicity stunts helped the Day and Night to catch on, and in 1911—two years

after Bailey had first opened up shop—the company was incorporated and moved
to a larger plant.

The Sun Coil

Bailey’s business continued to grow. But in the winter of 1913, a freak cold spell

that hit southern California nearly pulled the company under. “Lowest tempera-
tures ever known were reported in the orange districts early this morning. In some
locations the thermometer registered 19 or 20 degrees with the mercury still fal-

ling/’ read the front page story in the Los Angeles Times on January 13th. The
water inside many Day and Night collectors froze, and the copper pipes “popped
like popcorn all over the county,” said Day and Night employee Ned Arthur.

Bailey’s son, William J. Bailey, Jr., recalled that his father’s telephone “rang all
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Top : Five rural homes in southern California

systems (detailed above}.

Left: Advertisementfrom the Monrovia News

—

July it), tQOQ.

Day and Night Solar Heater Co.

££)£ Sl Myrtle Avenue

Amy Reliable Flormlwir

k



Top: Employees of the Day and Sight Solar Water Heater Company pose outside

the factory, circa 1912.

Above: An array ofSan Cod collectors set up at a California county fair.
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Patent drawing—
the improved £>ay

and Night system.

,4/t antifreeze so-

lution carried the

solar heat from
the collector to ti

a coiled heat ex-

changer inside the

storage tank. ‘'Sun

Coil" collector

detailed at top left.

night long—-irate customers were having problems with water coming through their

ceilings. That sent him back to the drawing board/'

Bailey came up with a way to prevent such disasters. Instead of water, a

nonfreezing liqu id— usually a mixture ofwater and alcohol—heated in the collector

and traveled to a coil inside the storage tank. The heat passed from the coil to the

water in the tank, and the cooled liquid returned to the collector for another s ound.

This method resembled the process in Willsie and Boyle's engine: the liquid that

flowed through the collector gave off Us heat to another liquid outside the collector

without the two ever coming into direct contact. Aside from taking care of the

problem of freezing, making the collector's circulation system independent of the

hot water supply in the storage tank had another advantage. In areas with very hard

water, the collector could be filled with a mixture of aJcohol and distilled water so

that the tubing would not heome encrusted with mineral deposits.

Bailey made some other improvements in the Day and Night collector at this

time, He did away w ith the iron headers and transverse pipes
p
substituting what he

dubbed the Sun Coil design. A series of parallel pipes running horizontally were

connected to each other at alternate ends with U-shaped fitting

s

+ so that they

formed one continuous length of tubing in a zig-zag configuration. The tubing was

then soldered to the copper absorber plate. This arrangement made the flow of

water through the collector more efficient. The water entered at the bottom of the

coil, and as it heated it rose up more quickly and out the top of the collector, Later

Bailey switched from using copper pipes for the coil to 34 in. gal vanized steel h which

was more widely available

The Industry Expands

With a circulation system that eliminated the danger of frozen water pipes, Day
and Night's business flourished once again in southern California. Sales began to
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“What so Rare as a Cloudy Day
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Ltfi; Advertisement from the Arizona Magazine. 191$.

Right; Day and Night sales bruchure, circa IV23.

take off in other parts of the American Southwest too. Two brothers, C.M, Eye and

H. A. Eye, bought the rights to the Day and Night tor Arizona and New Mexico in

1913 and set up their headquarters in Phoenix . They wasted no time in marketing the

heater. By the following year a reporter for Arizona Magazine acknowledged that
bl
the sight of the Sun Coil is becoming as familiar on Salt River Valley homes as in

California, where they have been in general use for years." Soon Day and Night

heaters also spread to Hawaii. But in northern California, solar water heaters were

not as readily accepted. As Ned Arthur described the problem.

It was awfully hard to break in. Everywhere I went , .
.
people would say, "Oh

well, they
1

] I wurk in southern California but they won't work up here,"

Determined to prove the Day and Night’s feasibility, Arthur arranged a demon-
stration in Palo Alto—near San Francisco. It was h

Tight on the main street in the

heart of town/ 1

he recounted, A sign attracted the attention of passers by with the

message, "Hot Water From California Sunshine—Try It!” An arrow pointed to a

faucet connected to a Day and Night heater. It was a convincing test— painfully so,

for “people would come by and scald their hands. I sold healers right and left/
1

said

Arthur. This marketing strategy worked equally well in dozens of rural towns in

northern California.

As Day and Night's reputation grew, the manufacturers of the Walker and

Climax heaters were forced out of business. The solar water heater became
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Top: Sixteen Day and Night solar wafer heaters installed in a single subdivision of
Monrovia! California, Ry 1918, there were over 4, 000 in use.

Ahove: Home in Salt River Valley
,
^ with a Day and Night installation.
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Signal Mill oil field in the Los Angeles Basin* circa 1923 . Plentiful oil a tut natural
gas brought an end io the use of solar water heaters.

gas heat to the water, just us the copper absorber transmitted solar heal to the liquid

in the solar collector pipes. And the gas heater's storage tank was now insulated, as

was the solar tank* Moreover, Bailey added a thermo star that automatically heated

the water to the desired temperature,
btNo trouble, no fuss— simply turn the dial

indicator,
1 +

ran a Day and Night ad promoting its new gas heater,
b 1

All the hot water

you need* heated quickly and kept hot in an insulated tank, constantly awaiting your
needs/

1

The gas companies provided economic incentives to customers buying gas water

healers—one of many programs they initiated to encourage gas consumption.
++They'd finance gas water heaters on a monthly basis or let you carry 'em fora year

or two/

'

a retired plumber related. "'The gas company would do anything to get you
buyin

1

from them.'" In addition to easy terms, they offered cut-rate prices and free

msti±l [ation.

It was an unbeatable combination— eheap H accessible supplies of gas, the con-

venience of an automatic heater, and financial breaks that made purchasing a gas

heater much easier on the pocketbook than paying for a solar heater. So tar water
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heaters were abandoned and new purchases of the Sun Coil dropped drastically. In

1926 Day and Night sold only 350 solar heaters; four years later, a meager 40 were

installed. As Ned Arthur put it, “Whenever a gas main would run out into the

country, our solar heater sales quit/’ Bailey’s old slogan of “steaming hot water

day and night” now meant water heated by gas, and his company became one of the

largest producers of gas water heaters in the nation.

Day and Night continued building and selling solar heaters in California—but at

a greatly reduced level. Bailey’s company sold a total of over 7,000 heaters before

it stopped manufacturing them at the beginning of World War II. The last produc-

tion run was made in 1941, according to William J. Bailey, Jr., and would have

carried solar water heating technology more than halfway to Australia—but fate

intervened:

Ban American Airlines bought a big lot of them and had intended to ship them out to

the South Pacific to put them on Canton Island. That was the time when Pan Ameri-

can flew the old Clipper Ship runs to Australia, and Canton Island was the stopover

point. They wanted hot water there and using solar was the only way they could get

it. Those water heaters were on the dock in San Francisco, ready for shipment, when

Pearl Harbor came along. They were never shipped.
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Workers assembie collectors at The Solar Heater Company in Miami, Florida h 1936.

Chapter 12

A Flourishing
Solar

Industry
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The 1920’s may have marked the beginning of the end of solar water heating in

California, but a new market was then opening up in southern Florida. Post World

War I Miami was a boomtown, with land speculators and realtors converting

swamps into building sites for thousands of new hotels, apartments, and houses.

The magnet of the sun and sea and the completion of a highway from New York to

Florida brought vacationers and new residents to the area in droves. Miami’s

population almost tripled in five years—from 29,000 in 1920 to more than 75,000 in

1925.

But newcomers to this tropical paradise found that there was no cheap way to

obtain hot water. California’s huge gas discoveries did not ease the fuel shortage in

Florida. Natural gas was unavailable there and artificial gas could not be supplied

directly to homes and hotel rooms because it was difficult to lay pipelines through

the subsurface marshland. Some people bought bottled artificial gas, which cost

$4.60 for the equivalent heating capacity of a thousand cubic feet of natural gas

—

about a third more expensive than artificial gas in California. The more common
alternative was to use electric water heaters. The big stumbling block was the high

price of electricity—7# per kilowatt-hour, almost eight times its cost today, with

inflation taken into account! Consequently, hot water was a luxury that many

people did without.

H.M. “Bud” Carruthers, a wealthy builder who had come south from Pennsyl-

vania, knew of the great demand for an inexpensive way to heat water in the Miami

area. On a trip to California he hit upon the answer—the Day and Night solar water

heater. Carruthers purchased the Florida patent rights from Bailey for $8,000 and an

Oldsmobile touring car, and returned to Miami to set up the Solar Water Heater

Company in 1923.

Carruthers began manufacturing and selling a solar water heater exactly like the

Sun Coil in California: a collector made of steel pipe soldered to a copper plate

inside a glass-covered box, with a separate insulated storage tank. And the re-

sponse? As Harold Heath, who later became the company’s sales manager, put it:

Talk about a happy customer—they went nuts about this solar deal! People were

living all this time taking cold baths or turning on electric heaters. The cost of

operating those things would eat ’em up alive—they used 3,000 to 4,000 watts and

the meter would just take off! In fact, some of our best customers were Florida

Power and Light executives because they knew what it cost to heat water with

electricity.

In contrast, a solar water heater saved so much money that it paid for itself in little

more than two years.

People also liked the fact that solar heaters were automatic and appeared to be

safe and reliable. In the words of one ad, “It can’t stop working while the sun

shines. It can’t get out of fix, explode, or start a fire.’’ By contrast, the electric

heaters were dangerous. As Heath explained:

If you wanted a bath you’d turn the switch to high and wait 15 or 20 minutes. Then

you could take a bath. Nothing automatic about it. And if you got in your car and

drove halfway to Palm Beach and somebody said, “Did you turn the hot water

heater off?” and you said, “I don’t know whether I did or not,” you’d turn around

and head back home, because the damn thing would blow up.
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Exterior view of the Sola

r

Water Heater Company in

Miami, jf 924. The tompunv
trucks are carrying targe

bags of cork insulation.

Consequently, “solar was real natural in Florida,
11

said Heath. Carruthers did a

tremendous business installing heaters on new houses springing up along the coast,

and real estate agents and builders were eager to let prospective buyers know that

their homes were equipped with solar heaters. LX Ursem, a local realtor, ran the

following ad: ‘ Don't fail to see this wonderful bungalow . . ,
garage with laundry

and wash trap, solar water healer, Frigidaire, other line features.
11

Carruthers'

company also put heaters on many hotels and apartment buildings, using a 14 ft

by 4 ft bank of collectors eon netted to a 300-gallon storage tank. Before long “there

seemed to be acres of solar collectors on apartment house roofs,
1

' commented
William D. Munroe, a resident of Miami at the time.

Because the Solar Wuer Heater Company owned the patent rights to the Sun
Coil in Florida, there was little competition. Precise sales figures are not known, but

Monroe observed that "‘the manufacture of solar water heaters was an established

industry in southern Florida by the mid-twenties." Carruthers built a factory

occupying an entire city block, and in April, 1925, the Miami Herald listed his

company as one of the seven largest construction firms in Miami.
But the solar heating industry was not destined to keep on climbing. In an

ominous foreshadowing ofwhat would soon happen to the country's economy as a

whole. Miami's great building boom leveled off by early 1926 and completely

collapsed that summer. Then a ravaging hurricEuie swept the city m September.

“Things were all broke to heil,'
J

said Heath. Carruthers* business prospects were
bleak. They forced him to dose up shop, and he went back to Pennsylvania—
entrusting his financial affairs in Miami to his associate, Charles F. Ewald.

The Duplex

Some five years later, around 1931, Ewald decided to try to crank up the solar

water heater business again. Since the Depression had kept the construction indus-
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Top: Solar collector atop a typical Miami bungalow, circa 1924.

Above; Interior view of the new factory for the Solar Water Heater Company h

1925. Workme n are shown assembling solar collectors.
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Construction details of Charles Ewald's all-metal solar collector
, which used

soft copper pipes to avoid rupturesfrom freezing.

try in a slump, he figured he would gear sales to owners of existing homes. But first

he wanted to take a closer look at the Sun Coil to see if its performance could be
improved.

Ewald began experimenting with new designs. One problem he tackled had to do
with the effects of Miami’s damp, humid weather. The wooden collector boxes and
storage tank enclosures deteriorated quickly unless they were frequently repainted.
To eliminate this expenditure of time and labor Ewald turned to all-metal construc-
tion, building the collector box out of galvanized sheet steel and the storage tank
enclosure out of galvanized iron*

Better heat collection was another goal; he therefore insulated the sides and
bottom of the collector box. He also replaced the steel tubing with soft copper—

a

better conductor of heat which was also more resistant to ruptures from freezing.
Whereas Bailey had found that hard copper coils would split in very cold weather,
Ewald reported that soft copper held up under test conditions as low as 10°F below
freezing* The use of soft copper made it possible for heaters to be sold in places
subject to occasional frosts without the special nonfreezing adaptation developed
by Bailey. In 1958 an unusually severe cold wave in Miami verified the durability of
soft copper the coils suffered no damage, while nearly all the hard copper coils in

other collectors burst,

Ewald also investigated ways to increase the efficiency of solar heat collection by
rearranging the pipes inside the collector* After building several test models with
different lengths of tubing and checking the water temperature in the storage tank,
he concluded that one and a half feet ofpipe should be used for every gallon of 1 40°F
water desired. He also discovered that putting in a lot more pipe in the same zig-zag
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Piping pattern for the “ Duplex" solar water heater patented by Charles Ewald

in 1931 . The two sets of coils allowed better water circulation .

configuration would not be practical for a household-size collector. A bigger collec-

tor would require a larger copper absorber plate and glass cover, and the added

costs would have to be passed on to the customer. Even ifpeople were willing to pay

the price, the roofs of many homes were not large enough to accommodate a

collector of great size.

Another possibility occurred to Ewald—spacing the tubing closer together so

that it fit a collector of orthodox size. But this introduced a new problem—sluggish

water circulation—which he realized when he watched how much time it took for

pieces of cork floating in the water to circulate through the coil of tubing. The

sharp-angled twists and turns of closely packed coils of pipe slowed down the

water’s rate of flow so much that only a small quantity of very hot water was

produced. Ewald resolved the dilemma. He struck a balance between adding more

tubing, spacing the tubing adequately for good water circulation, and keeping the

collector box a manageable size. He put two coils of pipe instead of one in the

collector, one on one side of the box and one on the other side. Each set of tubing

was shorter than the single coil of the earlier model, but all together there was more

pipe.

Ewald patented his new design as the Duplex. Because it produced hotter water

in greater volume, the Duplex became the company’s main product. However, the

Sun Coil continued to be manufactured as well. But a Duplex collector, the com-

pany claimed, would provide 20 percent more hot water at temperatures 20 to 30°F

higher than a similarly sized Sun Coil.

Another Ewald improvement was granulated cork used as insulation between

the hot water tank and its metal shell.
‘ 4 Because it was a waste product there was no

problem in getting it,” according to Heath. “The cork was good insulation— it

could retain the heat for 72 hours.” As an auxiliary, the electric water heaters that

residents already owned were piped to the solar storage tank.

When installing a heater the company found it important to determine the hot

water needs of each household and to match the required tank size to the collector
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Might: The "new" all-metal storage

tank used in the systems sold hy

Ewald's company .

Below : HtiroId Heath, sales manager
for the Solar Wafer Heater Company.

size. Heath explained that a collector sized too small for the tank produced only

lukewarm water; and If too laj^e. the water would get excessively hot, which was

uneconomical. He described how a typica] retrofit job was assessed:

The first tiling we would do was case the house, find out how many people lived

there, and then we'd button them down. h 'Now don't mislead us/' we
L

d tell 'em,

“We're selling you a hot water service, not just a water heater, so we have to know
the amount of hot water youv family needs. How many in your family? How often

do you do laundry?" etc. Then we'd go from there to recommend the size of the

system they n ceded

-

Homeowners wrere satisfied with such tailored Installation service and with the

performance of the Duplex or Sun Coil, Between 1932 and 1934 a growing number

of retrofit Installations revived the solar heating business.

Federal Aid Roosts the Market

Suddenly
, in 1935, the Solar Water Heater Company found itself amid an enor-

mous wave of newr con st ruction in Miami. New Deal legislation passed by Congress
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Typical Duplex
installation, circa

1934. in thix ret-

refit system the

collector and
storage tank were

placed «?ft the

ground.

late in the previous year offered low-interest home mortgages through the Federal
Housing Administration, A 53,500 home could be purchased for only $200 down
and a small monthly payment. With a hungry market and federal funds picking up
the tab, developers began building projects of 50 or 100 homes at a time.

However
, the spate ofnew construction did not mean an automaticjump in solar

heater sales. Most homes of the period were being designed with sloping roofs,

instead of the flat roofs of the 1920's that had made installation of the storage tank
easy—it was simply bolted to the roof. Now a builder had to construct a platform in

the attic on which to set the tank, and cut a hole in the roof through which it could
protrude- Moreover* a solar heater cost about twice the price of an electric heater.

Nevertheless, consumer pressure soon persuaded developers to go with solar, A
strong advertising campaign and word-of-mouth publicity made customers aware of
the fact that with solar water heaters they would save a substantial amount on their

utility bills. Economy-minded homebuyers started confronting developers over the

issue, as Heath related:

The buyers would ask„
k1
Where's the solar water heater?

11
Ef the home didn't have

one, they'd say, "Oh well, we're not interested/' It got to the point where they
couldn't sell a house unless it had a solar heater.

Developers began to work together with the Solar Water Heater Company on
installations in houses under construction. Usually the solar crew decided first
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Tup: A Florida

bungalow of the

late t9$0's with a
Duplex water

heater installed in

the roof of ih e ear-

port. The storage

tank r/iLh

Collector hyjj dis-

guised as a false
chimney.

Right: The Solar

Heater
Company'

s

Miami factory as

it appeared in the

middle of the

193Q's. Ewald
used the collec-

tors and storage

tanks on the roof
for experiments

that helped him

improve system

performance.
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where the tank should be placed. The building crew then built the platform and

casing for the tank, and plumbers ran the necessary pipes to the nearest location in

the attic. The solar installers came in with the storage tank, setting it in its

enclosure. Next they generally installed the collector on the roof, but sometimes

put it up as an awning over a south-facing window—which served the dual purpose

of providing hot water and helping to shade the house in summer. Then they

connected the tank and collector to the plumbing lines, and the building crew

finished off the job by disguising the tank as a chimney.

Federal programs stimulated not only the new-housing market for solar heaters

but the retrofit market as well. With an FHA Home Improvement Loan a

homeowner could buy a solar heater at 4 percent interest in installments of only $6 a

month, with no money down. With monthly payments lower than normal utility

bills for an electric water heater, people started saving money right after buying a

solar unit.

The Solar Water Heater Company flourished, employing 34 workers to keep

production rolling—three secretaries, five sales people, eight installing crews of

two persons each, and ten in the plant to make coils, collector boxes and fittings.

“We have no cause to complain about business/ ’ Ewald told the Miami Herald on

August 5, 1935. “Only this week we have received from Pittsburgh our second

carload of glass since March and another large shipment of copper tubing is on the

way, which is the third we have ordered this year.’ * Heath summed it up a little more

colloquially: “We were selling heaters like bananas.”

Competitors Crowd the Solar Field

Until 1935 Ewald’ s company was the only major solar manufacturer in the Miami

area. But as the demand for solar heaters began to multiply, so did the competition.

Plumbers and roofers branched out into solar; companies in allied industries such as

U.S. Foundry—which worked with copper—also entered the field. Other firms

such as the Pan American Solar Heater Company and Beutel’s Solar Heater Com-

pany concentrated almost entirely on the solar heater business. In all, there were

about ten important solar companies active in Florida by the late 1930’s.

The Duplex patent still belonged exclusively to Ewald’ s Solar Water Heater

Company, so it could not be copied by the new competitors. But this was not the

case with the original Sun Coil, whose patent had expired by this time. Nearly

everyone produced a facsimile, and rival companies promoted their products by

giving them catchy brand names and emphasizing minor improvements in design.

The Pan American Solar Heater Company advertised that its Hot Spot collector had

flattened tubing rather than round pipe. They claimed this prevented shadows from

being cast on the absorber plate.

Inevitably, some companies sought to reduce costs by cutting corners. A few

soldered the copper plate to the coil of pipe only in spots rather than along its entire

length, which resulted in poor heat conduction. A more common tactic was to

eliminate the metal supports underneath the collector boxes. They laid the collector

directly on the roof. But since the box was not watertight, rain seeped inside and

leaked out the bottom. With no air circulation to permit evaporation of the water nor

space for it to run off, water accumulated, rotted the roof and caused the collector
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Details of the system

marketed in Florida by Fan
American Solar Heater,

This company advertised

that flattened copper tubing

improved the performance

of its “Hot Spot" solar

collector.

WHH AIR JPflCE OOTRIPGATEU BACKING IMPAIR SPACES FdsnugULATlON

Pin AmeriCAn Solir Heater, Inc.

box to rust. Other companies tried to capture the market by cutting down the size of
the collectors. Unwary customers found out too late that these undersized collec-

tors did not produce enough hot water.

People started to complain; they wrote to Washington since the FHA had
financed most of the solar heaters. The government sent an investigator to Miami to

check the veracity of their allegations. This induced the solar companies to form a

voluntary association that adopted manufacturing standards—including proper
guidelines for collector and tank sizes.

Such swift action from Washington and the solar industry restored public

confidence in solar water heating, and sales climbed again. Estimates of the total

number of installations made in the Miami area between 1935 and 1941 vary
widely—from 25,000 to 60,000. More than half the Miami population used solar-

heated water by 1941 ,
and SO percent of the new homes built in Miami between 1937

and 1941 were solar-equipped. More than 5 ,000 solar heaters were installed on large

structures such as apartment houses, hotels, schools
> hospitals, and factories* with

more than half of them using 2
h5()0-gallon storage tanks. The federal government

purchased some of the largest solar heating systems, putting them in the officers'

quarters at the giant naval air station in Opalaka, outside of Miami, as well as in the

Edison and Dixie Court housing projects, which had a combined population of 530.
In 1941 solar water heaters outsold conventional units in Miami by two to one.

Solar water heating also reached beyond the boundaries of Florida. In the late

1930's It spread to the Virgin Islands, where it was used in hospitals, and to Puerto
Rico* Cuba and Central America. To the north of Florida, public housing projects

from Louisiana to Georgia began using solar water heaters. At one large project in

Georgia* for example, solar heaters supplied 4W0 dwellings with 35,000 gallons of
hot water per day. After the first year of operation, one housing official reported
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that "solar water heating has proven to be most satisfactory, and while the initial

cost is slightly more than for other types of hot water heating, the operation and
mainietiEmce costs are insignificant.

The Postwar Snlar Decline

World War II halted the burgeoning solar heater industry. There was a govern-
ment freeze on the nonmilitary use of copper, one of the main components of solar

water-heating systems. But many of Miami's companies returned to business after

the war—unlike California, where the already dwindling industry virtually disap-

peared. Despite the eomebEick, however, Florida's solar business never regained its

earlier momentum. Hot water consumption began to leapfrog with the postwar
baby boom and the ad vent of a newiy affluent society that could afford dishwashers,
washing machines, and similar home appliances. Families found that solar collec-

tors installed on the basis of pre-war calc ulat ions of hot water usage were now too
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small. In an attempt to meet this increased demand, several solar companies

introduced a thermostatically controlled electrical resistance heater as an auxiliary.

Insufficient hot water was not the only reason for a growing dissatisfaction with

solar. Water tanks began to burst during the late 1940's and early 1950's, about ten

years after they had been installed. According to Heath,
4

‘the tank would generally

go around two o'clock in the morning when the city water pressure was up.”

Residents would awaken to rooms beneath the tank flooded with water. This badly

tarnished solar energy's reputation of being a trouble-free way to heat water. The

whole catastrophe could have been avoided if there had been better communication

between the solar industry and the engineering community. As early as 1935 an

article in an engineeringjournal explained that, to prevent corrosion, all parts of the

solar system should be made out of the same kind of metal. Unfortunately most of

the tanks were made of iron, and the pipes in the collectors were made of copper.

The high-temperature water promoted an electrochemical reaction between the

two metals, which gradually ate away the tank until it ruptured.

The sharp rise in the price of solar heaters also alienated consumers. From 1938

to 1948 the price of copper doubled, and by 1958 it had tripled. Labor costs also

skyrocketed. An unskilled solar-industry worker who had earned 25-400 per hour

in 1938 made about $1 .10 by 1955. The localized nature of the industry prevented

large investments in labor-saving machinery, and it also took many man-hours to do

the on-site installation work. Such high labor and material costs made the price of

solar water heating systems shoot up from $125 in the 1930's to $350 in 1948 and

$550 in 1958.

Meanwhile, electric water heaters became an economical and convenient alter-

native, Electric rates fell dramatically after the war, hitting 40 a kilowatt hour in

1948 and 30 in 1955. Many servicemen based in Florida during the war stayed on and

the subsequent growth in Miami's population allowed the power company to charge

less per customer, because its high capital investment in equipment could now be

spread over a larger number of users. Florida Power and Light also pursued an

aggressive campaign to increase electrical consumption, structuring rates to pro-

mote greater usage and offering free installation of electric water heaters. Demon-

stration heaters were displayed at its offices, and builders installing these and other

electric appliances received promotional assistance.

The low initial cost of electric heaters also attracted customers. Large-scale

production techniques had kept the price in line—in the early 1950' s an electric

water heater cost only $40 more than in 1938. Because the payback time on a solar

heater system had ballooned to eight years by 1955 ,
many found it cheaper to buy an

electric water heater instead. And those who had the unfortunate experience of a

ruptured tank were reluctant to pay more money for a new tank that might need to

be replaced in another ten years. They preferred to change over to electric heaters,

especially since the models now being sold were automatic.

With solar energy no longer the bargain it had once been, and electric water

heating looking better and better, few people bought solar water heaters after the

late 1950’s. The industry became a service business—flushing out coils, fixing

broken glass collector covers, and putting in new tanks for those who preferred to

keep their solar water heaters because they were happy with what they were

getting—free hot water.
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One of fhe apnrtmertf buildings in Slemenxtftdl, a solar-one nted workers' community
near Berlin,
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For almost a thousand years after the Fall of Rome, European architects virtually

ignored the principles of solar orientation. The Classical writings on solar architec-

ture of Socrates, Aristotle, Vitruvius and others fell into disuse. Moreover, large

panes of glass went out of fashion; they were no longer as available, affordable or

practical, A few examples of indigenous solar architecture continued to flourish in

some areas of Europe, but the main urban centers were not planned for the sun.

In striking contrast, China’s ancient heritage ofurban planning and solar building

design continued unabated. Indeed, solar city planning reached greater heights in

China than it had in ancient Greece. Gabriel Magalhaes, a seventeenth-century

Portuguese priest and one of the first Europeans to visit China, came back from the

Orient filled with praise for Peking and other cities that were not built in what he

called the “haphazard’ ’ manner of European towns. Homes were designed accord-

ing to the cosmology that pervaded all aspects of Chinese culture. The south was

associated with summer and warmth, the north with winter and cold. South was

therefore the direction of health, and the preferred orientation of buildings was

facing southward. Magalhaes reported that “all the cities and all the palaces of the

king, the great lords, the mandarins, and wealthy persons are so built that the gates

and principal rooms look toward the south.” In the seventh century A.D, China

brought solar planning to Japan—just as the Greeks had carried the idea to the

Italian peninsula ten centuries earlier. Japan continued the practice even after the

Chinese left the islands several centuries later.

In Mediterranean Europe and Asia Minor, folk architecture continued to apply

some of the principles of solar building as a matter ofcommon sense. Especially in

Greece and Tbrkey, the idea of orienting homes to the south was not forgotten. As
Theodore Wiegand, excavator of Priene, remarked, “The facades face south in

villages and farms, as well as in the cities. Where they cannot face their houses

south, the inner rooms are turned south,” The Spanish also took the climate into

consideration and built their homes with thick walls of limestone or adobe. This

masonry helped to keep the buildings warm in winter and cool in summer. In the

northern part of Spain the north wall of a house was always shut off from the cold

winds.

An infatuation with Classical civilization, originating in Italy during the Renais-

sance, led to a revival of Greek and Roman architectural styles. Italian designers

consulted the essays of Vitruvius and other ancient architects. They also worked

for similar clients as had their predecessors in ancient Rome—people ofwealth who
could afford stately mansions and villas. The sixteenth-century Italian architect

Andrea Palladio followed the advice of Vitruvius: summer rooms were built to the

north side and winter rooms faced south.

When this Classical influence reached northern Europe, architects readily copied

many of the outward forms of ancient buildings but neglected the solar principles

that made the special beauty of these structures functional. They failed to orient

buildings properly, missing an opportunity to heat them with the sun. Humphrey
Repton, one of the few English architects to recognize the irony of this misuse of

Classical solar architecture, remarked:

I have frequently smiled at the incongruity of Grecian architecture applied to build-

ings in this country whenever I have passed the beautiful Corinthian portico to the
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north of the mansion house . . . such a portico towards the north is a striking

instance of the false application of a beautiful model.

Thus northern Europe’s wealthy classes often had to heat their cold mansions

artificially while their prized peaches basked in the solar heat inside glass

greenhouses.

Solar Working-Class Communities

Of course, the lot ofthe urban poor during the bitterly cold winters ofthis era was

far worse. As peasants gradually migrated from the countryside to the cities, they

were often packed into congested, sunless rooms they could ill afford to heat. The

Industrial Revolution threw this migration into full speed. The first European nation

to industrialize, England was also the first to develop squalid slums that housed

armies of peasants forced to seek employment in the factories. In the mid-1800’s,

Charles Dickens wrote about such workers' housing, built back-to-back, row upon

row, with little fresh air or sunlight penetrating the tiny apartments. Meanwhile, the

middle and upper classes could enjoy a winter’s cup of tea in the sunny warmth of

the glassed gardens or conservatories just then coming into vogue.

With open sewers and a lack of hot running water, these crowded working-class

neighborhoods soon bred a host of lethal diseases. The dark, dank environment also

made it difficult to control epidemics of cholera, tuberculosis
, smallpox and typhoid

fever. Sickness ravaged these slums in towns throughout England—taking

thousands of lives.

Physicians attributed this pestilence, in part, to the lack of direct sunlight. As the

ancient Greek medical authority Oribasius had advised centuries before, they held

that sunlight is essential to health. Yhe motto of these environment-minded physi-

cians was, “Where the sun doesn’t go, the doctor does.” Scientific discoveries

during the nineteenth century confirmed their belief. The French chemist Louis

P&steur developed the germ theory of disease, and the prominent British physician

Sir Arthur Davies proved that ultraviolet light destroys bacteria. As epidemics

threatened entire cities—even the wealthier districts—liberal reformers and plan-

ners pressed the government to abandon its laissez-faire attitude toward the hous-

ing crisis. They demanded that something be done about the sunless, unsanitary and

overcrowded working-class ghettos.

England’s predicament was repeated elsewhere in Europe. Industrialization

created intolerable living conditions for the new urban working class, and socially

concerned groups agitated for government intervention. By about 1900, many
countries had enacted public health and town planning laws ensuring sun-rights for

all citizens. Legislation passed by the British Parliament, for example, stipulated

that “rooms shall be placed as to permit sunlight to enter freely.” A similar

provision in the German national building code stated that structures “must be

designed so that an adequate supply of sunshine can be secured in occupied

rooms.”

As early as the 1860’s, working-class communities were established in Great

Britain to provide healthy residences for industrial laborers. These communities

offered housing with plenty of sunlight, space, and adequate sanitation. Port Sun-
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Street plan of the working-class community ofFort Sunlight, England. Wide

areas ofopen spate ensured plentiful sunlight for every home,

light, one of the earliest of these projects
,
was built hy Lever Brothers for workers in

one of its soap factories Compared with the sordid tenements ofnearby Liverpool.

Hort Sunlight was a godsend. And it was accurately named. As the developers

boasted*
;+The worship of sunshine is characteristic of every building in the vil-

lage/' The rows ofhouses were surrounded by wide areas ofopen space. According

to one observer, “Roads varying in width between 40 and 120 feet separate the

various blocks, so that air and light can penetrate [the homes] freely on all sides/’

As planned working-class communities became popular in England and other

European countries, architects and planners began to study the question of solar

orientation more scientifically. During the early part of the twentieth century*

Raymond Unwin, an English urban planner, compiled information on the sun's

annual movements. He reached the same conclusion as the Greeks had centuries

before: '"In taking the whole year round there can be no doubt that an aspect south

or slightly west of south may be considered the most desirable for dwelling rooms.
1 F

Whenever possible, he followed these guidelines in the design of homes for work-

ing-class communities. But the major purpose of Unwin and others of his time was

to obtain maximum sunlight for sanitation—not to collect solar heal. Ironically,

Unwin and his contemporaries did not know that window glass keeps out most of

the germ-killing ultraviolet rays, StilL solar heat during winter was a welcome
addition to homes built with a southern exposure.

The workers' communities did not bring about an immediate revival of the highly

structured solar communities common in ancient Greece, however. Reacting to the

horrors of congested urban slums that had usually been laid out row after row, most

planners sought to avoid such grid patterns. Without copying the Olynthian model
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According to the studies of Augustin Key, hug apartment buildings facing south

should he spaced apart 2 times their height to avoid shadowing.

of arranging streets strictly on an east-west axis, it was difficult to build totally

solar-oriented communities.

Urban Solar Planning in France

Most of the spacious, sunlit working-class communities that appeared in the

latter part ofthe nineteenth century and the early twentieth century were built in the

suburbs or the countryside. The possibility of extending the same benefits to urban

residents inspired Augustin Rey, a French housing official to investigate the

feasibility ofcomprehensive urban suku planning. He began studying the effects of

the sun's heat on buildings. From temperature measure merits made throughout the

year on surfaces of various orientation, he concluded that the most winter heat was
available on southerly exposures. He also studied the amount of sunlight that wrould

penetrate rooms under various conditions.

lit 1912 Rey set out to discover the minimum amount of open space needed
around a building to make sure that winter sunlight wrould not he blocked by an

adjacent structure. He determined the sun
H

s position on the winter solstice (De-

cember 21) for ten major cilies of the world— Vienna, Paris, London* Berlin,

Moscow, Washington^ Philadelphia, New York, Chicago and Boston, Then he

calculated the length of shadows cast by two* four and six story buildings. Rey
found that at the latitude of Paris, south-facing apartments built one in back of
another must have a space between them at least 2 J/i times their height. But
buildings oriented north-south and facing east or west need to be spaced apart only

Ite times their height to avoid shading problems Therefore, buildings facing south

required nearly twice the land area of east or west-facing buildings,

Rey realized that these results raised serious questions about the possibility of

solar access in urban areas. Paris, he concluded* already had a population nearly

three times the ideal for proper solar planning. He felt that real estate speculation

had already driven land prices in major cities to "criminal levels," and that only a

government land policy opposed to “excessive speculation" would make solar

architecture economically feasible in cities.
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Tony Gamier* & rendering of his Cite Indus Lrie lie, tin imaginary city of
35.000 inhabitants planned with equal solar accessfor all residences and
other buddings.

Key discovered another obstacle to his plan for optimum solar access, A coher-

ent strategy of planned urban expansion was necessary to achieve this goal. But in

practically every European city, the idea of regulating urban growth was almost

unheard of. To him, the need for rational city planning seemed L

’so evident that it

would be infantile I o ponder over it it'one did not have to note the systematic neglect

of this essential condition in the housing of urban residents. " Only it city gov-

ernments passed laws encouraging more rational city planning along with strong

measures to limit land speculation, Rey argued, could solar communities have a fair

chance in metropolitan areas.

Another Frenchman, Tony Gamier, envisioned building an ideal city of 35,000

from scratch— a city where residential neighborhoods and industry coexisted in

health and harmony. Heavily influenced by studies of ancient Greek city planning,

the young designer's "Cite Industrielle
11
bore a close resemblance to Olynthus and

Priene. Gamier drew up extensive pians For a metropolis composed of long

rectangular blocks with all buildings facing south, A house would occupy only half

of its lot to prevent the shading of adjacent buildings during winter, and the

remaining land couid be used tor private gardens.
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Prior to World War L moit apartments
in German cities were crowded
togelher in tight blacks.

Gamier and Key's concern reflected a growing desire throughout Europe to find

a humane alternative to the brutal living conditions that accompanied industrializa-

tion, Such idealists looked forward to a world in which human welfare took

precedence over business and profit. While their plans liever materialized:, it was
not long before similar dreams of other visionaries began to be realized.

German Solar Architecture

Following World War I, a new architecture emerged in Germany. A housing

movement began to appear in which window glass was intentionally used as a solar

heat trap to help keep buildings warm in winter. Postwar Germany was fertile

ground for innovative trends. Defeat Eind humiliation at Versailles marked the death

of the old Prussian culture. A few mourned its passing, but most intellectuals and

artists of the new Weimar Republic celebrated the downfall of the archaic con-

straints of the past. They seized the opportunity for experimentation, forging new
paths in many Helds.

In architecture, too, the way was open for new concepts to take root. Designers

chose architectural styles that were primarily functional— rather than merely aes-

thetic. With this philosophy , they attempted to build structures that would make
practical use of the sun's heat. Germany had to face the harsh economic realities of

a nation whose resources were being expropriated by the victorious Allies. In

addition to requiring massive reparations payments that drastically inflated the

Deutsche mark* the Allies occupied the Ruhr district—the heart of Germany's
industry and source of most of her coa]. According to the noted architect Marcel
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With the Weimar Republic in postwar Germany come the Zeilenbau ptan
,
with its

long, narrow apartment buildings oriented on a north-south aj^.s.

Breuer, a pioneer in solar design during this period, saving fuel with the sun was a

major goal of the German housing movement. Wilhelm von Moltke, then an ar-

chitectural student and now Professor Emeritus of Urban Planning at Harvard,

agreed, pointing out that
L4
sun orientation was considerably important because

there is not much sunshine in Germany during winter, and, therefore, it was very

much a concern to capture it/
1

The political environment during the 1920's also helped the development of solar

housing. Left-leaning Social Democrats took power t and many German city offi-

cials sought to thwart land speculation by purchasing large tracts that were then

selling atdepressed postwEir prices. These public properties became the sites of vast

housing projects for the war-torn nation. This building explosion was aided by the

efforts of cooperatives—groups of people who pooled their resources to buy land

and build Eow-cost T high-quality housing. Sympathetic local governments often

aided these housing cooperatives. Whether the land was owned by the government
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Plan of the apartment complex ofSiemens!adt t
built in 1929 near Berlin. Most

apartment buildings in this workers" community faced east and west.

or by cooperatives, architects were often able to implement their newfound solar

ideas.

The Zeitenhaii Plan

Because of the $cute housing shortage in Germany, large apartment complexes

were favored over individual homes. Traditionally, throughout most of Europe,

large apartments lined the perimeter of a Node— facing In all four directions.

Howe ver, long narrow buildings several stories high were now being built in parallel

rows. Walter Gropius, a leading exponent of this architecture, explained that

’parallel rows of apartments have a great advantage over the old blocks, in that all

apartments can have an equally favorable orientation/' But a problem arose here.

In which direction should these buildings face for best access to the winter sun?

When it came to determining the orientation of a building, “most architects made
their own rules," commented Marcel Breuer.

Most of the first solar buildings that went up in postwar Germany faced east and

west. As Rey had calculated earlier, this was the best arrangement with regard to

land economy. Called ihs ZeUenbau ('Tow-house'
1

» plan, this east-west orientation

became the pattern fornumerous long, narrow apartment buildings that soon dotted

the German landscape. In 1929, for example, the city of Berlin helped finance

construction of the community of Siemenstadt, which eventually housed many
workers at the huge Siemens- Haskell Electric Works. The rows of four-story

buildings were erected far enough apart so that no apartment blocked another's

sunlight. The majority ofrows ran north-south and were only two rooms deep. The
li ving room and abalcony usually faced west and a bedroom looked toward the east;
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theoretically, half the main rooms received the morning sun and the other half got

the evening sun.

The Zeilenbau plan, described as “heliotropic” by many, excited the inter-

national architectural community. Critics like Lewis Mumford reflected this

enthusiasm:

Above all, Zeilenbau permits the orientation of the whole community for a maxi-
mum amount of sunlight. In every other type of plan, a certain number of rooms
will face north, but in Zeilenbau , when a correct orientation is established, every
room and every apartment share equally in the advantage.

But despite this initially favorable reception, the Zeilenbau plan did not work as

well as hoped. The winter sun is in the south all day—rising in the southeast,

moving due south at noon, and setting in the southwest. Thus, the east and west
windows received only modest amounts of sunlight on winter days because the

sun’s rays struck them at a glancing angle. And in summer just the opposite

occurred—the bright rays of the morning and afternoon sun came straight into the

east and west-facing rooms. This situation would have been even worse had
Germany been located further south. Fortunately, many architects had included
natural shading to shield the west windows from the summer afternoon sun. “It was
a common practice to control the sun in the hot summer with trees on the west
side,” von Moltke recalled. During winter these deciduous trees shed their leaves,

allowing some winter sun to enter the apartments.

The flaws in the orientation of Zeilenbau buildings soon became apparent. Paul

Schmitt, a scientist who studied these structures, discovered that the streets col-

lected more solar heat than the apartments! Schmitt branded the Zeilenbau plan as

“so unfavorable that it must be considered ineffective.” As experience with these

mammoth complexes grew, their orientation shifted to the south. Henry Wright, a
distinguished urban planner of the day, explained this transition:

Up to the spring of 1931, the technique of community planning had been evolving
rapidly toward a stereotyped repetition of building units facing almost exclusively in

the one favored direction—toward the southwest. The advantage of the southwest
exposure for Germany lies in the fact that the sunlight is very precious, due to the
extreme northern latitude . . . and to the fact that most of the winter warmth is

produced by the sun after the noon hour.

But here another problem arose. South-facing apartments had to be extremely
shallow to take full advantage of the winter sun. This building constraint usually

increased construction costs.

Back to a Smaller Scale

By the early 1930’ s many German architects began to feel that large-scale

apartment complexes were an inherently uneconomical form of housing. The
upkeep of such buildings offset their low initial costs. In addition, single-family

homes—unlike apartment buildings—could be prefabricated, and mass production

techniques could bring down building costs. With municipal governments and
cooperatives providing cheap land, homes could be spaced further apart without
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An apartme nt complex designed hy Hugo Haring in 1934. As architects realized
the drawbacks of the Zeilenbau plan, they hegat% to one nt buildings south.

incurring excessive land cosls< For these and other reason,s„ many architects began
designing large communities of small buildings—rows ofabout six attached single-

story homes,

Hugo Haring led the switch to single-story solar homes in the early 1930’$, The
rows of buildings ran east-west with the main rooms facing south, for as Haring put

it, "There is no doubt any more that we, in the interest of obtaining proper solar

radiation, must choose a south orientation.' ’ Large windows on the south side of the
house admitted solar heat. There were few windows on the north wall since only
cold winds, not sunlight, came from this direction in winter; In summer retractable

awnings kept out the high summer sun.

The new movement had barely begun, however, when Germany was rocked by
the economic and political upheavals that led to the collapse of the Weimar Republic
in 1934 and the rise of Adolf Hitler. The Nazi Party lambasted the workers'
communities, most of which were solar- oriented, as “communistic.” In the name
of returning to the honored German traditions, they ordered the construction of
small, traditional country cottages for workers. According to Catherine Bauer, an
architectural critic at the time, w hat really motivated the Nazis was their fear that

building more of the workers' communities in the urban centers of Germany would
make left-wing organizing easier. To dispel this threat, they employed a very
“conscious and energetic program to turn potentially dangerous urban workers into
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North side (top), floor plan {middle) and
math west view {bottom) ofone ofHugo
Haring*s solar-oriented dwellings. There
were only a few small windows ofl the

north, east and west wails , bat large

eXfKtnses ofglass on the south.

helpless pauper peasantry/' according to Bauer, Thus the Nazis squelched any
further expansion of the solar communities and World War II soon destroyed much
of what had already been Eiccompllshed.

Neubuhl

After World War I, solar developments also sprang up in Holland. Sweden*
Switzerland and elsewhere in Europe—although these movements never gathered
as much momentum as the German movement. One of the largest and most
sophisticated examples was the Swiss community of Neubuhl—three mites south

of Zurich,

Seven young architects organized Neubuhl as a cooperative housing project

The 200 apartments ranged from small bachelor residences to family dwellings with

six rooms. These units were apportioned among 33 separate structures perched
along a mountain slope. The buildings faced south or slightly southeast, and were
spaced far anough apart so that no building blocked another's solar access during

winter. All apartments received the same exposure to the winter sun.

The living room and si minority of bedrooms in an apartment faced south. Glass

spanned the entire south wall ofeach living room—and a good portion of the south
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The Swiss solar community of Neubuhl (below),

near Zurich
(
as seenfrom the southwest. The

plan ofNeubiihi (left) indicates that almost all

apartment buildings faced slightly cast of south.

bedroom wall as well. The kitchen* stairwell, bathroom Emd pantry occupied the

north and northwest parts of the apartment. Hence, the kitchen remained coot in the

summer—an advantage when the stove was in use. Retractable wooden shades and

canvas awnings were rolled out to prevent the summer sunlight from entering the

south-facing rooms.

[n housing cooperatives such as Neubuhh personal welfare was the primary

design motivation. But these communities were only the scattered indications ofa

much greater potential for solar development. After Worid War II T growing pros-

perity and cheap fossil fuels dampened any impetus toward further development.
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I he tiered rows of dwellings at Acoma allowed each home an unobstructed view of the

winter sun.

Chapter 14

Solar Heating
in Early

America
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American solar architecture began with an indigenous heritage. Some very sophis-

ticated solar communities were built by the Pueblo Indian tribes of the American
Southwest. During the eleventh and twelfth centuries A.D., the Anasazi Indians

built a number of large community structures—some of them south-facing cliff

dwellings and others out on open plateaus—that display a remarkable sensitivity to

the sun’s daily and seasonal movements. Such well-known ruins as Long House at

Mesa Verde and Pueblo Bonito in northern New Mexico were built during this

Classic period of Anasazi culture.

The “sky city” ofAcoma is one of the most sophisticated examples of this solar

architecture. Built atop a plateau as was the Greek city of Olynthus, Acoma has
three long rows of dwelling units running east to west. Each dwelling unit has two or

three tiers placed so as to allow every residence full exposure to the winter sun.

Most doors and windows open to the south, and the walls are built of adobe. The
sun strikes these heat-absorbing south walls much more directly in winter than in

summer. By contrast, the horizontal roofs of each tier are built of straw and adobe
layered over pine timbers and branches to insulate the interior rooms from the high,

hot summer sun.

A study conducted by Professor Ralph Knowles of the University of Southern

California proves just how well these Pueblo dwellings are suited to their climate. In

winter, over one third of the sun’s heat reaches the interior, while in summer only

one quarter makes it inside the rooms. Even more surprising is the orderly town
plan that guarantees all residents full, equal access to the sun’s heat. Continuously

inhabited longer than any other community in North America, Acoma has more
than fulfilled the visions of its unknown preliterate designers.

The Spanish colonists who settled in the American Southwest often built accord-

ing to a solar plan, Their dwellings took the form of single homes not very different

from those common in many areas of Spain. The typical Spanish Colonial villa

consisted ofan adobe building oriented east-west with the main rooms facing south.

The south wall absorbed sunlight during the day, and in the evening the absorbed
heat was released from the adobe wall into the home. Shutters on the windows
helped keep the heat inside the house at night. In summer, eaves sheltered the

interior from the high, intense sun. Spanish Colonial architecture did not survive

the later influx ofYankees from the eastern United States. With their ancestral roots

in England and the rest of northern Europe, these immigrants did not understand

how well-adapted the adobes were to their environment. They often replaced these

structures with wood houses better suited to a New England climate.

But settlers in the eastern United States were not ignorant of climatic consid-

erations in their own building designs. In the rural settlements of Colonial and
Post-Revolutionary America, most dwellings fronted south

—“as they ought to,”

said Thomas Breckenridge, author of Modern Chivalry
t a picaresque novel of the

time. In New England, the colonists often built “saltbox’ ’ houses facing toward the

sun and away from the cold winds. These structures had two south-facing, win-

dowed stories in front—where most of the rooms were placed—and only one story

to the rear of the building. The long roof sloped steeply down from the high front to

the lower back side, providing protection from the winter winds. Many of these

saltbox houses also had a lattice overhang called a “pergola” protruding from the

south facade above the doors and windows. Deciduous vines growing over the
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Right: The plan ofAcoma indi-

cates that most of the dwellings

were grouped in long rows facing
south. One major exception is the

Spanish Mission at bottom.

Below: Aerial view ofAcoma
Pueblo ? New Mexico. Built in the

twelfth century A,D.
r this Amen*

can Indian village used intelligent

town planning and building design
to keep the homes warm in winter
and coot in summer.



Left ; The Colonial "salt box'* house

hy4 $ well-suited so the harsh Sew
England climate, Deciduous vines on

the trellis t or
£

*p ergola r

1

' blocked the

summer sun but shed their leaves in

wittier so permit sunlight So the

south windows easily.

Below; An early California family in

front vf their Spanish Colonial adobe.

The main, south-facing windows were

shielded by overhangsfrom the hot

summer sun.

Solar Heating in Early America

pergola afforded summer shade but dropped their leaves in winter h
allowing sun-

light to pass through.

In the mid-to-late nineteenth century, solar building became a lost art in the

United States. From the early iShtTs to the late 1870's, nearly live million people

poured onto America's shores— the vast majority of them ending up in cities like

New York* Philadelphia^ Boston and Baltimore - As the East Coast became in-

creasingly urbanized, the common-sense designs developed by rural residents were

all Hut forgotten. Where abundant open space had once allowed easy solar orienta-

tion, the arbitrarily planned street systems now made such orientation difficult. As
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One of the studies by Widitnn

Atkinson, showing the shad-
ows east iti December by a

300-foot budding* As u result

of his work, the Boston city

entitled passed on ordinance
in 1904 limiting she height

of buildings.

in Europe, cities on the eastern seaboard became crowded with multistory tene-
ments inhabited mainly by poor immigrants.

Conditions in these cities were as bad as in the filthy, cramped, working-class
quarters of European towns. In the 1870 s, however, some of the more well-to-do
began to desert the urban centers and settle in the surrounding countryside. But
suburban housing was not much better. Architects like Bruce Price criticized the
acres of ‘hideous structures” around New York and Philadelphia—suburban
homes that were built shoddily, randomly oriented, and lacking adequate ventila-

tion. They recalled a time when people built climate-sensitive homes such as the
Colonial saltbox, In response to this trend, Price and agroup of his colleagues began
to design houses that remained naturally cool in summer and warm in winter. “The
heat of the summer demands shady porches,' * Price declared^ and "the cold of
winter . . . sunny rooms. ** In his houses, he placed louvers so that summer breezes
could cool the rooms; they also had low ceilings and welbinsulated walls to
minimize winter heat losses.

Urban Solar Access

The work begun by Pierce and others did not spread to the cities. As in Europe,
land speculation put a premium on urban space, and the resulting high-density

developments made solar exposure difficult. The housing crunch continued to

tighten as the population hurtled upward. Some nine million immigrants landed
between 1881 and 1900. With more and more people clamoring for housing in mqjor
cities ! architects began building vertically.

Around the turn of the century the problem of solar access came to the attention

of William Atkinson, a reform-minded Boston architect. The city's population had
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A, chart Atkinson tie veloped

to show the sotur penetra-

tion through windows ofdif-

ferent orientation on the

sotslices (December 21 and
June 2f ) anti equinoxes

{March 21 and September

22). From these studies, he

concluded that a southern

orientation was the best

choice.

more than tripled in tine previous 5(3 years, bringing a move toward taller and taller

buildings, Atkinson saw that
* l

the skyscraper enjoys an advantage of light, . r atlbe

expense of lower and more ancient buildings.
1

' He drew diagrams showing how

high rises shaded the surrounding buildings and presented his findings to the Boston

city council in 1904 h He convinced them that it was essential to guarantee access to

the sun* and legislation was soon passed restricting the height of new buildings in

Boston.

Atkinson had first become curious about ways to maximize solar exposure in

1894, when he was working on the design of hospital buildings. He found no rational

criteria for the proper orientation of hospitals. So he decided to investigate how
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much sunlight penetrates windows facing in different directions. At the Harvard

Observatory he found a table showing that the summer sun rises in the northeast,

ascends high in the sky by noon* and sets in the northwest; in winter, the sun rises in

the southeast , travels in a low arc across the southern sky h and sets in the south-

west. East and west windows were the least desirable, then, since they received lots

of sun in summer and little direct solar heat in winter. On the other hand, he

realized, the opposite would be true of south windows.

In 1910, Atkinson conducted an experiment to verify his theory- He used a

device he called a '

'sun box'
1

similar to de Saussure's hot box— except that this box

was mounted vertically, with the glass cover acting as a window and the box

accumulating heat as would a room. The sun box had an inner wooden shell

measuring one foot square that was covered by a single sheet of glass on one side.

The other sides were surrounded by insulation, an air space, and an outer box.

Atkinson built two sun boxes and exposed them to the direct rays of the sun.

Between the months ofJune and December, he changed their positions periodically

and collected data for orientations toward the west* southwest, south, southeast,

and east.

The summer tests confirmed his hypothesis that east and west windows admitted

too much summer sunlight. On June 21, for example, an east-facing box reached

more than 12EFF by 8 a,m.—52
DF hotter than a similar south-facing box and 42"F

Cross-section of Atkinson's

'‘sun box." An inner box iE}

with glass on on e aide was
covered with insu (ation (D)

and an outer box {B} on the

other five sides.
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hotter than the temperature outside- By afternoon, a box looking toward the west

registered over 144*F—44
DF more than the south-facing box and 66®F over the air

temperature. The most spectacular results, however, occurred on December 22,

The temperature of the south-facing box rose to ll^F when it was only 24 F

outside! The temperature in the boxes facing east and west never got much higher

than the outdoor air temperature. Atkinson had proved that the most sunlight came

from the south during winter and discovered that "the suns rays are not of

indifferent value in the heating of our houses.”

In 1912, Atkinson built what he called a "sun house” for Samuel Cabot—

a

wealthy Boston aristocrat—to determine more exactly the heating potential of the

sun. Actually a small shed, the building stood next to Cabot s spacious mansion. It

was long and shallow , with glass spanning the entire south face so that the sun s rays

could fully penetrate the interior. The other three walls and the roof had generous

amounts of insulation to help retain the trapped solar heat. Atkinson reported that

despite freezing weather outdoors, "a temperature of 10(TF and over has been

frequently attained within this building . , . entirely from the warmth of the sun s

rays.” The dramatic success of this sun house led him to exclaim, "Every dwelling

may be converted into a siui box!
L1

Optimistic about the potential of solar heaU Atkinson published a book that same

year entitled The Orientation of Buildings, Or Planning for Sunlight . But history

did not affirm his optimism. Few American architects took advantage of his ideas

about using solar orientation to obtain free winter heat. Atkinson s results were

soon forgotten.

The "sun house" Atkinson

binit for Samuel Cohot y

rirca 1912, The te raftera-

rurv inside this shed often

exceeded I00*F during

freezing winter days .
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Green's Ready-Bath Homes ofRockford, Illinois
t
developed this prefabricated solar home for

the postwar housing market.

Chapter 15

An
American

Revival
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For two decades after Atkinson published his book, solar architecture lay dormant

in the United States. But the progress made in Europe during the years after World

War I helped to stimulate a new wave of interest. A number of European reports on

proper building orientation began to appear in the English language. The most

influential of these was a study by the Royal Institute of British Architects

(R.I.B.A.) in 1931-32. The Institute published a clear, easy-to-follow reference

manual on the sun’s daily and seasonal movements and the number of hours a day

that its rays would strike windows facing in various directions. The Institute also

developed a simple device called a heliodon that helped planners determine the

sun’s effects on a building while it was still in the planning stages. By mounting a

model of the proposed structure on a rotating drawing board and using a fixed light

source to simulate the sun, designers could easily see what kind of solar exposure a

building would have.

The charts and planning tools quickly caught on in Europe and soon found their

way into the studios of American urban planners like Henry Wright of Columbia

University. Wright advocated using this information to determine how to take best

advantage ofthe sun’s heat. Between 1934 and his death in 1936, he published many

articles about sun orientation and solar communities like Neubiihl in Switzerland.

These essays helped convince other design professionals of the importance of solar

architecture.

Another piece of convincing evidence appeared in 1934. While experimenting

with heat-absorbing glass
,
invented to keep buildings cool in summer, the American

Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers (ASHVE) accidentally made an

important discovery. They built two identical test structures, one with a south

window made of the heat-absorbing glass and the other with a south window of

ordinary glass. The building with the ordinary window, which transmitted the most

winter sunshine, took nine percent less electricity to heat. Astonished, the

president 6f ASHVE remarked;

It has long been the custom to allow for extra heating on the north sides of buildings

, , . because of the cold winds from the north, I think we are coming to realize that

the provision of extra heat on the north side is not so much due to this effect as to

the absence of sun heat!

Two years after this ASHVE study, the Pierce Foundation commissioned Henry

N. Wright, son of the late urban planner Henry Wright, to determine exactly how
much solar heat a building in New York City could gain during different seasons

with its windows located on various sides. At that time, large amounts of glass were

being used increasingly in building construction, according to Wright, often with

“disastrous results.’’ After World War I, factories began to mass-produce large,

high-quality sheets of glass at reasonable prices. In addition, the development of

structural steel eliminated the need for wood or concrete walls to provide support.

Now that a steel skeleton could simply be covered with a glass skin, architects

latched onto the idea of expansive windows and glass walls for purely aesthetic

purposes. But indiscriminate use of glass on the north side of buildings led to cold

rooms in winter—and much greater fuel consumption. If the east or west walls had

large glass windows, too much sun came in during the summer.

Wright tackled the relationship between window orientation and building heat by
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Top, left: Wright's chart relating house orientation to interior comfort.

Top, right; George Fred Keck, a Chicago architect who began art American
Renaissance in solar architecture during the 1930*$.

Above: The '"House ofTomorrow f

designed by Keck for the i933 World's Fair.
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applying weather information for New York City to the information published by

the R. I. B.A. on solar exposure. As Atkinson, Unwin and many others on both sides

of the Atlantic had “discovered’ ’ before, a southern orientation was found to be the

best for winter heating and summer comfort. Publishing his results in the influential

magazine Architectural Forum in 1938, Wright reached thousands of readers with

this message.

A Boom Begins in Chicago

While these theoretical studies were going on, a Chicago architect named George

Fred Keck began putting solar architecture into practice. He started his odyssey in

1932 while working on the futuristic “House of Tomorrow,” which he had been

commissioned to build for the Chicago World’s Fair. In an effort to make a lasting

mark, the ambitious young architect designed a three-story, twelve-sided building

with 90 percent of its walls made of plate glass. Keck had never heard of Greek and

Roman solar architecture, nor was he aware ofAtkinson’s work or the modern solar

communities in Europe. Because he had selected glass for form rather than func-

tion, it faced in all directions.

One winter day Keck had an experience that convinced him once and for all that

glass could help heat homes. He happened to visit the site of his project and noticed

the following:

The workmen were inside finishing it up. This was in January or February . . . [and]

the sun was shining very brightly. There were about half a dozen workmen in their

shirts, without coats on. Yet there was no artificial heat, [for] they hadn’t installed

the heating plant. It was below zero outside and the men were working with just their

shirts on and were comfortable in the house—it was the heat of the sun!

Keck was afhazed by the heat that had accumulated in the glass house. He soon

began to think seriously of using glass to trap solar energy for home heating.

Unaware of previous work, he had his brother William obtain from the Weather

Bureau information on the sun’s course during the year, the percentage of sunny

days, wind direction and other essential data. From these he deduced that a

south-facing glass wall with overhangs was best for year-round comfort.

Without access to institutional funding, however, Keck could only try out his

theory on the homes he normally designed for private individuals. But he had to be

cautious. Conventional wisdom taught that large glass windows would result in

great heat losses during winter. Hence, his approach was gradual. “Each year we

would build a small house for somebody,” he recalled, and “each year we tried to

orient it [toward the sun] and open more and more glass to the south.”

The introduction in 1935 of double-pane glass by the Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass

Company helped Keck retain more heat in his solar-oriented homes. These win-

dows were made oftwo sheets of glass hermetically sealed together with a half-inch

air space between them. They cut 50 percent of the heat losses normally experi-

enced with single-pane glass windows. He now began using double-pane windows

in all his homes. Overhangs prevented these windows from causing stifling condi-

tions inside as a result of the hot summer sun.

Keck periodically visited the homes he designed, recording their fuel consump-
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tion and the owners.
1

reactions. He found that the more glass he used on the south
wall, the more solar heat the house gained . Buttressing his convictions, greenhouse
owners in the area told him that their furnaces were shut down from dawn to

dusk—even on the coldest days—if the sun was shining brightly.

After seven years of experimentation, Keck finally felt confident enough to

expose the entire south side of a house to the sun. His opportunity came in 1940
when he designed a house for an old friend, Howard Sloan, a Chicago real estate
developer. The house Keck designed was long and narrow. Its main rooms faced
the all-glass south side, and overhangs kept out the direct rays of the summer sun,
Sloan enjoyed this house and decided to test the sales potential of the bold,

'modern'' style, He explained how he promoted the house:

i planned to exhibit it to the public. As it is customary to give some name to a
model house and since the sun was used as a means of heating, I chose the word
"solar,"

A local newspaper called this house a "solar home." coining the term that has since
been applied to many different sun-heated homes,
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Left: Howard Sban r Chicago teal

estate developer u-Ar) huilt Solar

Park.

Below: Themnopane insulating

glass, de veloped in W35 hy

Lthbey-0 ns- Ford .

Sloan was a good promoter. From the opening of the house on September ^ until

Christmas of that year, over 5 n fiG0 people paid adime each for the privilege of seeing

the new b<
solar home/' The national media were quick to pick up the story.

Business 1jfeek dubbed the bouse design
bl
the newest threat to domestic fuels/' The

professional community praised Keck's work. Many planners and architects had

been recently exposed to the notion of solar healing and were becoming familiar

with the diagrams and data generated by the R.LB.A., Wright and others, Keck's

prototype was the example needed to convince them to go solar. The surge of public

support added to the favorable atmosphere . More than 300 people who had visiled

the Sloan house stated an interest in owning or building a solar home.

Sloan wasted no time in capitalizing on this interest. In 1941 he built a small

housing development in the north Chicago suburb of Glenview—with half the

homes of conventional design and the other half solar. The solar homes outsold the

others by an overwhelming margin. For his next project Sloan built a development

of 30 houses called Solar J^rk—the first completely sun-oriented residential com-

munity in the modern United Stales. Meanwhile Keck and a number of other

architects were building solar-oriented structures that ranged from single-family

homey to public schools and hospitals.

The Skeptics Take a Look

Not everybody agreed that solar homes used less energy. Skeptical engineers

sought more exact figures on how much energy a solar home saved. In October
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Two south-facing homes in Shams "Solar Park,” the first solar-oriented

subdivision in the United States.

1941, Libbey-Gwens-Kord, developers of the double-pane window glass used in all

of Keek's homes, sponsored a year-long study of solar heating. Tests were con-

ducted by the Illinois Institute ofTechnology under the guidance of Professor James

C. Peebles and William Knopf, a graduate student.

The two engineers tested the solar performance of a typical solar home built by

Keck and belonging to Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Duncan of Flossmore, Illinois. Knopf
and Peebles wanted to study conditions in a real-life situation rather than set tip an

artificial laboratory experiment. That winter even they were surprised at the large

amounts of heat that accumulated inside the house. One day when the outdoor

temperature rose to only -5°F the house warmed up so quickly that by S:30 in the

morning the thermostat shut down the furnace, which didn't go back on until about

3:30 that evening. The room temperature often reached 85
DF and occasionally the

occupants had to open the doors and windows for some cool air, Such periodic

ventilation made it difficult to calculate how much solar heat had actually collected

inside the house. Occasional overheating of the house was partly due to the

conventional heating system used: hot water pipes beneath a concrete floor thai

radial ed heat into the rooms. Because it took along while for it to conduct through
the massive floor slab, heat continued to be released long after the thermostat had

shut off the furnace. This added room heat made it uncomfortably warm inside the

house. And when the windows were opened h more heat often escaped than was
desirable. Knopf and Peebles reached the following conclusion:

A house of similar design equipped with a heating system belter adapted to fully

utilize the available solar heat input should show a substantially lower heating cost

than (hat recorded in this test.

Other problems that made the test results unclear were the random opening of

doors and the loss of heat through cracks around doors and windows that had not
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Southwest vtfnv of the Duncan
house in FlossMure, Illinois, To

evaluate the merits of rhe emerging
solar architecture, a team from the

Winds Institute of Technology

tested this solar house during the

winter ofIMM2.

been cauEked as p fanned. The editors of Architectural Forum who analyzed the

ln&tUute*$ report estimated that the sun provided between 7 and IS percent of the

home's heat. But Knopf and Peebles would only offer a conservative statement:

The pre pondera nee of evidence indicates that the solar heat input in the test house

offset most, and probably all. of the heat losses through the extra window areas

and kept the total heating cost at a reasonably low figure in spite of the Joss of heat

through excessive infiltration and frequently opened windows and doors.

Although the researchers were unable to determine the precise solar heat gain of the

Duncan house , it was apparent that a solar house with few cracks to cause heat

leakage and with a more compatible heating system would collect a substantial

amount of heat from the sun* And there was another energy- saving di vidend. The

large south windows created an ambience of total illumination. At no time during



Top: Wini&r

sunlight streaming

into the living

room and study

kept the Duncan
home warm even

during sub-zero

weather.

Right: No direct

sunlight entered

the Duncan home
during the sum-
mer.
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nothing but one of these homes after the war.” Given prominent play on the pages

of popular periodicals, reactions like these had a tremendous influence on those idle

developers who were gearing up for the inevitable building boom that would follow

the war's end.

Solar Building Takes Off

The housing market exploded after the war ended. In 1944, only 144,000 new
homes had been built; by 1946 the figure hit a million a year, Many manufacturers in

the prefabricated home industry , such as Green’s Ready-Built Homes of Rockford,
Illinois, and Wickes, Inc. of Camden, New Jersey, adopted solar designs. New
companies using mass-assembly techniques, such as Solaray Homes of Boston,
also entered the field. One of Solaray’s developments in South Natick, Massachu-
setts, consisted of 16 homes selling for about $10,000 each. The houses were
individually site-planned, with large bay windows on the south side and eaves to

Advertisement for

prefabricated sohr
homes from a t94$

issue of Popular

Science.

+
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block the summer sun. Solar developments built by other companies ranged in huc

from 15 unite to well over a hundred. In the Chicago suburb ofNorthbrook, Howard

Sloan built Iti two and three-bedroom houses that sold for % 15,000 each. The homes

on the north side of the street fronted south, while those on the south side had their

large glass windows facing the backyard. In addition to these developments, many

individual architects designed custom solar houses all over the country.

The renaissance of solar architecture renewed the controversy among engineers

about the effectiveness of south glass windows. As one engineer put it.

Substantial reductions in seasonal heating costs are iaid to have been found from

some installations while results of an opposite order are attributed to other installa-

tions. Where, in this confusion of claim, opinion and estimate, does the truth lie?

In an attempt to answer this and other questions, Libbey-0wens- Ford sponsored

a second study of solar house heating- It was conducted in 1945-47 by Dr. FW.

Hutchinson, Professor of Mechanical Engineering at Purdue University. Dr.

Hutchinson found that one of the primary reasons for varying degrees of success

was the lack of reliable information on the optimum ratio of glass area to floor area.

This ratio should vary with climate; if the glass area were too large for a particular

climate, the house would overheat and M>lar heat would be wasted. If the windows

A prefabricated .talar house ojfe red by Wiekes, /nc. ofCamden ,
New Jersey
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were too small, insufficient solar heat would be obtained. H urchin son developed a

set of tables that allowed architects to make more accurate estimates of the proper

amount of south-facing glass.

Controlling the Solar Heat

Another valuable outgrowth of Hutchinson's study was his demonstration that a

solar home has much greater temperature swings than an ordinary home—it warms

Top, left: Arthur Brtnm, architect. He discovered the sotar heat-storage potential of
masonry wafts while working on a house {photo above) with a blackened south wail.

Top
,
right; Brown's diagram of the heat flaw in the Tucson solar house(photo

opposite page).
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up quickly during the day due to the accumulation of solar heaE and cools off

rapidly at night due to excessive heat losses through the windows. Some architects

realized it was advisable to protect windows at night with heavy drapes or shutters

so that less heat would be lost. Furthermore, it nuide sense to develop a storage

system to capture the excess solar energy during the day for use at night.

Even before Hutchinson's study was complete, an Arizona architect named
Arthur Brown developed a heat storage system that allowed solar heat to be used at

night. In 1945 Brown built a long, narrow home in TYicson with the broad sides of the

building facing north and south. For aesthetic reasons the couple who owned the

house wanted one of the outside walls painted black. Knowing that a black wall on
the east or west would get too hot in the torrid Arizona summer, he suggested

painting the south wall. One winter day while inspecting the house. Brown was
startled by the amount of heat emanating from this black wall,

bb
l could feel it five

feet away

/

T
he remembered, b

*and I thought that the next time we do a house, we'll

paint the wall inside the hall black so that we won't lose that heat/'

Brown's next house was along, narrow building with a south wall made entirely

of glass. A glazed sun porch and dining room occupied the south side of the house,

and a black concrete wall ran down its center. On the north side of this dividing wall

were the bedrooms* living room and kitchen. During clear winter days* sunlight

struck the black central wall and solar heat penetrated the concrete. Brown had
estimated that heat moves through concrete at the rate of one inch an hour. So he
built the wall eight inches thick, and by evening the solar heat was just beginning to

Southeast vtew of Arthur Brown’s notnr home m Tucson, Arizona. A masonry waft

inside this house stored solar heat for nighttime hjp.
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Interior vf^n-
1 of the Tucson solar home on a sunny winter day. Sunlight streaming itt

through the south windows warms the masonry wail at left.

penetrate the wall and radiate from the back side into the rooms in the northern part

of the house. By morning, the black concrete wall would be cool, ready for another

cycle. lie also recommended that cumins be drawn behind the glass soon after

sunset to retain the solar heat. Although this heat storage system was never tested

quant itati vely + it definitely Increased the sun's share in heating the home.

In the mid-forties another improvement appeared—adjustable canvas awnings

for the south windows^ similar to the type used in Europe for some time. This device

was important, as Keck explained, because
hb
in springtime the temperature can still

be cold when the sun is well past the equinox (March 21)/" Stationary overhangs

might keep out the September sun when it wras undesirable, but they wrould also

block the sun in March, when il followed the same path through the sky. Adjustable

overhangs solved the problem.

The Decline of Solar Architecture

Despite these improvements, solar building began to falter by the late 1940‘s,

partly because the wartime conservation ethic had swiftly faded. With energy

becoming ever cheaper, few cared if the sun could help cut heating bills. People
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were more concerned with the initial cost of a house. A solar house—due to the

extra expense of double-pane glass and individualized siting—had a price tag up to

10 percent higher than that of a comparable conventional house. In the extremely

competitive housing market, these higher first costs drove customers away or led to

lower profit margins if developers reduced prices to attract buyers. Companies that

mass-produced solar homes encountered other problems. Most pre-fabs, including

those that were solar, were built with special lightweight wall panels that helped

keep construction costs down. These panels did not meet the antiquated building

codes of most cities, however, and many companies in the business folded.

The reputation of solar homes also took a beating. The look of large glass

windows was attractive to many people, but a lot of them didn't realize that the

purpose of these windows was functional—not merely aesthetic. Consequently,

the public readily bought homes designed with improperly oriented windows. One
Long Island developer built thousands of homes with large, randomly-oriented

windows. Such misapplications of solar design often led to disastrous results

—

overheating in summer and huge winter heat losses. Many times these structures

were called solar homes, leading to a muddling of the term.

Despite these snags, sun-oriented homes continued to be popular for a time

among the wealthy, who could afford to hire an architect well- versed in the tech-

niques of solar heating and natural cooling. Custom-designed solar homes
flourished from Maine to California and from Texas to Canada during the late

1940's. Eventually, however, the increased popularity of mechanical heating and

ventilation systems—compounded by constantly falling fuel prices—led to an

almost universal lack of interest in solar architecture by the late 1950' s.
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During the 1940’s, a number of engineers and scientists tried a completely different

approach to solar house heating. They decided to use solar collectors resembling a

hot box or the Sun Coil for this task. The low-temperature solar heat from these

collectors was well matched to the heating needs of a home. Many of these

experimental homes also had a heat storage unit separated from the solar collector.

The solar heat collected could then be piped to a massive heat storage volume

located inside the house and insulated from its surroundings. This way, the heat

would be available as needed—whether at night or on cloudy days. The approach

resembled that taken by William J. Bailey when he split the functions of solar heat

collection and hot water storage in the Day and Night solar water heater. Its

advocates thought that such an integrated system of collectors and storage would

use the available solar energy more efficiently. Excess solar heat could be stored for

later use, rather than overheating the house or escaping through open windows.

And with thermostats controlling the flow of heat through the house, its occupants

would remain more comfortable.

Morse’s Solar Air-Heater

The use of solar collectors for house heating was not a completely new idea. The

earliest recorded instance dates back to the 1880’s when Edward S. Morse, a

botanist and ethnologist of worldwide reputation and Lecturer at the Essex Insti-

tute in Salem, Massachusetts, used a hot box for this purpose. He observed that

when dark curtains are closed behind a sun-drenched window, they become very

hot and warm air currents develop between the glass and curtains. So why not use

the same principle to heat a room or a house? Morse built a first, experimental

apparatus to test his theory. This device was little more than a hot box attached to

the south wall of a building, with openings to permit outdoor air to enter the box and

solar-heate(Lair to escape through a vent into the rooms.

Early in 1882, Morse’s first solar air heater was installed at the Peabody Museum
in Salem. Scientific American called it “an ingenious arrangement for utilizing heat

in the sun’s rays in warming our houses . . . [yet] so simple and self-contained that

one wonders that it has not always been in use. ” Along the outer wall ofthe museum

stood a hot box approximately 13 feet high and 4 feet wide. The wall formed the

back side ofthe box, and on the front a glass cover faced the sun. In the middle ofthe

box, several inches away from the wall, Morse put a sheet of black corrugated iron

to absorb the sun’s rays. Cold outdoor air entered through an opening at the bottom

of the box, flowed around the iron sheet, and picked up solar heat from it. The

warmer, lighter air then rose up to an opening at the top of the box and into the

room. But the heater was much too small for the 4,000 square-foot hall, and it had

little effect on the room temperature. However, Morse noted that the air tempera-

ture increased by at least 26°F after passing through this hot box.

Morse decided to make some design improvements and build another test col-

lector for the study of his house. He replaced the corrugated iron with slate and

placed the glass perpendicular to the ground, so that it resembled a large window.

Cold air could be drawn into this solar heater from the outdoors as before, or room

air could enter at floor level. Either way, the air rose through the box as it warmed,

and entered the room near the ceiling. The temperature ofroom air entering the box
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^ Edward 5h Morse (right). Patent drawings ofhis first solar heater,
188 i {left), showing three different modes ofoperation.

Opposite page - Morse's home In Salem
, Massachusetts (bottomf His second solar

heater ts just barely visible behind the hay window at the left of the photo. Cross*
s*c**°”

7 ™ soiar air he(lter Morse's study (top left}. Sun-warmed air rose
behmd the slate and passed into the room through the upper duet, Interior view of
the study (top right}.

rose from 64*F to 87°F on sunny days; this boost was enough to keep the study
warm. The state heater worked much better than the one in the Ptabody Museum
because the ratio of heater size to room size was much more favorable, Morse
emphasized that his invention could only serve as an auxiliary heater, because
there were too many overcast days during the Salem winter— not to mention the
lack of sunshine at night. Still, the solar heater had many advantages—cutting down
on the dust, cinders and fire danger from coal or wood-burning stoves,

Morse built his last and largest solar heater for the Boston Athenaeum—the
place where Alexander Graham Bell had first publicly demonstrated his telephone
severnl years before. This solar heater was a larger version of the one designed for
his study, measuring 42 feet high and 6Vi feet wide, for a heating surface of 273
square feet. Unfortunately, the warm air entering the room from the heater lost
much of its heat through a large skylight In the ceiling. Nevertheless, the device
helped to save the Athenaeum 25-5(1 pounds of coal a day during winter.

Several newspapers picked up the story of Morse s attempts, but much to his
chagrin they grossly exaggerated his success. The Tray Daily Times called him “a
man who thinks he has solved the problem of house heating," The News of the
World wrote: “It is said that a certain professor down in New England . . , warms
his home during the daytime ... by the heat of the sun alone." The Salem Gazette
credited Morse with “finding a way to outwit the coal combine.” He even received
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a letter from the Los Angeles office of the Climax Solar Water Heater Company,
asking him to let them know 4

‘whether [he] intends to put them [the air heaters] on
the market, and what arrangement I [the general manager] can make , . * to handle

them.'”

Obviously upset by the public misinterpretation of his work, Morse sarcastically

remarked that he expected the next news story to describe his house in the fol-

lowing manner;

A visit to the unique structure in an intensely cold snap with the thermometer at

zero revealed the male members of the family roaming round in pajamas, having
just gathered a large crop of oranges, the ladies swinging in hammocks and fanning

themselves while fronds of gigantic tree ferns formed canopies in every room.

Although Morse parodied the inept reporting of the news media, he sincerely

believed that his solar air heater would have useful and important applications. He
knew that solar energy could help save fuel, especially in energy-short regions:

The results were sufficiently satisfactory to show that in regions such as the great

[American] Southwest where fuel is scarce, temperatures often low, and [there are]

many sunny days, the invention could be made of great service.

But despite Morse’s prognosis and the extensive publicity he received, his idea fell

by the wayside for another half a century.

The First M.I.T. Solar House

In 1938, engineers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) began

two decades of research on the use of solar collectors for house heating. A grant of

$650,000 bankrolled this extensive study. The money was a gift from Godfrey

Lowell Cabot, a wealthy Bostonian then described by Time Magazine as a man of

77 who in his old age 4 ‘broods much about the vast stores of energy in sunlight

which man does not utilize.”

Hoyt Hottel, a professor of chemical engineering at M.I.T., became director of

this research program. He was assisted by Byron Woertz, a graduate student, and

others at the Institute. Hottel was aware of the many prior developments in solar

energy; his objective was to test their home-heating potential scientifically. He
chose first to study intensively the flat-plate collector—the type of solar collector

successfully used to heat domestic hot water supplies in California and Florida. He
favored this device because of its simplicity, its popularity in Florida at the time,

and its potential for economical home heating. Hottel also liked the fact that its heat

transfer and storage medium, water, has a very high capacity for absorption and

retention of heat.

The research staff set out to conduct a rigorous scientific study of the technical

and economic feasibility of heating a building exclusively with solar energy. Their

first task was to construct a small building that would serve as the experimental

laboratory. Unfortunately, the architect and builder used an uncorrected magnetic

compass to determine geographic north—which put the house about 7° off a true-

south orientation. “Hottel was about ready to bite into a nail” when he learned of

this blunder, said Woertz.
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A workman installs flat-plate cotlecton on lh# first M.l.T, solar house
,
1 93V.

When the structure was finished, 14 Hat-plate collectors were installed on the

south side of the roof at a tilt angle of 30° from the horizontal. The collectors

occupied a total of 408 square feet— almost the entire south side of the roof Each

collector consisted ofa shallow plywood bos with six parallel copper tubes inside it

soldered to a blackened copper plate. This configuration was very similar to thal

used by William J. Bailey in his earliest solar water heaters, On top of the box there

were three glass covers separated by air spaces* and on the bottom were over five

inches ofrock wool insulation. Hot water was pumped through the copper tubes to

the roof peak and then down to a 17,400-gallon storage tank that took up the entire

basement. The insulation covering this huge tank averaged a little over two feet

thick. To heat the building* cool air was drawn from the rooms by fans and blown

over the hot tank. The warmed air then circulated back into the rooms. In this

"active" solar heating system, an external source of electrical power was required

to activate pumps and fans so that heat could be moved from the collectors to the

storage tank and from storage to the rooms. Unlike Keck
L

s solar homes and

Morsel solar air-heater, this system could not function without power.

The solar heating system began operating in midsummer, 1940. Hot water was

pumped from the rooftop collectors to the storage tank continuously. During

winter, whenever water in the collectors became cooler than water in the storage

tank, a control box shut down the system and allowed the water in the collectors to

drain back to the tank. That way heat was not lost from the storage tank* and there
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Cross-section ofM .l.J.' a first

house. Solar heat from the

rooftop collectors was a to red

in a 1?*4dG-gaUon water tank

that filled the basement.

was no danger of water freezing in the collector and splitting the copper pipes.

From a technical viewpoint, the results of the experiment were generally posi-

tive, By means of solar collectors alone, the laboratory remained at a steady 72*F

^ throughout the winter. However, the results of the economic analysis were clearly

unfavorable. Relying completely on solar energy meant year-round collection,

which required a large, costly array of collectors and a massive, heavily -insulated

storage tank. But aside from demonstrating technical feasibility, the experiment

yielded important data. The report on this test written by Hottel and Woertz is still

regarded as a classic in the held. The engineers isolated the principal factors

affecting the performance of a solar collector— the tilt angle of the collector, the

light transmission of the glass covers , heat loss through the bottom of the plywood

box, the type of absorber plate used, and several other important factors. The

M.I.T, study demonstrated that the efficiency of a flat-plate collector drops as the

temperature difference between the absorber plate and the outside air gets larger.

Efficiency also drops if more than three glass covers are used. One surprising

discovery they made was that airborne dirt and soot have little effect on collector

performance.

A Solar Hot-Air System

instead of using water to transport and store solar heat from the rooftop collect

tors, some engineers chose to develop systems relying on solar-heated air. This

approach pioneered by Morse in the late nineteenth-century bad long been forgotten.
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Dr h George Laf (foreground) and his research team unveil their prototype solar

air-heating collector in 1944 m

His collectors operated by natural convection of solar-heated air but could not store

solar heat for nighttime use. By the middle of the I94CTs f two people who had been

involved in^the first M I T, experiment began to work with full-scale solar hot-air

systems for house heating-

Dr. George Ldf
p
an associate professor ofchemical engineering at the University

of Colorado, had done his graduate work under Hoyt Hotter s guidance and was

familiar with the M,LT> experiment. In 1943 P he became director of a project to

devise an effective + economical solar heating system. Ironically, while World 3Ahr II

had interrupted the MXT. experiments (everyone on the staff had been reassigned

to war research), it led to the commencement ofthia new solar project in Colorado.

The War Production Board funded the study, said Ldf, because they were con-

cerned about the possible fuel shortages due to heavy military requirements.

Ldf quickly assembled a group of aides and set to work. He decided not to follow

the M.I.T. approach because'

Probably the main reason . . - [those at M.I.T.] went into the use of water was that

solar water heaters had been used for many years and that was the easiest route

—

just make them bigger and use them to heat houses. But our rationale was that

we shouldn't be constrained or biased by how solar energy had been used before.

Lof believed that a hot-air system was the logical choice because most homes at the

time were heated by hot air; existing heating systems could easily be combined with

solar air- heating systems. And in cold climates where most Americans then lived.
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During the second winter of
testing, crushed-rock heat

storage improved the perfor-

mance ofLofs solar-heating

system

.

solar collectors using air would have no problems ofcracked pipes due to freezing,

and corrosion and leakage would be eliminated. Water does have distinct advan-

tages, however. It carries far more heat than an equal volume of air, and a water
heating system requires narrower piping and less storage volume—thereby reduc-

ing initial costs.

The Colorado team sought to cut the system costs by developing an all-glass

collector, TWo layers of glass covered the collector box inside of which lay several

glass plates that were partially overlapped—somewhat like the shingles on a roof.

The upper surface of the overlapping plates was painted black to absorb the sun’s

rays. Preliminary tests with this collector were encouraging.

But when it was time to put this technique into full operation, the research team
was confronted with somewhat of a dilemma. The war had halted new construction,

so they had to find an existing home in which to test the system. Lofvolunteered his

cozy, six-room house in Boulder—which was then heated by a gas-fed hot air

system. Over 460 square feet of collectors went up on the roof of the L00Q
square-foot bungalow. Air from the moms entered the solar heating system through
a duct in the roof. The air temperature rose by as much as 1 1 CPF before it circulated

down to the furnace, where a fan pushed the warm air through the regular heating

ducts. When solar heat was insufficient, the gas furnace took over. This was the first

time that anyone had integrated an active solar-heating system with an existing

house-heating system.

During the first winter, the sun provided about a quarter ofthe heat needed in the

house. To improve this figure, Lof knew he needed a storage system so that solar

heat could be supplied during cloudy days and at night. He considered various

materials for absorbing beat from hot air—such as crushed granite , cinder blocks
and hollow tiles. Rock was the cheapest option. Lof calculated that six tons in an
insulated bed located beneath the floor would hold enough heat to keep the house
from getting too cold overnight. The advantage of a larger storage holding enough
heat for two or three days would be offset* he felt* by the higher initial cost of

building it.

With the rock bed heat storage, the system now provided about a third of the

home's heating needs the following winter. This test proved that an ordinary house
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could be refitted fairly easily with solar equipment. But the all-glass collector did

not work out, becEiuse the overlapping plates tended to crack under heat stress. And
when the Ldfs were ready to sell their house after living with the solar heating

system for several years, they felt compelled to remove the collectors. Ldf told

why:

Nobody at that time was interested in using solar because fuel was so cheap, and if

there were any maintenance problems, the new ow ners of the house would proba-

bly feel helpless because a typical heating and air conditioning installer wouldn't
know much about the system.

But he had shown convincingly thcit the sun could provide a substantial heating

boost even in regions like Colorado with icy cold winters.

Water-Wall Collectors

After World War 11 interrupted the M.I.T. project, it was not until 1947 that Hoyt
Hottel and his team resumed their research. To develop a more economical system,

they sought to combine in a single unit the functions of collecting, storing and

distributing solar heat. They erected a wall of water containers behind vertical

south-facing glass—a " water-wall" solar heating system. In this experiment, an

array of one and five-gallon water cans painted black were stacked up just inside

South wail ofthe laboratory used by MIT. for its experiments with ''water-watt*
3

solar collectors. Insulating curtains are drawn in all hut one unit.
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a south wall mfde almost entirely of double-pane glass. Dr. Albert tl Dietz,

an engineering professor involved with the project, explained how the system

worked:

The sun hit the cans of water through a couple of sheet* of glass. The water got

warm, and then that energy was transmitted to the interior of the house. It was

obviously a much simpler ay-stem than the usual one where you have a Hat- pi ate

collector and either air or water to take the sun's energy from storage into the

house.

The building used to test this water- wall approach was a Song, narrow laboratory

aligned east-west and facing south: it was divided into seven small cubicles, each

with a slightly different solar heating system. The first cubicle had a large south

window with no water cans behind it. In the other six cubicles cans ot water

absorbed the srnvs rays, warmed up and transmitted this heat to the interior. To

prevent overheating of the rooms, the engineers inserted a curtain separating the

water cans from the interior in four of the cubicles. The curtain was raised whenever

the interior temperature fell below 72°F, allowing solar heat into the room. In the

Inside the laboratory control room* a student tnoniinrs the instruments.
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remaining two rest cells* a fan controlled by a thermostat blew room air past the

water cans and hack into the interior-similar to the approach used in the first

MJ.T. house.

Ail of the water-wall systems exhibited one major Raw—a lot of heat escaped
through the glass from the warm water cans sitting right next to it. To reduce this

heat loss, the engineers installed aluminum curtains between the cans and the glass;

these curtains were drawn as soon as the sun went down. Even so, heat losses

ranged from 71 to #4 percent of the soJar energy collected. Evidently these curtains

failed to block warm air currents from reaching the cold window surfaces.

Despite these heat losses, the water walls were still able to supply between 38

and 48 percent of the heating needs of each cubicle. Better insulation between the

water cans and the glass might have made this water-wall approach a successful

house-heating option for the cold New England stales. But the MJ,T, research team
did not pursue the idea any further. Nor did they compare the cost of such a simple
heating system with the cost of a more efficient but highly complex and expensive
Hat-plate collector system. It might have been wise to sacrifice collector efficiency

for lower costs and greater reliability.

Combining Collectors with Solar Architect ura

Disappointed by the large heat losses from the water wall, the M,LT. engineers

returned to an active system that pumped solar- heated water from rooftop collec-

tors to a storage tank. Two important modifications of their first active system
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A student family occupied M.LT.s third solar house, which used both fiat-plate

collectors and south-facing windows to collect solar heat.

brought down the cost. First of all, the design goal was no longer to heat a home

entireSy with solar energy. As Dietz observed.

Since the collector is the most ex pen save part of an installation, it j List isn't very

economical in most places to have one large enough to take care of all your heating

requirements under all conceivable conditions. The concept was [hat our solar col

lector should be designed to collect enough heat on a sunny day to carry a house

through two or three sunless winter days. Anything beyond that* we would call on

the auxiliary heater

The auxiliary consisted of two small electrical immersion heaters placed in the hot

water storage tank. Because of this auxiliary, less hot water needed to be stored for

cloudy days and heating at night. So the collectors and tank could be built

smaller—thereby saving money.

The second modification in this house was the use of large south windows, as in

Keck's solar homes. The designers figured that these windows could trap enough

heat on a sunny winter day to keep the house warm from morning until nightfall. All

of the solar heat absorbed by the rooftop collectors during the day could then be

stored in the tank for use at night

.

This modified solar heating system was installed in the building that had been

used for the second M.l.T. experiment. An A-frame roof was added and 16 collec-

tors were installed on the south slope < tilting at 57° to the horizontal. These

collectors resembled those used in the first experiment t except that they had only
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The third «Wr f.T. hou.se. Floor
plan iuhttHr-e tight). Sunlight

streaming in the south win-

dows (right) supplied 29 ptr-

ee fit of the winter heat

needed by the house.

two glass covers in stead of three. Situated in the attic, the storage tank was less than
one-tenth the size of the tank used in the first house. The long, cylindrical tank held
1,200 gallons of solar-heated water; it was insulated w ith rock wool ranging front 4
to 1 2 inches thick. Instead ofair being biown over the storage tank and distributed to
the rooms as in the first house, the hot water itself was circulated to radiant ceiling
panels inside the hou^.
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Because the engineers wanted to test the system under normal living conditions,

an M.I.T. graduate student and his family moved into the house. Data collected

during the first year ofoperation—from 1949 to 1950—showed that the system was
strikingly successful* Solar energy provided almost three quarters of the home’s
heating requirements. The engineers were particularly surprised by the effective-

ness of the large south windows. Hutchinson’s tests at PUrdue and the second
M.I.T. study both seemed to contradict claims by Keck and occupants of his solar

homes that south windows contributed substantially to house heating. In this third

M.I.T. house, however, the windows supplied a whopping 29 percent of the heat

needed inside—consistent with Keck’s contention. The reasons for this discrep-

ancy lay in the difference between sterile laboratory tests and actual living condi-

tions. Furniture in the house absorbed some of the solar heat during the day and
released it when the temperature cooled off. And the rental contract stipulated that

the family had to close its curtains by 10 p.m. every evening to help keep the heat

from escaping through the windows.
The collectors trapped 37 percent of the available solar energy and provided 44

percent of the home’s heat. Body heat and waste heat from appliances contributed

another 16 percent, leaving only 11 percent to be supplied by the electric heater.

The solar heating system might have provided even more heat had the structure

been specifically designed for it. But the house was converted from the earlier

laboratory, and the storage tank had to be placed in the attic. Built long and narrow
to fit the attic geometry, this tank suffered high heat losses through its large surface

area. Had the tank been placed in a basement, much of the escaping heat would
have risen into the house—helping to keep it warm. Instead, this heat just escaped
into the atmosphere.

The solar heating system operated successfully from 1949 through 1953, when
the experiment came to an abrupt end due to a series of mishaps caused by faulty

wiring in the electric heater. When the wiring short-circuited and started to smoke,
the fire department arrived and, as Hottel recalled,

They got up on the roof, swung their axes, hit metal and insulation, decided this

was not the place to open up, and then moved down and hit another. And they went
along and opened up enough holes in the roof so the air could move through the at-

tic. From nothing but smoldering, they built a fire for us and ruined the house.

The Dover House

At about the same time as the third M.I.T. experiment, a novel approach to solar

house heating was being tested in Dover, Massachussetts—just outside of Boston.

This project was organized by Dr. Maria Telkes, a Research Associate in Metal-

lurgy at M.I.T. who had been working in the field of solar energy since 1945. She
thought that storing heat in large tanks of water or tons of crushed rock was
impractical. Only if a solar heating system provided all the house’s heat, she

reasoned, would it be economically feasible. But to store enough heat to carry a

house through a week ofcloudy winter days, huge volumes ofwater or crushed rock

were needed—much too large for practical purposes.

Telkes sought to harness the capacity of certain materials that absorb great

amounts of heat in the process of melting and release this “heat of fusion” when
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they cool ami resolidify. For years, she had searched for an inexpensive, readily

available material with a low melting point and a high heat ef fusion. In 1946 Iblkeft

found what seemed like the perfect substance—Glauber's salts or sodium sulfate

decahydrate, commonly used in the manufacture of glass, paper and determents.

Over a particular temperature range, Glauber's salts could store seven times more

heat than the same volume of water; its melting point was about 90s
F, and at the time

It cost only $8.50 a ton.

Dr, Telkes discussed Glauber's salts w ith Hoyt Hottel, who was also looking for

a better way to store the sun's heat. He enthusiastically organized a group of

graduate students to test the substance. But here an unexpected difficulty arose.

According to Albert Dietz, one of Hotter s associates:

The principal problem was simply this - -when you first melt the salts they separate

into two phases, the heavier sodium sulfate settling to the bottom and the saturated

water solution on top. Then you'd have the problem of remixing them during any

subsequent cycle. To get full efficiency, they should be remixed during the freezing

cycle. That ts the problem—how do you do that?

Unless the two stratified solutions could be remixed, the solidification would be

only partial—and the heat recovery incomplete. At the laboratory they tried to

control the stratification by using containers of various sorts, but fill to no avail.

Hottel thought it premature to use Glauber’s salts in a solar house without further

testing. But Dr. Telkes was not satisfied with the w ay the experiments had been run.

Disagreeing with Hottel, she found outside support to build a solar-heated house

Dr, Maria Teikes {teji) and
Eleanor Raymonds he

scientist and the architect

who tried for SOO percent

solar heating In the Dover

house behind them.
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using Glauber’s salts for heal storage. She announced that this house would be the

first occupied residence to be completely solar heated- The idea in Icrested Amelia

Fteabody, a wealthy Bostonian who agreed to finance the project. She asked her

architect Eleanor Raymond to draw up the plans for a solar-heated house to be built

on her estate in nearby Dover. This house thus became an “exclusively feminine

project,'
1

as the Saturday Evening Post noted in 1949.

Rather than mounting the collectors on a sloping roof, Dr, Telkes stood them

upright to form the south wall ofthe second story. This bank of 18 collectors ran the

full 75-foot length of the house, which was long and narrow—only one room

deep—to accommodate the necessary collector area. Fans blew air across the black

iron absorber plates in these collectors, down through ducts and past cans of

Glauber's salts located between the walls of adjacent rooms. The salts absorbed

solar heat from the passing air stream and melted. When the rooms cooled down in

the evening, another set of fans ci rculated room air past the cans of Glauber’ s salts

,

which released some of their heat to the airstream. warming the house.

But exactly how well the salts worked is not very clear. Did the salts actually

melt and solidify? Or did they merely store heat by getting warmer—as would rock,

water, and any other substance? This uncertainty occurred because Telkes used an

enormous amount of the salts—470 cubic feet—that could store plenty of heat

without ever melting. Such a large volume of salts was used because she designed

for a seven-day storage capacity and had not installed any auxiliary heating system.

Unfortunately, the weather refused to coopemte, Right after Dr. Anthony

Southface of the Dover house, with the Nemethyfamily gathered in front- Solar

air-healing collectors spanned the entire second-story wail.

21.4
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Nemethy, his wife Esther and their three-year-old son Andrew moved into the

house on Christmas Eve, 1948, they were confronted with eleven cold, sunless

days, “The solar heating system was exhausted/’ recalled Mrs, Nemethy. “As we

didn’t have any electric or oil heating or anything, we just were practically without

heat.” But during the remainder of that winter, which was milder than usual, the

house stayed comfortable without any need for backup heating.

For two and a half winters, the Dover House functioned fairly well. Only when

there was a week-or-longer stretch of cloudy winter days did the solar heating

system fail to keep the house warm. During the third winter, however, the

Glauber’s salts deteriorated. Some cans began to leak, and the salts separated into

two distinct layers—solid and liquid. Hence, the salts could not release the solar

heat they had absorbed. Esther Nemethy recalled that winter with shivers:

Both I and my son had very bad colds and there was a snow storm and there was no

heating in the house. I called up Mrs. Peabody and said,
lTm sorry, we love Dover,

we love you, we love the house, but I’d rather move out from here unless you in-

stall electric heaters or do something!”

After visiting the Nemethys and seeing how cold the house could get, Amelia

Peabody installed small electric heaters in the rooms. And in 1953, she decided to

install an oil heating system and remove the solar. As the tenants now needed extra

room anyway, she took out the collectors and integrated the second story with the

rest of the house.

Dr. Telkes admitted that as the first of its kind, her system could not be expected

to work perfectly. “Who can expect the first of its kind to be 100 percent effective?’
’

she asked. Perhaps further, more rigorous testing would have allowed her to dispel

the cloud of doubt that surrounded the use of Glauber’s salts after the Dover

experiment. In retrospect, total reliance on the sun for house heating in a cold,

cloudy climate like that of Massachusetts was an unrealistic goal, and a backup

heating system should have been installed at the outset.

A Solar-Heated Schoolhouse

Compared with Massachusetts and Colorado, the winters in Tbcson, Arizona,

are like spring; the average daytime temperature only drops to the mid-SO’s in

January. A solar heating system there could be expected to carry a much higher

percentage of the heating load—especially if heating at night were not required.

Such was the case in the first solar-heated public building, Rose Elementary School,

which was designed by Arthur Brown and built in 1948. When he was first commis-

sioned to work on this project, Brown knew that his main challenge would be to

provide a solar heating system without running up a horrendous bill that would

antagonize the taxpayers. His solution was unique and effective.

There was no need for heat storage (a m^jor expenditure in most systems) since

classes went from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m,—the warmest, sunniest part of the day.

Equally important in cutting costs, the roof itself served as the solar collector, and

the conventional hot-air system distributed the solar heat. The roof consisted of

aluminum troughs covered with an aluminum sheet to form parallel air channels. A
fan circulated the room air through a duct and into the channels. The air warmed up
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Left ; Cross-section of the collector used in the

Rase School. Aluminum troughs doubled as roof

supports and ducts for the solar-heated air.

Below: Rase Elementary School in Tucson,

Arizona. Arthur Brown designed this first solar-

heated school building in 194ft.

by III or I5°F ant) a second fan sent this warm air to the classrooms. This solar

heating sy s(cm provided 86 percent ofthe school s heat. Bvcn higher tempeiatures

could have been attained if Brown had covered the roof with one or two layers of

glass, but his budget was severely limited.

In the summer, Brown's design helped to keep the school buildings cool with a

minimum of artificial air conditioning, A longtime resident of Arizona, he remem-

bered that many old-time residents put a second roofover their ordinary' roofto help

keep out the sun’s heat in summer. He applied this concept to the school building by

relying on the double aluminum channels to help shield the classrooms from the

sun’ s burning rays. The ducts that normally circulated solar-heated air to the rooms

during winter could be opened manually in summer to let the fans blow the warm
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classroom air outside. Brown also had the roof built so that it extended beyond the

south wall ofeach building. Thus it shaded the walkway beside the building and the

south walls of the classrooms inside.

For ten years Brown’s system kept the Rose School warm in winter and cool in

May and September—the two hottest months of the school year. But when the time

came to expand the complex, the local school district decided to replace the system

with a gas furnace. Some teachers had complained that the fans made too much
noise, and others did not like the fact that the ducts had to be opened by hand. No
one thought of saving energy, Brown noted regretfully. “I did these things at a time

when gas was so cheap,” he remarked, ‘ That people didn’t have an interest in solar

heating.” But his system had demonstrated a workable approach to solar heating

for a building located in a mild climate and occupied only during the daytime. Its

simplicity kept construction and operating costs at a minimum. Since the collector

also served as the roof, and the only extra expense was that of keeping the fans

running, the system began paying dividends from the moment it was installed.

The Fourth M.I.T. House

During the 1950’ s, solar architects and engineers built a second generation of

buildings heated by “active” solar heating systems. Most of these projects were

genuine dwellings or office buildings designed to demonstrate that comfort, con-

venience and aesthetics need not be sacrificed by the use of solar collectors for

space heating. George Lof used another solar hot-air system, similar to the one he

had developed in Boulder, to heat his newly built, ranch-style home in Denver,

Colorado. In Albuquerque, New Mexico, the engineering firm of Bridgers and

Paxton built the first solar-heated office building in 1956. This system could also be

used to cool the building in summer.

In 1958, the M.I.T. solar research team erected a fourth solar house—this one a

full-scale dwelling built from scratch in Lexington, Massachusetts* Once again they

used solar-heated water to warm the house. But this time only about half of the

house’s heat was supplied by the sun. The M.I.T, staff conducted a very sophisti-

cated economic analysis of this system. On the basis of the low cost offossil fuels at

the time, they calculated that the cost of the solar heating system would have to be

slashed by 80 percent if it was to pay for itself in ten years. According to Hottel,

“With the price of oil as it was then, solar would [have been] economically

interesting only if we could have gotten the collectors for a couple of dollars a

square foot,” This was impossible—given the high cost of aluminum, copper and

glass. George Lofagreed with Hotter s assessment of solar economics in the 1950’s,

But despite these pessimistic views, the years of research had shown that solar

house-heating in a cold climate was technically feasible. The only stumbling block

was cost. Perhaps that obstacle could have been overcome by taking the inexpen-

sive water wall of the second M.I.T. experiment and developing this approach

further. Or perhaps the research team should have learned from the success of their

third house and incorporated large south windows into the Lexington house to

supplement the heat trapped by its collectors. But the research team failed to

consider these options, and in 1962 they terminated more than two decades of

hopeful research.
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The Enghretson family* residents of M.f.T/s fourth solar house, roasting hot dogs

in a solar oven on their front fawn.







Almost every American space satellite, including the Explorer-B shown here, used silicon
solar cells for electric power.

Chapter 17
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For almost three decades after the end of World War II, the United States had few

problems ofenergy supply. Its industry, commerce and homes all had ready access

to oil and gas from both domestic and foreign sources. Most of the oil was close to

the surface, easy to tap, and therefore economical to extract. Foreign governments

sold their oil to American companies at extremely low prices. The U.S. government

also helped to keep oil prices low and profits high. Depletion allowances permitted

oil companies to write off a portion of their income taxes against the cost of

discovering and drilling for oil in the United States. Royalty payments on foreign oil

could also be deducted. These and other government subsidies helped to keep the

price of oil below $3 a barrel during the late 1950’s and throughout the 1960’s,

Natural gas prices were low, too—below $1 per thousand cubic feet during this

same period. Often obtained as a by-product of oil exploration, gas enjoyed the

same tax advantages as oil. The cost of natural gas was also kept down by govern-

ment regulation ofgas prices and by improved pipeline networks that made supplies

much more accessible.

The falling prices of fossil fuels during this period also reflected the growing

availability of supply. Crude oil reserves rose steadily between 1952 and 1964, as

did natural gas reserves. Corporate spokesmen assured the public that this rosy

situation would continue almost indefinitely. As one gas company executive stated

in 1954,
‘

‘The industry discovers more gas every day than is consumed every day in

the United States. I don’t think in our lifetime we will see the depletion of our

product.”

With fuel apparently so abundant and cheap, electric companies began to expand

to meet growing postwar demands. Liberal government policies made it easy to

procure the needed capital to build larger and more efficient power plants. Soon

after World War II the electric rates plunged as consumption grew and power plant

efficiency increased. The electric utilities encouraged greater consumption because

the costs of building new plants and installing electric lines could be recovered more

quickly if their customers used more electricity. “Once you had the lines in, you

hoped that people would use as much electricity as possible,” an executive for one

electric company remarked. ‘ ‘You wanted to get as much return on your investment

as you could. The gas companies had a similar objective. As one employee ex-

plained, “If you sell more you make more.”

Both gas and electric utilities promoted consumption through advertising cam-

paigns and preferential rate structures. “The Gold Medallion Program,” a national

promotional campaign conceived by General Electric and later taken over by

regional electric utilities, urged Americans to buy more electric appliances—and

thereby use more electricity. Lower rates for increased use of electricity also

stimulated consumption. During the 1960’s many U.S. families paid about 40 per

kilowatt-hour if they used 100 kilowatts or less per month, but the rate fell to 20 if

more than 750 kilowatt-hours were used. In some areas, people paid less than 20 per

kilowatt-hour. The gas companies had similar rate structures that made it cheaper

to use more gas. They also launched their own pro-consumption campaign, which

used the “Blue Flame” as its slogan and symbol.

The energy companies’ publicity and the enticement of lower prices worked. A
desire to “Live Better Electrically” led families to opt for homes with electric

house heating, water heating, ovens and many other appliances. A growing
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Left' U>S< electric consumption increased by almost a factor offive during the
/9/fTs and l$60r

l*

Right: A 1955 advertisement for the Southern California Gas Company, Improved
pipeline networks made natural gas available in millions of American homes during
the same fiw decades.

affluence that allowed people to indulge their appetite for new electric appliances,

combined with the postwar baby boom, helped increase electricity generation by
over 5t)U percent between 3945 and 1966. Natural gas consumption also zoomed
upwards as gas heating and conveniences such as clothes dryers became more
popular. Natural gas production more than doubled—from 6 to 16 trillion cubic

feet—between 1950 and 1965. U.S. fuel consumption as a whole more than doubled
between 1945 and 1970-

A Note of Caution

The frenetic pace at which America was gobbling up its energy resources

alarmed only a few farsighted individuals, Eric Hodgins, editor of Fortune, called

the careless burning ofcoah oil and gas a terrible state of affairs, enough to
K

‘horrify

even the most complaisant in the world of finance,
1

' Writing in 1953, he warned that
h

'we live on a capital dissipation basis. We can keep this up perhaps for another 25

years before we begin to find ourselves in deepening trouble." But such warnings
were generally treated with derision or merely ignored. Those predicting energy
shortages were labeled pessimists.

fcl

Nol many in industry wanted to hear such
talk,

1

1

commented Charles A. Scarlott, then editor of the Westinghouse Company's
technical publications. “They were making too much money on energy sales.

11
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A few scientists and engineers took the same dim view as Hodgins and sought an

alternative to the fuel crisis they saw was inevitable. In 1955, they founded the

Association for Applied Solar Energy Research and held the World Symposium on

Applied Solar Energy in Phoenix, Arizona. Delegates from all over the world

attended, presenting research papers and exhibiting solar devices. Israel displayed

its commercial solar water heaters, and representatives from Australia and Japan

discussed their nations’ increasing use of the sun. To many, the Symposium repre-

sented the dawn of a new solar age. But the careless confidence of energy-rich

America squelched the hope in that country. Solar energy received virtually no

support in the ensuing years, and by 1963 the Association found itself bankrupt.

‘"They couldn’t even pay my final salary,” noted Scarlott, then editor of its

publications.

Whereas the governments of Israel, Australia and Japan deliberately aided the

solar industry, the U.S. Congress and the White House were sitting on the sidelines

while the hopes of a prescient few floundered. True, as early as 1952 the President’s

Materials Commission appointed by Harry S. Truman came out with a report,

“Resources for Freedom,” predicting that America and its allies would be short of

fossil fuels by 1975. This report urged that solar energy be developed as a replace-

ment. “Efforts made to date to harness solar energy are infinitesimal,” the commis-

sion chided, despite the fact that “the United States could make an immense

contribution to the welfare of the free world” by exploiting this inexhaustible

supply. The commission predicted that, given the will to go solar, there could be 13

million solar-heated homes in the nation by the mid- 1970’s. However, Washington

did not heed this advice in the years that followed. Federally funded scientific

research had a multi-billion dollar budget, but the amount allocated to solar energy

projects was only a tiny fraction of one percent.

The Nuclear Genie

The U.S. government admitted the very real possibility ofan energy crisis. But it

chose a different solution—the atom. Beginning in the early 1950’s with the

Eisenhower Administration, nuclear power was seen as the energy source of the

future. Energy equipment manufacturers and utility companies took their cue from

Washington and jumped into nuclear development. According to a 1954 article in

U.S . News and World Report , the huge corporations involved in the new nuclear

industry were “backed by great capital resources and staffed with scientists,” and

could take advantage of “the knowledge already acquired by 14 years and 10 billion

dollars worth of federal research.”

Nuclear energy appeared to offer tremendous power in exchange for relatively

small amounts of fuel and labor. Scientists and the general public alike shared this

belief, and many people around the globe were infected by America’s enthusiasm.

At an international conference on nuclear energy held in 1954 in Oslo, Norway,

Alvin M. Weinberg, then director of Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee,

reported that Europeans seemed even more excited about nuclear prospects than

their American colleagues. He found them quite concerned about their import-

dependent situation. Indigenous coal supplies were inadequate to meet projected

energy needs over the next two decades—meaning further reliance on imported oil.
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Left: Itins tration from a 1954 article in U.S. New* and World Report, A close

partnership between government and industry made the dream ofnuclear power
a reality.

Right; In 1954, President Eisenhower inaugurated the construction ofAmerica's
.first nuclear power plant with a wove of this radioactive wand.

Two years later, with the Suez crisis threatening to strangle Europe
1

s oil supply line,

leaders in England and on the Continent fervently embraced nuclear energy as their

savior. As Business reported, they were determined that their "'industrial

machine and livelihood must no longer be at the mercy ofMiddle Eastern politics.
1 '

Even such countries as India and, ironically, Japan took up the nuclear banner

—

although solar water heaters were already helping thousands ofJapanese save fuel

at the time.
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How the atom is putting new shapes on the horizon

Look magazine advertise*

ment for the electric utilities,

1956. Nuclear energy pro m-
ked the utilities a centralized

power source with little labor

involvement und bw fuel

coH-

Me anwhile America's nuclear program was rapidly advancing. It had the

blessings of President Dwight D. Eisenhower, who preferred his own “Atoms for

Ftaee"
1

plan to the recommendations of Truman's Materials Commission, The
media coverage of Eisenhower's ceremonial inauguration of America's first com-

mercial nuclear power plant illustrated the nation's heady romance with the atom.

In 1954, Life magazine described the event;

With a wave of a radioactive wand, President Eisenhower transformed the bright

hope for atomic power peaceably used into a solid certainty. . . , Standing in the

studio of Denver's TV, station KGA h the President slowly lowered the head of the

wand over a fission counter. When the counter's needle swung across the dial, it

electrically set in motion, 1,300 miles away at the Shippingport, Pennsy] vania, plant

site, an automagically controlled power shovel which scooped up ihe first symbolic

shovelful of earth.

TWo years later, England opened its first commercial nuclear power plant with

similar fanfare.

The entire U.S. political spectrum backed nuclear power as the dream solution to

future energy problems. Government officials, industry spokesmen and nuclear

scientists claimed that atomic power was a “clean
*
safe" energy source. It would
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eliminate the air pollution inherent in oil-fired and coal-fed power plants. The only

controversy was over who should own and operate the reactors—private enterprise

or the government.

Only a few individuals could see that the Aladdin’s lamp of nuclear power was
flawed, and fewer dared to say so. In 1956, Erich A. Farber and J.C. Reed of the

College of Engineering at the University of Florida stressed that nuclear is limited

“both by uranium ore supply and by the inherent hazards of radiation.” George W.
Russler, Chief Staff Engineer at the Minneapolis-Honeywell Research Center,

analyzed the push toward nuclear power as an unfortunate choice. In an article,

“Nuclear or Solar Energy,” published in 1959, he commented on the waste dis-

posal dilemma:

If one projects the problem into the future when all the world’s conventional power
plants, multiplied by a factor of 23 or more, are replaced by atomic plants, then the
enormity of the problem of waste disposal becomes apparent. Perhaps, on this

scale, the problem may not be solvable.

Another problem was the enormous amount of energy needed to enrich uranium.

According to experts cited by Russler in 1959, 10 percent of America’s electrical

energy was being used to produce the nation’s output of enriched uranium—most of

which was used to manufacture nuclear warheads. He questioned whether there

would be any net gain in electrical production if this enriched uranium were instead

used to produce electricity.

Russler contrasted the problems of nuclear energy with the attractiveness of

solar energy:

Solar energy is the one m^jor source of energy which would not require several
decades of development before large energy contributions could be obtained. Its

use does not involve such serious problems as the control of a critical mass, or dis-

posal of dangerous waste products, or operating health hazards. It does not require
multi-billion dollar installations, nor huge concentrations of basic materials, nor
elaborate controls. Sufficient engineering know-how, as well as simple processes,
are already sufficiently available to make a major start at its utilization. . . . The
only elements lacking are an appreciation of the urgency of the energy situation and
a determination to get started.

Russler suggested that solar energy could make a large contribution toward heating

buildings. In America, this task consumed larger quantities of fossil fuel than
transportation, industrial processes, or electrical power generation. He pointed out
that the low-temperature heat needed in homes and office buildings “ideally

matches the low-grade heat derived from the simplest and most efficient solar

energy collectors.” Hence, this was the perfect way to start putting solar energy to

widespread use.

The Discovery of Solar Cells

At about the same time that the first commercial nuclear power plants were being

built, vastly improved photovoltaic cells were developed at Bell Telephone Labs in

Murray Hill, New Jersey. These “solar cells” could transform solar energy directly
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Edmund Becqueret,

the French scientist

who discovered the

photovoltaic effect

in im.

into electricity. Toward the end of his career, Augustin Mouchot had experimented

with solar generation of electricity, but he was using the action of solar heat on

dissimilar metals to produce an electric current. In photovoltaic cells Jt is the light

rather than the heat of the sun that generates electricity.

In 1859 Edmund BecquereL a French experimental physicist, discovered that

sunlight could produce electricity. Almost 50 years later Charles Fritts + an Ameri-

can inventor* made the first solar cells. These thin wafers—each about the size ofa

quarter—were made from selenium (an element derived from copper ore) covered

with a transparent gold film. When sunlight struck the cells, a current was generated

that was “continuous, constant, and of considerable electromotive force/
1

accord-

ing to Fritts. He believed that at least 50 percent of the light hitting the surface of

these cells could be converted into electrical energy. But such a grandiose forecast

proved unrealistic. He did not realize that less than one percent of the light energy

hitting the selenium was actually converted into electricity, and that the mechanism

for capturing this electricity was no more than 50 percent effective.

During the next few decades, few people took any interest in trying to upgrade

the performance of solar cells. Classical physics ofthe late nineteenth century could
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not explain the photovoltaic effect, and many scientists and engineers did not give it

any credence. Only after the bold new theories ofquantum mechanics and relativity

won general acceptance In the early twentieth century did work in solar cells begin

again. Scientists now pictured an electrical current as an orderly movement of

electrons which could be set into motion by direct interaction with particles of light

called photons.

With these firm theoretical underpinnings, scientists began to reexamine the

photovoltaic effect, and rediscovered the selenium solar celt in the early 1930's,

Aside from minor design changes, this cell was almost an exact replica of the one

developed by Fritts, Its reappearance renewed the dream of producing electricity

commercially without fuel. However, scientists were hindered by the same limi-

tations that Fritts had encountered earlier: the amount of electricity produced was

miniscule. The rediscovery of the so lar cell did lead to useful light-sensitive devices

such as the photometers used in photography. But, for more than two decades the

best selenium cells could convert less than one percent of all incoming sunlight into

electricity—hardly enough to justify their use as a power source.

In 1954 researchers at Bell Telephone Laboratories made an accidental discov-

ery that revolutionized solar cell technology. They were searching for a dependable

alternative power source for telephone systems in rural areas. Darryl Chapin,

leader of the project, thought that improved selenium cells woutd be the ideal

solution. But efforts to develop a more efficient selenium cell failed. Meanwhile

Calvin Fuller, a Bell scientist working in another department, had been studying

silicon—one of the two major elements in common sand. Fuller was exploring

Bell Telephone scientists

Gordon Pearson. Darryl

Chapin and Calvin Fuller

measure the response ofa
silicon solar celt to light.
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silicon's usefulness in making a rectifier, a device that changes alternating current

into direct current. Fuller discovered that he could increase the efficiency of the

silicon rectifier by adding certain impurities. The director of Fuller s project,

Gordon Pearson, happened to expose the modified silicon rectifier to light. To his

surprise, a significant electric current was generated.

Pearson knew the problems Chapin had been having with the selenium cells. So

he brought the discovery of silicon* s light sensitivity to Chapin’s attention, and

soon Fuller and Chapin were busy refining a silicon solar cell. Their first design

could convert 4 percent of all the incoming sunlight into electricity— five times

more than the best selenium cell. Not content with this conversion ratio, they

continued to work on the silicon cell for several months. By May they had produced

a solar cell with an efficiency of6 percent. News media carried pictures of Chapin,

Fuller and Pearson powering a transistor radio with solar energy. The response of

people around the world was tremendous. Business ran a futuristic article

about solar-powered fans, lawnmowers, and even a solar convertible that was

steered automatically so that
bt

all the riders could sit comfortably in the back seat

and perhaps watch solar-powered TV. 11
Others rhapsodized about acres of solar

cells supplying the world with cheapi nonpolluting energy.

Advertisementfrom Look magazine, i956. "Beil System Solar Battery

Converts Sun's Rays into Electricity !" read the copy.



Right: This urnty of
silicon solar cells

powered a rural tele-

phone system In

,4 meric us
, Georgia.

Below: A telephone

lineman installing ihe

solar cells.
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Fuller and Chapin took a more sober view of the silicon edl, even after reaching

a conversion ratio as high as 15 percent. 'We tried to avoid making too much claim

for it/' said Chapin h “because we knew it was in ihe laboratory stage* it was an
expensive process, and there was much to be done before we could speak of lots of

power.” The high-purity silicon required for efficient cells cost $30 a pound at the

time. Furthermore, each razor-thin wafer had to be individually sliced from its

component core, which hiked manufacturing costs even higher. And the power
output per cell was so small that providing large amounts of electricity would be

prohibitively expensive for most commercial purposes.

Solar Cells at Work

Silicon solar cells were first used as the power source for a telephone relay

system in an isolated rural area of Georgia. The setup included battery storage for a

nighttime power supply and worked without problems. However* Chapin's con-

cern about the cost of solar-generated electricity proved to be well founded. An
economic analysis of the solar-powered telephone system showed that it was not

competitive with a system powered by conventional electricity.

Just as solar cells were about to be consigned to the curiosity heap, the space race

came along. Satellites needed a long-term, autonomous power source that was
compact and lightweight. Conventional fuel systems or batteries large enough to

supply the energy required were too cumbersome. The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration saw solar cells as the perfect answer. They did not have to be

connected to a storage system because the sun shines 24 hours a day in outer space.

Women assembling
solar cells for ihe

U.S. space program.
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Silicon solar cells were a durable „ compact, lightweight source of electric power for
this Explorer space satellite.
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Hence, solar cells were easily the lightest power source available, and they proved

cost-effective for space applications. The U.S. space program created an entire

solar cell industry. Starting in the late 1950’s, solar cells powered all American

space satellites from Vanguard to Skylab.

Back on earth, however, the terrestrial use of solar cells did not receive any

support whatever. Fossil energy consumption continued to break records, even

though there were increasing signs that severe fuel shortages loomed in the near

future. Domestic oil production in the United States increased by 43 percent

between 1953 and 1969, but the number of new oil discoveries fell by 43 percent

during that period. America’s reliance on imported oil also grew, rising from 14

percent in 1954 to 22 percent in 1965. TWo years later, the size ofAmerica’s crude oil

reserves declined for the first time in the nation’s history.

Despite such portents the government never funded research to develop better

and cheaper solar cells for ordinary commercial use. Why it showed such a lack of

interest was a mystery to some. As early as the mid-fifties, the New York Times

suggested that the U.S. government “ought to transfer some of [its] interest in

atomic power to solar.” But Washington’s attitude mirrored that of a nation hyp-

notized by seemingly limitless supplies ofcheap fossil fuel, and by the almost magic

aura surrounding nuclear energy. There was no solar lobby to counter the already

powerful nuclearjuggernaut. Consequently, solar cells and other solar technologies

received very little support during the quarter century after World War II. The

concept of sun power remained mostly within the realm of science fiction.
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Not all areas ofthe world enjoyed the cheap, abundant energy supplies that allowed

Europe and America to forget the sun in the years after World War II. Many

countries did not have easy access to the river of oil issuing from the Persian Gulf

states and other oil-rich nations. Solar water heating industries were established in

some of these fuel-short regions—especially in areas with ample sunshine. Busi-

ness flourished for manufacturers in Israel and Japan during the 1950’s and 1960’s.

Solar water heaters were also successful in parts of South Africa and Australia.

The solar industry had a humble beginning in Israel—a mother needed hot water

to bathe her infant son. The mother was Rina Yissar and the year was 1940—a time

when extreme scarcities of fuel oil plagued Palestine. Most people were forced to

accept cold baths as yet another sacrifice to help found the Jewish state. But Rina,

whom her son Gonen later described as a woman who “lacked formal technical

education but had excellent common sense,” refused to resign herself to this

hardship. Instead, like many rural folk in the United States years before, she took

an old tank, painted it black, filled it with water, and left it out in the sun. After a few

hours, she had enough hot water to give her baby a warm bath.

This simple demonstration of solar water heating fascinated Rina’s husband

Levi, a civil engineer. At her urging, he began to look into the matter, but World War

II and then the bitter battles of 1948 forced him to put offhis research. When a shaky

peace finally arrived, Levi Yissar resolved to devote all of his efforts toward

harnessing the sun. He scanned the technical literature and found several profes-

sional accounts of solar water heating in California and Florida, as well as the study

of solar collectors published by Hottel and Woertz in 1941. He also attended an

international conference on solar energy held at M.I.T. in 1950.

Returning home, Yissar combined what he had learned about solar collection and

heat storage with several of his own innovations and built a prototype solar water

heater. Essentially, his collector and storage tank resembled William Bailey’s Sun

Coil design; like those in California and Florida, his system relied on thermosyphon-

ing to circulate water between the two. Yissar used the same type of metal-

steel—for the tubing in both the collector and the storage tank. He wanted to avoid

the corrosion problems that had caused the tanks to rupture in Miami. And to

increase the collection efficiency he inserted a dehumidifier, which reduced the

amount of moisture that accumulated inside the collector box in the extremely

muggy summer weather of the Israeli coastal plain where most of the people lived.

Yissar’ s first efforts at promoting solar heating encountered stiff professional

resistance. Despite his claim that solar energy could help conserve precious fuel

reserves (all fuel in Israel was then imported), his colleagues remained skeptical.

“Everyone laughed at me,” he recalled. “No one believed that the sun could

produce water hot enough for general household use.” But Yissar ignored his crit-

ics and soon built his first heater, which met all the hot water requirements of the

family living in the house where it was installed. Soon 25 more heaters were set up in

his home town of Holon, a suburb of Tel Aviv. The business community was

impressed—the heater was built to last ten to fifteen years, and would pay for itself

in only two. The only alternative, electric water heating, was extremely expensive

in fuel-short Israel. In 1953 Yissar obtained sufficient capital to establish the

Ner-Yah Company , Israel’ s first manufacturer of solar water heaters . One of his first

customers was David Ben Gurion, the founding father of Israel, who had a solar



Top Levi }lssar (left), the civil engineer who introduced the soiar u-'a^r heater in

Israel, One of the firsi commercial units (right) he installed in his hometown of
Holan r a suburb o/Tei AvrV.

Afrove: The solar water heater marketed in Israel by the Ner-Yah Company; I?.ss£ir

is shown standing behind U r Cross section of the system (right).

heater installed in hi* home. Within a year Yissar's company sold 1,600 solar water

heaters*

Mlrnmlt Enters the Field

Eyeing Yissar's success, several formerly doubting colleagues decided to estab-

lish their own solar companies. Yissar
L

s son Gonen claimed that
1

some ofthem got

Into the market with their own "inventions
1

by violating my father's rights on bis

patents." As in Florida, many of these new companies built sub standard equipment
In their scramble to gain a competitive advantage. This trend worried the Israeli
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Rainier Sobatka, Managing Director of Mlromit, with one of the company's

high-quality saiar heaters.

government because many of the heaters were being installed in government

buildings—mostly housing projects for newly-arrived immigrants. The government

finally intervened and worked out a plan whereby Mlromit, Israel’* largest metal

fabricator* received exclusive rights to Yissar's patent on the condition that it

maintain high production standards. The government also awarded Mil omit a

license to use a special coating called a ' selective surface’
1

on the absorber plate.

Invented by another Israeli, Harry Tabor, this coating inhibited thermal radiation

from the absorber and thereby cut heat losses from the collector by 30 percent,

Miromit also introduced several improvements of its own. The serpentine coil

arrangement of the collector tubing was replaced by parallel piping. This change

insured better heat transfer from the absorber plate to the water and made it

easier—and therefore cheaper—to flush out the pipes when they became clogged

with mineral deposits. Israel's hard water was also the primary reason for not

soldering the collector pipes to the absorber plate, Instead, the tubing fit tightly into

grooves in the absorber. These pipes could be readily scrapped when they became

too badly blocked by minerals, but the absorber plate could be reused. Mi remit also

made a collector box with a tighter seal to keep out the rain and dust.

Miromit’s high-quality product helped upgrade the heaters marketed by other

Israeli companies. According to Harry Tabor,
b+ Keeping up with Miromit'' became

the song that many others in the Industry sang. In fact* their competitors conformed

so slavishly to every new Mlromit development that when the color ot the collector

boxes was changed for purely aesthetic reasons, all the other companies followed
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suit. Presumably,” mused Tabor, “they assumed that there was some scientific

reason for the change?'
1

Nearly 50,000 solar water heaters were sold in Israel from 1957 to 1967. Miromit
also ran a booming export business. According to Managing Director Rainier
Sobotta, the company shipped heaters to ‘‘the Canary Islands, Reunion, and
Honduras, to Trinidad and the St. Vincent Islands in the Caribbean, to Manila and
Singapore, to Iran, lUrkey and Chile—all in all, to about 60 different countries” by
1961.

Ironically, victory in the Six Day War of June, 1967. had a devastating effect on
Israel’s solar water heater industry. The nation captured large oil fields on the Sinai
Peninsula—ending decades of fuel scarcity. When this oil began to flow toward
Jerusalem, people stopped buying solar water heaters. Once again the siren call of
fossil fuels led people away from the sun.

The Australian Government I.ends a Hand

Australia's government played an active role in getting solar water heating
started there, Roger Morse, an engineer with the Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization (CS1RO), began to develop a government pro-
gram in 1952. He and his colleagues developed a solar collector very similar to the
model used at M.I.T.—basing their design on the seminal paper written by Hottel
and Woertz, They also encouraged private industry to enter the field, and a number
of firms soon began to manufacture and sell solar water heaters. Government
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This group ofsolar

heaters provided hot

water for the Don
Hotet in Darwin r

Australia r

advisors visited the factories and maintained a close rapport with the fledgling

companies. But many of their early systems functioned poorly or did not work at all,

because plumbers had difficulty installing these solar water heaters. To rectify this

problem, Morse wrote an installation manual that became the industry's standard

guide.

Aside from providing technical advice, the government also developed a market

for solar heaters, in the mid-fifties, a government study recommended that all state

buildings in tropical areas be equipped with solar water heater& These areas had the

highest electric rates in Australia and usually enjoyed the most sunshine. Morse

called this government attitude “the catalyst which gave encouragement to the

industry /* The resulting demand helped two major solar firms to prosper—Solahart

and Beasley Industries,

After marketing a thermosyphoning system for several years, Solahart began to

use pumps to circulate water from the collector to the storage tank. But the

company soon found the pumped system unreliable, Keith Jenkins, who worked

with Solahart, commented: "When the pump goes bad . . . the whole system breaks

down. And like all things that break dowm they break down at the most inconven-

ient times/
1

Also* people turned the pumps off when they went away on vacation.

With no water flowing through them, the collectors got extremely hot, damaging

themselves. It didn't take long for the company to return to the thermosyphoning

system, which was much less troublesome.

Solahart also chose a completely new integral collector-tank configuration to

facilitate easy installation on pitched roofs. The storage tank was mounted along

the upper edge of the collector. Not only did this new arrangement eliminate the

need for extensive piping: it also removed the necessity of ins tailing a heavy storage

tank in the attic. Soon other firms adopted this modular system. Solahan, along

with Beasley and other firms, slowly built up their market—primarily through

word-of-mouth promotion by satisfied customers. Between 195& and 1973, about

40,000 solar collectors were sold throughout Australia.
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An early Kalahari water heater installed in (he Cocas Islands
f circa I960.

Problems fn South Africa

Solar water heating met quite a different fate in South Africa. Lewis Rome, an
English- trained engineer tiving in Johannesburg, founded the Economic Solar

Water Heater Company in 1954, Rome had learned about solar heat ing from Austin

Whillier, a fellow South African who had studied under Hoyt Hottel at M,I.T. Thus
it is not very surprising that his collector also resembled the (VLLT. model.

Most of Rome’s customers lived in rural areas, primarily in the northern Cape
region and in Southwest Africa—then a mandate of South Africa. The high cost of
shipping fuels to such remote areas made solar water heating economically attrac-

tive there. On the other hand, coal prices and electric rates in the country's urban
centers were then among the lowest in the world. Even here, however, the payback
time on a solar water heater was only seven years. Apparently that seemed too long

a time for many city residents, for Rome's sales were poor in South Africa's cities.

Some progressive citizens felt that cost should not hinder South Africa's full-

scale use of solar water heaters. They urged the govemment to push solar energy to

help alleviate pollution caused hy coal burning. "For every solar heater installed

where cod had been previously used," declared one engineer, "smog must become
proportionately less." But the government did not act. On the contrary, a bureau-

cratic measure killed solar energy’s economic appeal even in rural areas, In 1961 the

government doubled the rail rates for all manufactured goods and reclassified solar
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Africa's first sotar

industry.

heaters so that they were subject to the highest transportation tariffs. The cost of

shipping them from Johannesburg to outlying areas now outran production

costs—boosting their list price beyond the reach of most people. The loss of this

market forced Rome out of business that year.

The Japanese Industry

Like the Romans, the Japanese have always loved their hoi baths—especially

farmers coming home covered with mud after spending long hours in the rice helds
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Left; Japan’s first solar water heuter, invented by Sukeo Yamamoto in 1947 .

Right: Artist's rendering ofa wooden Japanese bath tub. Large amounts ofscarce
fuel were used to keep the bath water warm.

during the hot, muggy summers. They usually bathed in large wooden tubs heated
by a fire underneath. Wood was abundant in the mountains, but in the low-lying
districts people had only rice straw for fuel. During the Depression years of the
1930's, some farmers in fuel’ short regions began to use the sun for heating their bath
water. However, none of these early attempts spread beyond the local level.
On a trip to the countryside during the 1940's, Sukeo Yamamoto saw one ofthese

primitive heaters a large bathtub filled with water whose top was covered by a
sheet fit glass. When*et out in the sun early in the morning, it produced water hot
enough tor bathing by about two in the afternoon, Yamamoto was taken with the
simplicity of this device, and two years after the war's end he designed Japan's first

commercial solar water heater, [r consisted of a rectangular wooden basin measur-
ing 6 feet Jong, 3 feet wide and 6 inches deep. Glass covered the top and a thin sheet
of blackened metal lined the interior. This heater was usually mounted horizontally
near the bathtub, with an unobstructed exposure to the sun, In the morning a faucet
was opened to fill the basin with water. At night the sun-heated water was emptied
into the bathtub via another faucet. From late spring through the early fair, the
53-gallon heater could provide bath water up to J40°F by late afternoon—the
customary bath time. From November to March, when the low lying sun cast its
oblique rays on the heater , the water temperature reached only 70 or SOT. Auxiliary
heat was then used to raise the water another 30

3For so for a good steaming bath,
The Kaneko-Kogyoshu Company began mass-producing Yamamoto's heater in

1948. Farmers in the valley rice regions found it ideal— it was simple to operate,
worked fairly well, and annually saved each family about 114 tons office straw.
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The vinyl plastic
{

4

air-mattress*' solar water heater, introduced In the tate !9.1(Vs. A
plastic canopy supported by the wire mesh improved its performance.

which could then be used as cattle fodder or fertilizer. The heater cost only $20, and

farmer's associations and government authorities helped the farmers finance the

heaters with direct subsidies and low-interest loans. The solar heater quickly caught

on and became popular in farming villages throughout Ihe country. By 1955, over

20,0011 had been installed in Japan.

Yamamoto’s invention did have its drawbacks. Many found that the loose-fitting

glass cover allowed too much dust and dirt to contaminate the water Ln the basin,

and that algae often grew in the stagnant warm water. Competitors anxious to enter

this growing market put out a completely sealed water heater that avoided these

problems. Made of soft vinyl plastic, this heater was the same size as Yamamoto s

but resembled an inflatable air mattress . Two models were available: one with clear

plastic on top and black plastic on the bottom, and the other made completely out of

black plastic. Both styles produced hot water about as well as Yamamoto’ s original

heater. In winter a clear plastic canopy could also be put over either version to help

retain the solar heat Some left the canopy up year-round.

The very low price of the soft vinyl heater—ranging from $6 to S10

—

made it

accessible to almost everybody. Urban department stores found them convenient

to market because they could be folded up and sold in small cardboard boxes-

Consumers also appreciated their easy installation. The vinyl healer sat on a flat

wooden base built by the customer and could be readily connected to the household
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This I960 advertisement urged the Japanese to " shower with spktr-heated water/*
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Left: Advertisement for the lank-type solar water heater, which became papular in

Japan during the IWJ'j,

Right: Flow diagram for the tank-type heater. Cold water enters the tanks from a

reservoir and warm water is drawn off at the outlet.

water supply by plastic inlet and outlet hoses . True, the plastic lasted only two years

or so. But as Professor lehimatsu Tana shita, a leading Japanese authority on solar

energy, pointed out, the amount of fuel and labor that was saved during those two

years far outweighed the cost of the heater. The Japanese public took an immediate

liking to this solar water heater, buying 20,000 in 1958, the first year they were sold,

70,000 in 1959, and 170,000 in 19611,

More and more companies were eager to take advantage of the growing solar

demand among Japan's farmers and the burgeoning middle class . Newcomers to the

field looked for ways to enter the market, which until the late 1950' s had been

dominated by one firm, in i960, they came up with an improved solar water heater,

one that was more solidly built so that it would last longer than the soft vinyl heater.

It could also be placed on an incline toward the south to receive the sun's rays more

direelly in winter. Without knowing about early American solar water heaters, the

Japanese designed a device bearing a very close resemblance to the old Climax
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Professor Ichimalsu Tunashita, an party Japanese advocate of solar energy. He
tried u> introduce the fiat-plate collector in 1948, but its relatively tiiftit con
prevented any widespread use.

model. Ii was a glass-covered box containing several cylindrical water tanks mndt
of blackened aluminum or copper. The heater held an average of85 gallons and was
usually installed on a slanted platform or on the sonth*sloping roof of the house.
Connected to (he city water Tines, the heater reached its maximum temperature by
mid-afternoon. Because of its increased heat collection in winter, it produced more
hot water than earlier models during the course of a year.

Before long, however, the aluminum tanks corroded and developed leaks. Man-
ufacturers turned toother cheap, durable materials such as glass, stainless steel and
plastic. Because city dwellers generally used more hot water than people in the
countryside, (hey often coupled two or three water heaters together. At about S50
each, this tank-type heater was a far more expensive proposition than the soft vinyl
or wood-has in heaters. Nevertheless, they still sold extremely well; in 1960 alone
over 15,000 of these heaters were sold. Sales increased to 50,000 the following year,
Etud to over 200,000 hy 1 963. Over the next five years, the combined sales by the five
msyor manufacturers of tank-type heaters averaged over a quarter of a million units
per year. The soft vinyl heater continued to hold its own in rural districts, itself
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averaging over a quarter of a million sales annually during the same period. As a

result, total sales of solar water heaters in Japan reached 3,7 million by 1969. The

fuel savings resulting from such widespread use was estimated to be nearly 50

million tons of fuel per year.

But 1966 turned out to be the peak year for sales. During the 1960’s Japan began

to import huge quantities of oil from the Middle East and Indonesia. Cheap,

available fossil fuels drew many customers away from solar heaters. Rural elec-

trification gave farmers another alternative to rice straw for water heating, as many

took advantage oflow nighttime electric rates. In addition, an increasing number of

middle-class families preferred a domestic water-heating system tied into the cent-

ral house-heating system—a new feature in urban Japanese homes and apartments.

The tank-type solar water heaters experienced many of the same problems as

had the early Climax heaters. None of them had insulated storage tanks, so all lost

large quantities of heat at night. Furthermore, the relatively large volumes of water

in the tanks didn’t get really hot until mid-afternoon or later. To obviate these

shortcomings, Professor Tanashita had introduced a system with a collector and

separate, insulated storage tank as early as 1948. But few could afford its high price

in postwar Japan, and the simpler versions held sway. Finally in the late 1960’s,

cheap energy and a desire for more convenience brought a sharp drop in sales of all

solar water heaters. As elsewhere, the industry eventually died out.
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Solttrott collectors heat this duplex home in Fort CoUinsc, Colorad

Chapter 11
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Time after time, scarcities of fuel have stimulated the search for energy

alternatives—spurring advances in solar architecture and technology. But when

people discovered abundant new sources of fuel, solar energy became “uneconom-

ical’ ’ and dropped from sight. In California and Florida, solar water heaters re-

mained immensely popular until cheap gas or electricity displaced them. Some-

times no alternative fuels were found. Such was the case in ancient Greece and

Rome, where wood shortages only worsened, and people continued to use solar

architecture for centuries.

Today’s energy shortages resemble those of ancient Greece and Rome. Con-

ventional fuels are becoming scarce and expensive, and alternatives are limited.

The extraction of oil from tar sands or shale and the production of synthetic fuel oil

from coal are complex processes that involve a host of economic and ecological

problems. Nuclear power, once touted by many scientists and engineers as the

ultimate solution to our energy problems, is undergoing an intensely critical

reevaluation. Escalating construction costs, the lack of a safe waste disposal

system, the potential for catastrophic disaster as demonstrated in the accident at

Three Mile Island, and the danger that atomic fuel will be converted into weapons

make the nuclear dream look more like a nightmare. Breeder reactors, the second

generation of nuclear fission power plants, present far more serious problems.

Fusion promises unlimited power, but it may never attain technical feasibility.

The sun, however, is a proven energy source that can meet many of our energy

needs indefinitely. Solar architecture and technology have been evolving for more

than 2,000 years. Many ofthe present applications resemble those tried earlier, but

future improvements in materials and manufacturing processes promise further

innovations and even more widespread use.

There is an almost unanimous consensus among experts about the importance of

solar orientation and building design. Early in the 1970’s a new generation of solar

single-family dwellings was built—mostly in the American Southwest. A growing

number of architects and urban planners are just beginning to realize that designing

entire solar communities makes even more sense. As in ancient Greece, in Ger-

many during the Weimar Republic, and in the United States during the 1940’ s, large

solar housing developments based on rational land use have begun to reappear. The

Village Homes subdivision built at Davis, California, demonstrates the practicality

of solar housing in a community designed for energy conservation. Solar architec-

ture appeals to many because it requires no m^jor breakthroughs and only a small

additional capital outlay, If a society implemented this strategy on a mass scale, it

would realize enormous savings in fossil fuels.

After the oil embargo of 1973-1974, many people around the world started using

simple and practical flat-plate collectors for hot water and home heat. Israel now
leads the world in per capita use of the sun; a third of all Israeli homes get their hot

water from solar collectors. Australians have bought over 200,000 flat-plate collec-

tors, and the Japanese solar heater business is booming, too. In the United States

there have been a tremendous number of new solar installations during the last

several years. In the Friends’ Community Development near Boston, Massachu-

setts, all of the townhouses obtain about 50 percent of their winter heat from

individual solar air-heating collectors.

Once again the sun is powering water pumps for irrigation and other tasks in
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Above: Aerial view of the Village Homes subdivision in Davis, Callfomia^ Almost

all the homes receive a majority of their healfrom the sun.

Above left: The Kita-Kyushu swimming complex near Tokyo
,
Japan, Beasley col-

lectors made by the Azuma-Koki Company keep the pool water warm.

Left ; The Neptune Hotel in Israel's resort city of Eilat uses fiat-plate collectors to

heat Its water supplies.
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remote, sunny areas. As at the turn of the century, there is a controversy over the

best approach—whether high or low-temperature collection devices are best suited

to drive these pumps. In Willard* New Mexico, a parabolic-trough collector similar

to Ericsson's was installed in 1977 to drive irrigation pumps. The sun powers a 25-

horsepower engine that pumps almost 700 gEillons of water per minute and irrigates

404 acres of crops. Others are using solar reflectors for generation of electricity.

Debate rages over whether to use such devices on a large or small scale.

Silicon solar cells of the type developed by Bell Telephone Laboratories in the

1950's are being used more frequently as ways are found to manufacture them
cheaply. Their cost has dropped from more than $2,000 per peak watt in I960 to

about $10 per watt at this writing. Other kinds of solar cells look promising, too,

especially those made from amorphous noncrystalline silicon. Many scientists

predict that individual homes and buildings will someday have their own solar-cell

power supplies.

The sun can serve as a practical, bountiful energy source that will sustain

civilization when current fossil fuel supplies run out. There is Little reason to

consider solar energy as an “erotic, unproved ' technology whose practical appli-

cation is years away. The remaining economic barriers to its widespread use are

Famholic-trough collectors furnished hy the A curex Corporation ore used in this

solar pumping experiment in Willard, Sew Mexico.
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rapidly eroding as conventional fuels become scarce and expensive. Perhaps we are

now at the threshold of an enduring solar age.

History offers many lessons that can smooth our transition to this new age. The

successes and failures of past generations can help guide us in the development of

solar applications. But the most important lesson is that solar energy can be a

practical alternative to scarce fossil fuels. The Roman wood ships navigating the

Mediterranean have been replaced by oil tankers bound for the Persian Gulf. Their

quest remains the same. But the sun still beats down upon us even though the

forests ofNorth Africa have long since disappeared. And it will beat down on future

generations long after all the oil and gas wells are depleted.



This comprehensive, pioneering book places sblar energy today in a rich historical context.

Beginning with the passive solar designs of fifth-century Greece, through the solar-powered steam

engines of nineteenth-century America, and on lothe new revolution In solar-inspired architecture,

Ken Butti and John Perlln provide the reader wjth an amazing story. A Golden Thread is must

reeding for anyone serious aboutlthe,rS aj^ipte ntlA for the sun’venergy and Its place in our history

and future. , ^V -j^j-Wilsort Clark, author, Energy for Survival

A fascinating account of the development of solar archimBute.and technology. Butti and Perlin

offer us a genuine anthropology of solar energy—hum^n^Muiteraction with the sun and the

natural world itself. ™4
— Ifttfrray Bgokchln*? author, Post-Scarcity Anarchism
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natural world itself.


